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The Subsatellite Orbital Analysis Program (SOAP) is an all-digital functional
4
simulation designed to model the interaction of several independent fliers in
-
	
	 the on-orbit environment. Equations of motion are integrated for both rota-
tion and translation of each vehicle. Each has its own pilot, control system,
sensors,and environmental interactions. The properties of each vehicle and
the fidelity with which each is modeled are determined by the user. The SOAP
supplies a library of math models for various vehicles, a structure for setting
up the relationships among various math models, and a mechanism for general
input and output.
T,he SOAP is written in FORTRAN and is designed for use with a UNIUAC 1100
series computer. It differs from most FORTRAN simulations inthat the order
in which computations are made is determined not only by logical branching
E
	
	 within subroutines or within a driver program, but on the basis of .simulation
time, The SOAP maintains an internal clock and also maintains a schedule of
events. These events can include such procedures as execution of control
system routines, sampling the vehicle dynamic state by sensors, response of
control jets to a pilot`s commands, the recording of vehicle states for
output, or the pilot checking the status of a fuel gauge. The user need only
develop subroutines modeling the desired events and specify their whereabouts
to the SOAP executive program. Events which occur at regular time intervals
are scheduled by alerting the SOAP executive. Routines which occur only
irregularly or which occur only when some specified condition is met can be
scheduled or called by other routines during the execution of the simulation.
The advantage in using the SOAP executive lies in the fact that the sequence
of events can be arranged to reflect realistic order and 'time of occurence.
There is no need for the times at which events occur to be integer multiples
'	 of a single time unit. In addition, the SOAP automatically creates a driver
to call- all the subroutines desired and to produce appropriate input and output.
F	 This facilitates the setup and execution of new simulations.
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From the user's point of view, each vehicle has a separate pilot, control
system, dynamics, and sensors. Each vehicle and its pilot may or may not
.#
	
	 have knowledge of the activities of any other. Typically, communication
between the control system, pilot, and dynamics takes place by issuing com-
mands in the form of setting locations in COMMON blocks. Communication with
^-
	
	 the user typically takes the form of inputing into locations in COMMON blocks
at the start of simulation, printing out information during the simulation
(either at fixed time intervals or at the beginning and end),and of plots
generated after the simulation.
i
Performing a simulation using the SOAP typically involves four stages of
program execution:
a Preprocessing The m,th models to be used, the logical and/or temporal
sequence of events, and the input/output desired are specified, A pro-
gram is executed which sets up the driver program and writes several sub-
routines which Ict as subdrivers.
t	 b. Mapping or Object Code Collecting 	 Instructions are provided which de-
scribe the location of all object code which will be 'needed by the ^	 s
simulation,	 a
c. Simulation Time Proceeds - Input to the simulation is typically performed
by specifying values for COMMON block locations at the start of the simu-
lation. The simulation proceeds until it 'is terminated due to the attain-
ment of some internal condition. Printed output can be obtained during
this stage,
d. Postprocessing - Data which has been collected during the simulation is
plotted.
l
From the user's point of view, steps a, b, and d are not of particular interest.
They simply require a series of steps which must be followed to order to pro-
duce the simulation desired. They are, therefore, documented by a user's
guide (section 2) and by brief descriptions of individual subroutines.
Step c, the simulation, is discussed further.
The SOAP system maintains a clock and a driver program. It takes care of
input and output automatically, but most other activities are specified by
the user. These routines, typically, are either scheduled or called by other
i,
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tr routines. The SOAP system is not aware of the names of the routines until
the preprocessing stage.
Several activities have a special status within a SOAP simulation. One such
activity is the process of computing the position and attitude of each vehicle,.
This activity requires that forces and torques due to such effects as gravity,
gravity gradient, aerodynamic drag, and reaction control Jets be computed.
It also requires that the mass and the fiertia tensor of each vehicle be
updated. This series of computations is termed the "Environment" (of the
Flight Control System and pilot). In most situations the entire dynamics
computation is performed at once (for all vehicles), The modeling of each
vehicle need not, however, be the same. Roth the causes of force and torque
and the way in which the causes are modeled can differ.
The Environment communicates with the rest of the simulation and the user via
COMMON blocks, The Environment routines and COMMON blocks have a special status
within the SOAPrecause the SOAP executive knows their names. This knowledge
t	 of the names of the COMMON blocks involved is required to enable the user to
input data from the outside. The knowledge of the names of models allows the
SOAP executive to create a driver. It should be noted that any of these names
can be changed, but a system change is required.
r
Figure 1-1 displays the organization of the Environment routines. The names
of the routines displayed are really names of driver routines. Each driver
does little except call the routines which perform. the computation for each
vehicle. The usual execution involves the driver'program ACTVEH calling
vehicle models for each vehicle (Space Shuttle (Orbiter, Subsotellite, Manned
Maneuvering Unit, etc.). These vehicle models typically call all of the force
and torque computations involved with a single vehicle.
Two other special categories of model exist: "Passive Vehicles" which.repre-
sents a-free-fl ying vehicle without active control, and Sensors. Each of
these categories is special to the SOAP executive in that', the routine name
and supporting COMMON block name is recognized. The Sensor block consists'
of a: sensor control driver which, in turn, calls models for the sensors
(e.g., gyros, horizon sensors) associated with each vehicle.
1-3
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All routines in the Environment, Sensors, or Passive Vehicles are specified
to the Preprocessor by listing the version names of those drivers which are .
to be used to the Preprocessor (see section 2) All routines used, both
drivers and actual models, must have the relevant object code collected by
mapping instructions during the map execution (phase b above). The actual
execution of these routines is triggered by the necessity of updating the
dynamics (as requested from other parts of the simulation) or of carrying
out a command (e.g., turn on gets) issued by the flight control or pilot.
The dynamic state can also be updated at regular intervals by scheduling a
driver program termed CALENV at the desired intervals.
The SOAP differs from previous similar simulation programs (notably the Space
Shuttle Functional Simulator (SSFS)) in that the computations supporting the
vehicle dynamics can be performed entirely in double precision.
All portions of the simulation not previously specified are specified by the
user at the time of Preprocessing (step a) and/or mapping (step b)
Any opL^r,*.tion desired by the user can be written as a subroutine, either
callable by another routine or occurring on the basis of time or logical
decision. Any routine which is not solely called by other routines is
"scheduled," That is, the user tells the SOAP executive the name of a particu-
lar simulation subroutine, the simulation time at which it begins to be used,
the time interval between executions, and the time when it ceases to be used.
If any routine is to be executed before or after a scheduled routine but at
the same simulation time, this can also be specified. The preprocessor uses
this information to create a calling routine (SELECT) with knowledge of the
routines to be called. The map instructions must include the whereabouts of
object code for all routines used, whether scheduled or call ed out.
Some models, such as control jet models, accept commands from the pilot or
control system and may even delay the execution; of the action commanded. Such
a delay would be specified by the environment model accepting the commands
The SOAP master clack ensures that the delay is,applied. Table 1-I lists
commands which are in use by some of the SOAP models. The SOAP system assigns
the usage of these command indices at the time of simulation, so there is no
necessity to avoid the command indices used by,a model when the model is not
TABLE 1-I.- SOAP ENVIRONMENT COMMAND SERIES ASSIGNMENTS
Command nos. 1 Mode
500 - 550 SSO - RCS Model
551 - 574 RCS free flier 1, 24-jet system
575_- 599 RCS free flier 2, 24 -jet system
l Command numbers 100 1100 are available
Figure 1-2 displays the organization of a simple two-vehicle simulation.
The two vehicles involved are the Maneuverable Television (MTV) and the
Space Shuttle Orbiter (SSO) 	 The interaction between the two in the simu=
lation displayed is solely through the "master clock" which represents the
entire SOAP executive and scheduling system. Th e information written near
the interface arrows describes some of the variables, in COMMON blocks, which
are shared by the models. ApI one of these variables is available for output
at regular time intervals by specification to the SOAP system executive at
the preprocessing stage. Such operations are transparent to the user once
they are specified.
The simulation in figure 1-2 shows no sensors or passive vehicles, but these
would form separate, additional blocks driven by the master clock. Pilots
for the vehicles would form additional blocks within flight control. Infor -
mation about each vehicle can be passed to any other through the COMMON blocks.
Such passage would involve additional lines ;joining the flight control blocks
of the vehicles. Vehicles can be added simply by replicating the blocks which
model the vehicle features and by supplying the appropriate vehicle parameters.
Output from a SOAP simulation is typically initiated by the user by specifying
those variables to be printed or plotted and the time interval at which they
are to be recorded. The specifications are made during the preprocessing i
operation. Up to six dependent variables can be displayed as a function of
a single "independent" variable within each plot. Three of the variables are
	
}	 `	 represented by the position of symbols of the user's choosing, and three by
the angles at which these symbols are drawn. Simplified plots can be produced ,r
on a line printer.
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The SOAP executive provides diagnostic capabilities in the form of a state
	
f l
ima9e print and a restart capability. The state . image print reproduces all
of the COMMON block locations in decimal or Hollerith form. Such a print is
typically supplied at the start and end of a simulation and can be requested
(scheduled) at intervals during the simulation. The restart capability allows
the user to initialize the simulation to replicate some point in the middle
of another simulation; thus, a problem maneuver could be restarted immediately
prior to a point of difficulty to avoid repeated simulation of an uninteresting
time period. Instructions for obtaining a restarted run can be found in
section 2.4.2.
Up to this point the SOAP description has been deliberately vague. The
simulations which can be performed using the SOAP structure are not clearly
limited. Those simulations_ which have already been performed and for which
runstreams and models are already set up form a much more limited set.
These simulations are documented by the runstreams in section 2 and by the
models in section 4. It is hoped that these models will give the user a
headstart in creating a model for any operations required.
m
t
Models of vehicle flight control systems are typically documented by flowcharts,
scheduling algorithms, and program descriptions. The SSO software has, how-
ever, a special status. The operation of the SSO softwar y is described in
detail by Functional System Software Requirements (FSSR) documents. Much
of the SSO software used by SOAP was 'developed for the SSFS and was designed
to produce a functional model of the flight system. These routines, therefore,
are not as extensively documented as are those routines developed for the
SOAP alone.
The SOAP has roots in the SSFS. This document itself owes much of its develop-
ment to documentation for the SSFS (refs. 1, 2, and 3). The authors would
like to thank these whn develo ped the SOAP framework and to refer the reader
2. SOAP USERS GUIDE
2.1 QROGRAM FILES
This guide describes construction of runstreams which cause all four SOAP
operations, i.e.,;
Preprocessing
Mapping
Simulation Execution
Postprocessing
These instructions are geared for the user of the UNIVAC 1110 with Exec 8.
The SOAP systems and library routines are maintained on tapes and secure files
in the UNIVAC 1110. Both source and relocatable codes are available, though
the casual user will interact with these routines oniy by scheduling and by
mapping the relocatable elements	 Typical selections of models and mapping
instructions are available in section 2.2.
2.2	 TREA^1i
Table 2-I displays the basic logical unit assignments for a SOAP run. Table
2-II describes the setup of the files required for a typical simulation.
Typical lengths are associated with these files to ensure the availability
r
	 of adequate storage.
1
2-1
	
}
{y
TABLE 2-I.- INPUT/OUTPUT FILE REQUIREMENTS FOR SOAP EXECUTION
(a)	 Preprocessor.
LU Usage T pe Purpose
3 Required File Output images for subroutine SELECT,
CALMOD, and DUMMYS
4 Required File output images for the collector directives
5 Required Reader Card input ( can be file)
6 Required Printer Printed output (can be file)
29 Required File Scratch input/output
(b)	 Simulation
LU Usage Type Purpose
V,
3 Required File Scratch input/output
5 Required Reader Card input (can be file)
6 Required Printer Printed output (can be file)
7 Optional Tape State image dump input file; used for
RESTART runs only
8 Optional Tape State image dump output file; used for
RESTART or RECYCLE runs
11 Optional File Headlines print retention file; required
if subroutine HDLNS is used
16 Optional File On-Orbit Astronaut File
20 Optional File Standard or primary plot dump unit; required
if subroutine BLKPLT is used
29 Required File, Scratch input/output
n Optional file
-
Secondary plot. dump unit
a
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TABLE 2-I.- CONCLUDED
' (c)	 Plotter
x
LU Usage Type Purpose
3 Required File Scratch input/output
` 5 Required Reader- Card input
6 Required Printer Printed output
14 Optional Tape Plotter output tape required for CalComp
plots
20 Optional Fife Standard or primary plot data input unit
as furnished by the simulation step
29 Optional File Intermediate storage of plot data; required
if the data is provided by tape and the
PLOTER program is used
n Optional File Secondary plot dump file, as furnished by
t the simulation step
If
r
i
_t
t
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TABLE 2-11.- SOAP RUNSTREAM SETUP
'	 When multiple entries with the same number
appear, only one is used for a simulation
1': @RUN,R/TPR 170JG, E/3053, ED4-L44444,60,800
2: @HDG,P PAGE HEADING INDENTIFYING RUN
3 9 @ASG,AX ED4-L44444*SOAP800.
C	 4: @USE S., ED4-L44444*SOAP800.
^	 5 @ASG,AX EO-L44444*SOAPWORK•
6: @USE SW., ED4-L44444*SOAPWORK.
7A: @USE S5., ED4-L44444*SOAP805S1.
'	 7B; @USE S5, ED4-L44444*SOAP805D2.
8 @ASG,AX S5,
9A: @USE SB.,, ED4-L44444*SOAP2BODS.
9B; @USE SB., ED4-L44444*SOAP2BODD:
I	 9C: @USE SB., ED-L44444*SOAP3BODD
'	 10: @ASG,AX SB.
11: @ASG,T 3., F40/1/TRK/20
12 @ASG,T 4., F40/1/TRK/20
13: @ASG,T 8., F40/5/TRK/500
1
r	 14: @ASG,T 20., F40/20/TRK/500
15: @ASG,T 29., F40/1/TRK/29
16 @XQT S5. PREPRO
d
17: @ADD,L SW.SCHED/SOAP
18A: @ADD,L SB.SCHED/MTV
18B: @ADD,L SB.SCHED/MTVD
18C: @ADD,L SB.SCHED/MECD
18D @ADD,L SB.SCHED/MEC2
18E: @ADD,L SB.SCHED/SS0
19: @ADD,P 4.
'	 20: @ED,U SW.MAPIN, SW.MAPINN
F	 21A: ADD'SB.MAP/MTV
21B: ADD SB.MAP/MTVD
21:C ADD SB.MAP/MECD
21D: ADD SB.MAP/MEC2 r
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TABLE 2-I1.- CONCLUDED
21E:	 ADD SB. MAP/SSO
22: @PREP SW.
23: @MAP,S SW.MAPINN,TPF$.SOAP
24: @ OT SOAP
25: (SIMULATION INPUT DATA CARDS - see section 2.4)
26	 @JSC*CALLUP.TAPELABEL
27	 @ASG,TJ $P-P$TAPE,U,,21_._FRMO2/31 PLT DESC.
28:	 @USE 14., $P-P$TAPE.
29	 @REWIND 14.
30: @XQT S5.PLOTER
31: (PLOTTER DATA CARDS see section 2.5
32: @FIN
r	
`#
d
*1	
r	
m
	
F `	 A description; of each of the cards shown in table 2-II follows. A more
w
1 detailed description of the control statements and their options can be
found in UNIVAC system documentation. In the following descriptions,
each "card" represents one line of instructions...
Card 1;
'	 Image:	 @RUNP/0 RunID,AcctlD,ProjID,RT,PG/CD NAME 	 N
	
f	 Purpose: To initiate the run and provide identification and accounting
information to the system.
Format: @RUN	 Required mnemonics for the run card.
	
'	 a	 4
P	 - Priority code for the run. It consists of a single
letter: R, S, U, V, or Z. R has the highest priority;
Z is the system default value.
0	 - Run card options.
RunID	 Run identification field, which must consist of the box
number, two of the user's initials, and a letter designa
for as required for uniqueness; e.g., 170NBB. Six
characters is the maximum number.
AcctID Account identification field, which is composed of the
first letter of the user's organization code and the
user's project number separated by a slash; e.g., E/3096.
ProjID
	
	
Project identification field, which consists of the user's
organization code and employee number separated by a
minus-sign; e.g., EH2-1.55555.
RT	 Maximum run time in minutes.
PG/CD Maximum number of pages (PG) and cards (CD) output for
this run. If no cards are expected, the /CD should be
omitted.
NAME
	
	
First six characters of the user's last name. The field
begins in column 61. (optional)
2-6'
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I	 °
N	 - A 6 in column 800 designating UNIVAC 1110-6 EXEC 8
processing.
Card 2:
oi	 Image: @HDG,P MESSAGE
Purpose: To provide a heading message to be printed at the top of each page
of printer output along with a page number and date.
C	 Format: @HDG	 - Required mnemonics for the heading control statement.
r
P	 Heading statement option specifying that the page count a
M
` will	 begin with 1
MESSAGE	 - Heading that is to appear at the top of each page. 	 The
heading is limited to 96 characters, including blanks,
r
NOTE:
	
A period (.) cannot be used in the message because
the portion of the message following the period may not
be 'printed.
Card 3:
Image: @ASG A ED4-L44444*SOAP800.
Purpose: To assign the SOAP System to this run.
Format: @ASG	 - Required mnemonics for the assign card.
A	 - Assign card option:
	 The A indicates that the assign
is for an existing cataloged file.
ED4-L44444* - Complete file name of the cataloged file containing
SOAP800.	 the SOAP System.
Card 4:
Image: @USE S., ED4-L44444*SOAP800.
Purpose: To link the internal file name S. to the external file name
` -ED4-L44444*SOAP800.
	 The-MAPIN program references file S. as
the standard program file for the SOAP system.
i
" 2.7
r
ji	 I
Format	 @USE
S.
Ep4-
- Required mnemonics for the use control statement.
Internal file name.
- External file name.
Card 5:
Image:	 @ASG,A Eo4-L44444*SOAPWORK
Purpose: To assign the file containing flight software, Environment, and
utility routines used for most simulations.
Format:	 @ASG	 Required mnemonics for the assign card.
A	 Assign card option indicating an existing cataloged
file.
X	 - Indicates exclusive use of this file by this>run.
E04-L44444* - Complete file name
SOAPWORK
Card 6;
Im a e .	@USE W ED4-L44444*SOAPWORKg	 _.,
Purpose: To link the internal file name W. to the external file name
E04-L44444*SOAPWORK. The MAPIN pro gram refers to
file W. as the standard program file.
Card
Image: @USE,S69ED4 -L44444*SOAP805SI.
@USE,S5,ED4-L44444*SOAP80502.
Purpose: To link the intercial file name S5, to the external file name
ED- L44444*SOAP805S1 or ED4-L44444*SOAP805D2. 	 SOAP805S1 i s the
single precision, two-vehicle program file containing the pre-
processor element.	 SOAP805D2 is the double precision, ;^ 91ti..
vehicle (up to 1 SSO and 2 MTVs) program file version file version
of SOAP805SI
Format; @USE	 - Required mnemonics for the use control statement.
S5.	 - Internal file name.
ED4-L44444*SOAP805S.
or	 external file name.
ED4-L44444*SOAP805D2.
Card l:
Image: $ASG,A S5,
Purpose: To assign the file containing the PREPRO and PLOTER elements
and various input/output routines.
Format: @ASG - Required mnemonics for the assign card.
A	 - Assign card option indicating an existing cataloged file.
S5.	 - Internal file name attached to either ED4-L44444*SOAP805S1
or ED4-L44444*SOAP805D2.
Card 9
Image: @USE SB., ED4-L44444*SOAP2BODS.
@USE SB.-, ED4-L44444*SOAP2BODD.
@USE SB., ED4-L44444*SOAP3BODD.
Purpose. To kink the internal filename -SB. to one of three external filename
as follows: _i
2-9
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i
t;
A) ED4-L44444*SOAP2BODS - Program file containing environment and
^R flight software routines for a single precision two-vehicle
simulation.
B) E04-L44444*SOAP200DO - Same as A) only in double precision.
o	 C) ED4-L44444*SOAP360DD Same as B) only for 3 vehicles instead of 2.
Format	 @USE - Required mnemonics for the use control statement.
SB.	 Internal file name
i
ED4-L44444*SOAP2BODS
external file, use one
ED4-L44444*SOAP2BOD0
E04-L44444
*
 SOAP26OOD
Card 10
rmge:
	 @ASG, A SB
Purpose: To assign the file containing the appropriate flight software and
environment routines for the simulation.
Format:	 @ASG Required mnemonics for the assign card:
A	 - Assign card option indicating and existing cataloged file.
SB	 Internal file name attached to one of the following.
ED4-L44444*SOAP2BODS.
fD4-L44444*SOAP2BODD.
ED4-L44444*SOAP3BODD
card 11
Image:
	
@ASG,T 3.,F40/1/TRK/10
Purpose: To assign a FASTRAND-formatted mass storage file to this run. The
file is used for Preprocessor output.
r
2-10
- Required mnemonics for the assign card.
• Assign card option denotinq a temporary file assignment.
• Internal file name assigned to the file.
Code specifying that this assign statement is for a
FASTRAND-formatted mass storage file and identifying
the specific device required.
- Integer specifying the minimum amount of mass storage
required for this file,
- increment or granule size for this assignment. One
track (TRK) has 1792 words.
Integer specifying the maximum amount of mass storage
required for this file (10 tracks = 17,920 words).
Format, OASG
T
3.
F40
1
TRK
10
Card 12;
'	 Image: @ASG,T 4. ,F40/1/TRK/10
Purpose: To assign a FASTRAND-formatted mass storage file to this run.	 The
file is used for Preprocessor output.
Format: @ASG - Required mnemonics for the assign card,
T - Assign card option denoting a temporary file assign-
ment.
4. -	 Intei -dl	 file name assigned to the file.	 b
F40 - Code specifying that this assign statement is fora
FASTRAND-formatted mass storage file and identifying
the specific device required.
1>
i
- Integer specifying the minimum amount of mass storage
required for this file.
TRK - Increment or granule size for this assignment.	 One
track (TRK) has 1792 words,
10 Integer specifying the maximum amount of mass storage
required for this file (10 tracks = 17,920 words).
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Card 13;	
' -e_"Ir
Image:	 @ASG,T 8.,F40/5/TRK/500
Purpose: To assign a FASTRAND-formatted mass storage file to this run. The
file is used for state image dumps for recycle and/or restart
purposes.
Format: @ASG	 - Required mnemonics for the assign card.
T	 - Assign card option denoting a temporary file assignment.
8.	 - Internal file name assigned to the file.
F40	 - Code specifying that this assign statement is for ag
FASTRAND-formatted mass storage file and identifying
the specific device required,
5-	 Integer specifying the minimum amount of mass storage
required for this file.
TRK
	
- Increment or granule size for this assignmen
t
	3
500 - Integer specifying the maximum amount of mass storage
required for this file.
Card 14:
Image: @ASGT 20.,F40/20/TRK/200
Purpose: To assi gn
V	
a FASTRAND-formatted mass storage file to this run.	 The
file is used for plot dump output.
Format: @ASG - Required mnemonics for the assign card.
T - Assign card option denoting a temporary file assignment.
20. - Internal name assigned to the file.
F40 - Code specifying that this assign statement is for a
FASTRAND-formatted mass storage file and identifying
the specific device required.
20 - Integer specifying the minimum amount of mass storage
required for this file.	 fi	 I
u
{f
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TRK
	 - Increment or granule size for this assignment.
200	 Integer specifying the maximum amount of mass storage
required for this file.
	
`	 Card 15:
dR
Image:	 @ASG,T 29.,F40/1/TRK/10
Purpose: To assign a FASTRAND- formatted
 mass storage file to this run. The
	
i
C
file is used for scratch input and output.
Format	 @ASG	 Required mnemonics for the assign card.
T	
- Assign card option denoting a temporary file assignment.
29.	
- Internal name assigned to the file.
F40
	
	 Code specifying that this 'assign statement is for a
FASTRAND-formatted mass storage file and identifying
the specific device required.
1	 - Integer specifying the minimum amount of mass.storage
i required for this file.
TRK	 Increment or granule size for this assignment.
10	 Integer specifying the maximum amount of mass storage
	
r	
required for this file.
Card 16:
Image:	 @XQT S5. PREPRO
Purpose: To execute the SOAP Preprocessor program.
Format:	 @XQT	 Required mnemonics for the execute control statement.
F
S5.
	 Name of the file containing the absolute element PREPRO.
PREPRO	
- Name of the absolute element to be,executed,
2-13
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4Card 1 - 7, 18 ^A, B,- C, D, E) ,. These cards represent the data images for the
Preprocessor program. The specific contents of this deck are discussed in
section 2.3.	 N,
Card 19:
linage:	 @ADD,P 4.
Purpose: To add the images on logical unit 4 to the runstream at this point.
Format:	 @ADD	 - Required mnemonics for the add control statement.
P	 - Add statement option indicating that the ADD statement
appears in the listing.
4.	 External file name of the file to b?, added to the run-
stream.
See section 2.3.1 for the options affecting the output listing of routine
SELECT and the Memory Allocation Processor (MAP) for the SOAP.
Card 20:
Image:	 @ED,U SW.MAPIN, SW.MAPINN
Purpose: To call the edit processor to update the existing element MAPIN and
to nanie the new updated element MAPINN. MAPINN will contain a set
of collector directive cards as specified by card 21.
Format:	 @ED	 - Required mnemonics to call edit processor.
U	 - Edit card option indicating an update of the element.
SW.	 - Internal file containing the element MAPIN.
MAPIN - Element containing some collactor directive cards
standard to all runs.
MAPINN - Updated element containg all necessary collector directive
cards to produce the absolute element SOAP.
2-14
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Card 21: k
Ima9e: ADD SB.MAP/MTV
k
f ADD SB .MAP /MTVD
k ADD SB .MAP/MECD
I ADD SB. MAP/MEC2
k
ADD SB.MAP/SSO
` Purpose: To add to the existing set of collector directives in element MAPIN
an additional set of directives corresponding to the vehicle(s)
participating in the simulation.
C
i Format: ADD	 - cdit command that adds all lines of the element
specified to the element being updated.
i SB.	 - Internal file name containing the map element.
i MAP/VEHICLE	 - Element: name and version of lines to be added to
the updated element.
MTV
'MTVQ
' MEN	 substitute for vehicle, no parentheses
MEC2
SSO
Card 22;
r
Image: @PREP SW.
Purpose: To create an entry point table for file SW.,
Format: @PREP - Required mnemonics to call
	 FURPUR processor.
SW.	 -, Internal f  le name.
-Card 23: 3
Image: @MAP,S SW.MAPINN,TPF$.SaAP
Purpose: To use the set of collector directives in element MAPINN and create
an absolute executable element, SOAP, and put it in file TPF$.
Format: @MAP	
- Required mnemonics to call the MAP processor.
S	
- MAP processor option requesting a short listing of storage
allocation and octal addresses of the relocatables included.
f
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Sw.	
- Internal file containing MAPINN.
MAPINN - Set of collector directive instructions.
TPF$	 Temporary file to contain the absolute element SOAP.
SOAP - The absolute element to be executed.
Card 24s
Image:	 @XQT SOAP
Purpose: To execute the SOAP.
Format: @XQT	 Required mnemonics for the execute control statement.
SOAP	 - Name of the absolute element to be executed.
Ca rd 25: This card represents the input data set for the SOAP.	 The composition
of this data set is discussed in section 2.4.3.
Card 26;
,x	
Image: @JSC*CALLUP.TAPELABEL
Y:
'.
Purpose'; To automatically generate gummed labels and the corresponding tape
library transaction for new save tapes. 	 This card must immediately
precede the tape assign 'card.
r	
Format: @a SC*CALLUP•
	
- Complete file name of the CALLUP processor file.
TAPELABEL	 - Processor for tape labeling and saving.
i	
Ca rd 	 27:
Image: @ASG,T $P-P$TAPE.,U „21	 FRMO2/31PLT label.
Purpose: To create a CalComp plot label and to create a save plot tape.
Format @ASG	 - Required mnemonics for the assign card.
T	 - Assign card option denoting a temporary file assign-
ment.
F
$P_	 The required first three characters of the filename
portion of the file specified if the tape is to be
saved is an "X" bin tape requiring peripheral processing.
P$TAPE,
	
- Tape file name. -If D option is used, this file name
r must be used.
2-16
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U
	
	
Code specifying that this assign statement is for a
magnetic tape device and ideWolifying the specific
type of unit (required.
R	
21	 Retention period in days.
FRMO2/31PLT	 Description field, which m4'rst limit entire field to
f`
	
	
24 characters and contain type of form to be used
for the plot (02), number of plots, label for tape.
Card 20
Image	 @USE 14., $P-P$TAPE.
Purpose:	 To link the internal file name (14.) to the external file name
($P-P$TAPE) so that FORTRAN references to logical unit 14 are	 f
equivalent to system references to PLOT.
Format:	 @USE	 Required mnemonics for the use control statement;
14.	 Internal or FORTRAN file name,
$P-P$TAPE.	 External or system fi le name.	 h
Card 29;
Image: @REWIND 14,
Purpose: To rewind the tape f il e PLOT. to the load point.
Format: @REWIND	 - Required mnemonics for the rewind control statement.
14	 - Internal file name of the tape file to be rewound.
Card 30
Image: -@XQT S5.PLOTER
`	 Purpose: To execute the_SSFS plotter program.
Format: @XQT-	 - Required mnemonics for the execute control statement.
S5.	 - Name of the file that contains the absolute element
PLOTER.
PLOTER - Name of the absolute element to be executed.
E	
w
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Card 31 This card represents the data set for the SSFS plotter program. The
	 j
composition of this data set is discussed in section 2.5.
	 !,
Card 32:
Imaged	 @FIN
Purpose: To indicate the end of the runstream.
Format:	 @FIN
	 Required mnemonics for the finish control statement.
r
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2,3 PREPROCESSOR DATA
Input to the Preprocessor consists of six data sets; ^a SELECT/MAP
specification card, Environment configuration specification cards, flight
software configuration Specification cards, subroutine Scheduling cards,
print/plot output definition cards, and subroutine MAKMIN output definition
cards.,
On all Preprocessor data cards the capability exists to add a comment to each
card if the comment is preceded by the $ character. For this reason, care
should be taken not to use TPF$ as a file name to load from. A $ character
placed in card column 1 designates the whole card as a comment.
The Preprocessor Uses three mass storage work files	 3, 4, and 29. Logical
unit 29 is the scratch file used to decode and build card images. Logical'
units 3 and 4 contain output pertinent to the main simulation. On logical
unit 3, the Preprocessor writes the following card images:
@ED,IN CALMOD
(Subroutine CALMOD code)
- @ED`, IN DUMMYS 
-
- (Subroutine DUMMYS code)
`	
- @FOR-,N CALMOO
@FOR,N DUMMYS
@ED,IN SELECT
- (Subroutine SELECT code)
@FOR,N SELECT_
2.3 .1 SELECT/MAP
This data card must be inserted only as the first card of the preprocessor data
deck to affect the printing of the subroutines SELECT CALMOD, and DUMMYS, and
the MAP of the SOAP. The format of this card begins in column l and is
SELECT(N),MAP(N)
2-19
The control characters "N, S, L, X" are placed in parentheses as user specifi
-
cations. An "N" specification will cause the mosi abbreviated listing to be
generated. The " N" specification is the default for SELECT. An "S" specifi
-
cation will cause a moderately comprehensive listing. An "L" specification will
cause the most comprehensive listing to be generated._ The "X" specification
applies only to the MAP, and must be specified so that no MAP will be generated.
Following this card, the Environment configuration specification data set must
be included to ensure the proper generation of routines_CALMOD and DUMMY. This
data is stored in their respective MAP/VEHICLE elements in the SA. file.
2.3.2 ENVIRONMENT CONFIGURATION
The Environment configuration specification data set (see table 2-111) is used
to define the Environment model(s) and the file(s) where the model(s) reside.
If no models are specified, the Preprocessor will generate the CALMOD subroutine
which contains a call to the active vehicle (ACTVEH) driver, and the DUMMYS
subroutine which contains entry points for all other models. In all cases where
a dummY ACTVEH is requested, a rivwrty version of subroutine ACTVEH will be Loaded
from the SOAP System l ibrary.
In the case where an Environment model is to be included in an overlay segment
other than the "ROOT" segment, an Environment specification card must be included
for that model and the version of the model requested must be specified as
"OVRLAY." In the particular segment where the model is to be loaded, the
model will be specified with the model's real version name. Also, an additional
specification can be made to request OCOMI, the routine used to define the ^'.
length of all the COMMON blocks to be loaded from a file other than "W"
Each image is free- field
 and only one specification should be rude per card.
A comment can be added to a Gard if the comment is preceded by a $ character.
A $ character in column 1 designates the whole card as a comment:
All models desired must be specified for a simulat ,ior, configuration. _A dummy
entry point will be generated for all models not specifically requested.
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All names are limited to six characters each. 	 3±
The minimum input for this data set is an *EOF card.
The general form of the model selection equation is as follows:
Image	 mode l ,=filel.versionl
Purpose: To define the Environment configuration specification for a
particular mission phase.
Format;	 Any number of free-field images consisting of a model selection
equation. The order of the equations is irrelevant.
model i	- Field used to identify the type of model that is being
specified by this equation. (This mnemonic is defined
in table 2-IV.)
filei .	 Optional field which, if used, allows the user to
specify the file where this model resides, "filei"
is limited to six characters. If the field is omitted,
fide W is assumed. If only the period (.) is used, the
default file is W.
CAUTION: do not use the name TPF$•
	
r
	 version	 Version name of the model to be used in this simulation.
Dummy models may be selected by Specify ing the version
to be DUMMY or version number 00. For a dummy specifica
	
r	 lion, an entry point is generated in subroutine DUMMYS•
Available models are described in this document.
The format of the *EOF card is
Image:	 *EOF
Purpose: To denote the end of a data set within a data stream,
f.
R	 Format:	 *EOF
	
- Required mnemonic for the end of a data set.
	
f	 2-22
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TABLE 2-IV, ENVIRONMENT MODEL MNEMONICS AND DEFINITIONS
MODEL *
(modeli )
VERSION
(version,) MODEL DEFINITION
ACTVEH AVER Active Vehicle
INU IMU inertial Measurement Unit
RCS RCS Reaction Control System
TVC TVC Thrust Vector Control
THRUST THR Engine Thrust
ACS ACS Aerodynamic Control System
ACCEL ACC Accelerometer
SNSCTL SNSC Sensor Control
MASPRO MASS Mass Properties
HERO AFRO Aerodynamic Forces
GRAV GRAV Gravity
ATMOS ATM Atmosphere_
SLOSH SLSH Fuel Slosh
BEND BEND Vehicle 'Sending
GYRO GYRO Gyroscopic Sensors
PASVEH PVEH Passive Vehicle
GUST GUST Wind Turbulance
HORIZS HORS Horizon Sensor
STARTR STAR Star Tracker
RENDES RSEN Rendezvous Sensor
ORBALT OALT Orbital Altimeter
NAVAID NAVA Navigation Aids
GRADAR GRAD Ground Radar
RADALT RALT Radar Altimeter
GGTORK GGT Gravity Gradient Torque
ORBPAR ORBP'	 - Orbital Parameters
AIRDAT AIRD Air Data Sensor
WIND WIND Wind Effects
RNGNAV RNGN Range Navigation
LNDAID LNDA Landing Aids
BARALT SALT Barometric Altimeter
LNDGR LNDG Landing Gear
C
f
f`
I
.2.3.3 SCHEDULING
This Preprocessor data subset specifies the time-dependent flight control sub-
routines and print/plot routines to be executed and defines their execution
characteristics, such as frequency, priority, and start and stop times.
As in the previous data sets, a comment can be added to a card if the comment
is preceded by a $ character. A $ character in column 1 designates the whole
card as a comment. Unlike the other data sets, all the comments associated
with this data set are printed before the scheduling information table is
printed,
Each image is free-field and unique in that each image is processed during
execution as a single request. Therefore, multiple scheduling intervals for
one routine can overlap.
All names are limited to six characters each.
The data image is defined as follows
Image:	 NAME,PRIOR,DELTAT,STARTT ,STOPT,NAMEB,NAMEA,TIMEI 1TIME2
9
Purpose: To define the execution characteristics of the time-dependent flight
software and print/plot routines,
Format:	 Free-field images with comments.
NAME	 Name of the flight control subroutine, entry point,	 i
print/plot routine, or other schedulable routine.
PRIOR	 Relative priority for the execution of subroutine NAME.
A value of 0.0 represents the highest priority. If two
or more routines are scheduled for execution at the same
time, the one having the highest priority will be executed
first.
DELTAT	 Time interval, in seconds, between executions of routine
NAME. If the field is left blank or input as zero, the
value of DELTAT will be set to 99999.999.
2-24
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STARTT	 - Simulation time, in seconds relative to simulator
initialization, at which the flight software routine
(NAME) is to start execution.
	 A value of -1.0 in this
field indicates that the routine will be scheduled by
another routine during the simulation.
STOPT	 - Time, in seconds, at which NAME is to cease executing.`
If the field is blank or zeros STOPT will be set to 1x101a.
NAMEB	 - Name of the subroutine that is to be executed Just prior to 	 x
the execution of NAME.
	
This field is optional.
NAMEA	 - Name of the subroutine that is to be executed immediately
after the execution of NAME. 	 The field is optional.
TIME1	 - Start time for NAMEA and/or NAMES, 	 If omitted, the start
time will be STARTT. 	 If TIME1 is specified	 TIME2 must
also be ss ec ifed,
TIME2
	 - Stop time for NAMEA and/or NAMES, 	 If TIME1 and TIME2 are
omitted, the stop time will be STOPT,
Like the other data sets, it must be terminated by an end-of-file card.
Image: *EOF
Purpose: To denote the end of a data set within a data stream.
Format: *EOF	 - Required mnemon'ics for the end-of-data set statement.
To ensure that the calling linkage to a routine or entry point is generated,
a schedule data card must be present for each routine or entry point that has
been scheduled fir is to be scheduled for execution on the SOAP. A start time
t
of -1.0 indicates that the routine will be scheduled by some flight control
algorithm during the simulation. More than one schedule data card maybe
furnished for the same routine as long as each has a start time greater than
or equalto 0.0. Minimum input for this subset is a schedule data card for
subroutine TERMIN (the termination routine for SOAP) and the end-of-file card.
The TERMIN card is required to prevent a "run-away" simulation. The Preprocessor
i	
checks for the presence of the TERMIN card and inhibits the simulation if it is
not found.
s	 2-25
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When an initial simulation time bias is given on the simulation input card INIT
A	 all scheduled start and stop times will be altered by the initial time value.
A restriction which must be observed is that schedule data cards for Preprocessor
written routines cannot specify whether other routines are to be run as "before'
or "after" routines. Preprocessor-written routines include print, plot,-and MAXMIN
requests which are entry points in SELECT', However, the user can include these
j '
	
	
routines as "before" or "after" routines on schedule data cares of non-Preproces-
sor written routines. Routines scheduled as "before" or "after" routines should
not exit by calling FREQE'J. If they do each time one of these routines is called,
the primary routines will be rescheduled. Samples of routine scheduling cards
are shown in table 2-V.
Default values are assigned for the various times and priority if they are not
specified. The defaults are:
I^	
PRIORITY	 default is	 0.0
1
DELTA TIME	 default is	 99999.999
START TIME	 default is	 0.0
STOP TIME	 default is	 1.0E+10
r
an exception is made for routine SIDUMP (state image dump), 'Whatever the
scheduled or defaul^ prio^; , ity associated with scheduling SIDUMP, it is changed 	 j
r	 to 1.0E+38 when SIDUMP is actually scheduled on the waitlist.
"
1	 Another SOAP system routine that needs special attention is SIPRIN (state image
print). Like SIDUMP, SIPRIN can be scheduled or called. SIPRIN when executed
-will print all the SOAP standard COMMON blocks listed in table 2-VI. Entry
points that can be scheduled or called are also listed in table 2-VI: All of
these entry points are in SIPRIN.
I
i,. Note that one subroutine is scheduled automatically for each simulation. Sub
routine KALNOW sets the immediate Environment update flag, LECCOM(740), to force
^r
a call to the Environment.
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TABLE 2-VI.- SOAP COMMON BLOCKS
_
COMMON Definition SAD Entry pointsblock in SIPRIN
LECCOM Executive COMMON S LECCOP
FSCOM Flight Control (FC) COMMON S FSCOMP
r' ENVCOM Environment Executive COMMON S ENVCOP
ACTVEC ACTVEH COMMON SOD ACTVEP
IMUC IMU COMMON SOD iMUP
RCSC RCS COMMON SOD RCSP
TVCC TVC COMMON SOD TVCP
THRUSC THRUST COMMON SOD THRUSP
ACSC ACS COMMON SOD ACSP
ACCELC ACCEL COMMON SOD AC`CELP
SNSCTC SCSCTL COMMMON SOD SNSCTP
MASPRC MASPRO COMMON SOD MASPRP
AEROC AERO COMMON SOD AEROP
1 GRAVC GRAV COMMON SOD GRAVP
ATMOSC ATMOS COMMON SOD ATMOSP
SLOSHC SLOSH 'COMMON SOD SLOSHP
BENDC BEND COMMON SOD BENDP
GYROC GYRO COMMON SOD PROP
r PASVEG PASVEH COMMON SOD PASVEP
GUSTC GUST COMMON SOD GUSTP
HORIZC HORIZS COMMON SOD HORIZP
STARTC STARTR COMMON SOD STARTP
RENDEC RENDES COMMON SOD RENDEP
ORBALC ORBALT COMMON SOD ORBALP
NAVAiC NAVAID COMMON SOD NAVAIP
GRADAC GRAUAR COMMON SOD GRADAP
RADALC RADALT COMMON SOD RADALP
GGTORC _CGTORK COMMON SOD GGTORP
ORBPAG ORBPAR`COMMON SOD ORBPAP
` AIRDAC AIRDAT COMMON SOD AIRDAP
S = Single precision a
D = Double precision
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TABLE 2-VI.-CONCLUDED
COMMON Definition	
ti
S/D Entry points
x trlock in SIPRIN
WINDC WIND COMMON S,D WINDP	 :i
RNGNAC RNGNAV COMMON S,D RNGNAP
` LNDAIC LNDAID COMMON S,D LNDAIP
101ARALC BARALT COMMON S,D BARALP
FSC1 Additional FC COMMON S FCSIP
FSC2 Additional FC COMMON S FSC2P
FSC3 Additional FC COMMON S FSC3Pi
I FSC4 Additional FC COMMON S FSC4P
FSC5 Additional FC COMMON S FSCSP
I LNDGRC Landing Gear COMMON S,D DATBUP,
DATBUS Environment-to-flight S,D
control Bus COMMON
	 ! DPDBCP
DPDBC Environment=to4light D
control Bus COMMON 1DPFSCP
1
DPFSC FC COMMON D DFSCIP .^
DPFSCl, Additional FC COMMON D DAVEHP
DAVEHCT ACTVEH COMMON D DIMUP
DIMUC IMU COMMON D DMASSP
DMASSC MASPRO COMMON D DGRAVP
DGRAVC; GRAV COMMON D FS1CP
FS1C VEH#1 FC COMMON S,D FS2CP
FS2G VEH#2 FC COMMON D RCSICP
RCSlC VEH#11 RCS COMMON S,D RCS2CP
+
RCS2C VEH#2 RCS :COMMON D ACTVlP
ACTV1C VEH#11 ACTVEH COMMON S,D ACTUP
ACTV2C VEH#2 ACTVEH COMMON D MASPIP
' MASPIC VEH#1' MASPRO COMMON S,D MASP2P
MASP2G VEH#2 MASPRO COMMON D HORZIP
HORZlC VEH#1 HORIZ COMMON D HORZ2P
F HORZ2C VEH#2 HORIZ COMMON D AERICP
AER1C VEH#1 AERO COMMON S,D AER2CP
AER2C VEH#2 AERO COMMON S
l
f
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If there are no print/plot routine requests, the *EOF terminating the scheduling
data set should be followed immediately by a card image with "QUIT" beginning
in column 1.
,t	 2,3.4 PRINT/PLOT
This data subset allows the user to build print and/or plot dump subprograms
which may either be scheduled or called. The user may specify up to 90 print
routines and up to 10 plot dump routines. Any unique name (up to six charac-
ters) may be used for the name of the print routine. Plot dump routine names
4
	
	
are restricted to one of the following: PLOTR, PLOTR, ..., PLOTR9. Variables
to be printed and/or plotted must be selected from any location of any labeled
COMMON block. The user specifies mnemonics (up to six characters) for each
parameter to be printed or plotted. Note that no plotting actually takes
place during the simulation, but that variables to be plotted are written on an
output device (tape or drum) to be used by one of the SOAP postprocessors.
o
Print or plot dump routine data consists of two parts: a card defining the,
name of the routine and a card or cards indicating the variables to be printed
or plotted. Each print or plot dump routine set must be terminated with an
end of file-(*EOF). The format of the card images follows.
Image
	
NAME
Purpose: To define the name of the print or plot dump routine which will be
built by the Preprocessor. The routine may be scheduled and/or
called.
Formats	 Fixed-field (A6) format. NAME must be left-justified in the field;
i.e., it must start in column 1.
NAME
	
	
Name of the routine. A print routine may be named with
any unique mnemonics (up to six characters). Plot routine
names must be one of the following: PLOTR, PLOTRI, ...,
PLOTR9. If NAME is the word QUIT, it denotes the end of the
Preprocessor output routine requests and the end of the
Preprocessor input data set.
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Image:
	 VARNAM = COMMON(I) OP - SF FMT $ COMMENT 3
Purpose:	 To define the parameters to be printed or plotted.
Format:	 Free-field format.
f'
VARNAM
	 - Mnemonics (up to six characters) used to identify the
parameter in the printed output or used as plotter input.
COMMON	 - Name of the labeled COMMON block in which the parameter
is located.
I	 - Location in the COMMON block where the output parameter
f is stored.	 This code is limited to the range from 1 to
i
9999.
OP	 - Optional operation code used to scale the value in COMMON(l).
' OP is one of the four arithmetic operators: 	 +,-,*, or /.
-
i
Optional sign + or - can be assigned to the scale factor.
SF	 - Optional field that allows the user to input a scale factor
which will be applied to the data before it is output.	 Only
the first 18 characters of,SF are used. 	 SF must be the
same type as the data. 	 In ,addition, 19 mnemonics are avail-
able for SF, providing primarily English-metric conversion
' factors.	 The mnemonics and corresponding conversion factors
are given in table 2-VII.	 Also, the scale factor can be
another COMMON name and location. 	 In this case, no effort
is made to decode the name and location.	 Therefore, the
name must appear at least once in the "COMMON(I)" position
A
in the image above.	 This appearance can be i'n any of the
print/plot images specified.	 When using the COMMON blocks
iECCOM, IMUC, MASPRC, NAVAIC, LNDATC, and LNDGRC as a scale
factor, the first letter must be replaced with a Q.	 This
is true only when used as a scale factor.
,fMT	 - Optional field that defines the format of the output param-
eter.
	
If FMT is specified, the comma (,) is required.
	 FMT
may be E or F for floating point, I for integer, or B-for
octal.	 If FMT is omitted, the standard FORTRAN convention
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is used;	 loating-point data is assumed for all; that is,
variables unless they begin with I, J, K, L, M_, or N, in
z
which case the integer format is assumed.
- 
Optional field that terminates the data scan on the card$
The remainder of the card may be used for comments. The
$ can be incorporated into card column 1 designating the
whole card as a comment. The $ in column 1 must not be
used before the NAME card;
COMMENT	 Optional comments field. The $ must appear prior to the
comment.
Image;
	
*EOF
Purpose; To denote the end of file or the end of this print or plot routine
definition,
Format:	 *EOF	 Required mnemonics for the end-of-file statement.
The print/plot routine definition subset is terminated by the name QUIT
starting in column 1 and following the last *EOF. The QUIT card also repre-
sents the minimum data requirements for the subset.
Examples of output routine definition cards are shown in table 2-VIII.
When a Preprocessor-generated print routine is executed, the output will be
printed with a title line consisting of the routine name and the current simula-
tion time. The variables requested will be printed in a NAME-VALUE sequence,
five to a line, in the order and type specified during input.
2.3.5 MAXMIN
This data subset allows the user to build a routine called MAXMIN through input
data cards using the same card format used to define the print/plot routines.
MAXMIN is a schedulable and/or callable routine designed to determine the
maximum and minimum values for the variables specified. Upon` completing
`	 the run and entering subroutine TERMIN, entry point MMPRNT in SELECT`
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TABLE 2-VII I.-SAMPLE PRINT/PLOT ROUTINE DEFINITION CARDS
Card column 1
PLOTR
TIME =	 LECCOMO
ERRORX -	 FSCOM(30
:	
FSCOM(321*RTDvE
*RT0jE
ERRORY FSCOM(31 *RTD,E
ERRORZ
*EOF
ACCPRT
AVCAX =	 ACTVEC 85 	 $AV CONT ACC X
AVCAY =
	
ACTVEC 86 	 $AV CONT ACC Y
AVCAZ =	 ACTVEC 87	 $AV CONT ACC Z
*EOF
PRTACC
AVCAX =	 ACTVEC(85 E
AVCAY =	 ACTVEC(86 E
AVCAZ =	 ACTVEC 87 sE
*EOF -
R.
fg
MISC
$ SHOW MISCELLANEOUS CAPABILITY
TIME LECCOM(l)
D ENVCOM( 324)
123456
JOB
FSCA	 B
FSCOM	 2	 B
fl
CTABLE LECCOM(	 4)*2.0,E
I LECCOM( 631 *10	 1
i LECCOM( 632)*10	 B
A ACTVEC( 5)
B RCSC(5)
L MASPRC(5),E
M GRAVC(5), E
Y =	 GGTORC(5)
BIG =	 FSC1(297)*.23456789
$ SHOW OPERATOR CAPABILITY
si = IMUffl /-RTD
S2 =	 RCSC 1 *-PTK
S3 =	 ACSC(l /-16.13
=	 ACCC(11*-14.23763S4
S5 =	 SLOSHC(20)+26.7
S6 =	 BENDC(20)-0.0043
57 FSCOM(?O)*FSCOM(18)
S8 ACTVEC(20)/-ACSC(10
*EOF
QUIT
LL,
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print thethe summary
 of the maximum and minimum values. MMPRNT can
is called to p
	
i
^i
schedule	 theto print during
 the run. The generation of this
also be called or
routine is initiated when NAME is MAXMIN. This data set is also terminated y
a * OF 
When the Preprocessor-generated entry point MMPRNT is called, a summa
ry
 print
is made stating
 first the time of the print and then listing the variable names
C	
and the maximumand minimum values and the times they occurred.
I
i
3
a,
' 3
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2.+4 SIMULATION DATA SET
This section defines the SOAP simulation data card sets.
2.4.1 SIMULATION TYPE
Tables 2-IX and 24 illustrate the two types of SOAP simulatirns, initial and
restart. The initial, simulation is from cards only.
Ca rd 1
Image;
	
TYPE S.E
Purpose: To define the SOAP simulation type. Do not add any type of comment
to this card,
Format: Free-field format.
TYPE	 Word INIT for an initial simulation and the word RESTAR
for a restart simulation.
!	 SF	 When TYPE = INIT, SF is the initial simulation time
in seconds. When this time is nonzero, the scheduling
of all SOAP routines is shifted by this value.
When TYPE = RESTAR, S.F defines the particular state image
r
to be used for restart. S is the state image number and F
is the particular file on the state image file in which it
is located.
2.4.2 RESTART SIMULATION
The restart simulation initialization consists of reading a-state image
(labeled COMMON images) stored on magnetic tape or mass storage from a previous
r	 simulation and modifying it by additional card input. No routines are read.
	
k	 The state image input tape or file must be assigned to logical unit 7 for
restart runs. Any new state images are output to logical unit 8.
F
r
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Card
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
ee
fx
iq	
t
4 t
N	 1.
TABLE 2-IX. - SAMPLE SOAP INITIAL INPUT DECK
Column 1
INIT 40.0
LECCOM( 956)
 - 3000 $ FSCOM INPUT AND ...
LECCOM(957)	 1000 $ ENVCOM INPUT AND ..
ACTVEH(163) = 1	 $ ATTFLG FOR IC PASS
(Additional input data cards)
*EQF
SI 1 $ SECOND TRAJECTORY (This is a new simulation)
FSCOM(384) = 1
FSCOM(14 85 )	 0.0
*EOF
NORMAL
*EOF
TABLE 24. - SAMPLE SOAP RESTART DECK
i
	
Card _	 Column
,._..1
	1	 RESTAR- 7.1
	
2	 LECCOM(621) = 19 $ PLOTRl LU=19`
r	 3	 FSCOM(105) = PLOTRl $ PLOTTER NAME
(Additional input data cards)
	4	 FSCOM(115)
	
0. 5 $ DELTA T FOR PLOTRl
	
5	 *EOF
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When setting up a restart simulation, the user must ensure that the COMMON
assignments and lengths in all the routines to.be
 used in the restart are the
same as those defined in the initial simulation. If they are, the same routines,
new routines, or edited routines can be used.
Example. A sign error was found to exist in an atmospheric model equation for
altitudes greater than h. If this model could be corrected without a COMMON
block location change, a restart simulation could be made beginning at some
al titude bel ow h using the edited model.
M
	
	 Therefore, the preprocessor configuration specifications may be changed for a
restarted run.
A complete set of preprocessor schedule cards must be defined for the restart
simulation. This includes all before and after routines. The preprocessor
uses these cards to generate the calling linkage in subroutine SELECT to all
scheduled routines. In the typical case, the same set of schedule cards defined
in the initial simulation is used. However, start times, stop times, delta
times, and priorities may be changed. A new print routine can be defined by
the preprocessor and used as a "before" and/or "after" Scheduled routine for
debug purposes.
If a simulation start time was specified on the initial simulation, then the
user on the restart simulation must account for this time in the start and
stop times of his restart schedule cards,
The 'input data cards for the initial simulation are not used. Only the data
needed to change the run is required. If the reason for this restart run
is a_program change, data input is not required'.
2.4.3_ DATA INPUT
The data input cards for an initial or a restart simulation have the same
format (see tables 2-IX and 24).
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Cards 2,	 4:
Image:	 COMMON (INDEX) x DATA OPI SFI OP 2 SF2 OP3 SF3 ON SF4 OP S SF5
$ COMMENT
Purpose: To scale and input data into $SFS single and double precision COMMON
blocks.
Format:	 Free-field format,
COMMON -	 Any one of the COMMON blocks defined in table 2-IV.
When defining COMMON block lengths in input cards, the
specification should appear before any input reference
M is made to the particular COMMON block. 	 The COMMON
block must be dimensioned in a routine equal to or
greater than the specification being made.
INDEX -	 Location of the COMMON block to be initialized.
DATA Integer or an octal, floating-point, or Hollerith number
to be stored in the COMMON block.
	
An integer is signified
by the absence of a decimal point; it may not exceed
34,359,638,367.
	
An octal number is signified by a B at
the end of the number; it 'must be 12 digits or fewer.
A floating-point number is signified by a decimal point;
it is restricted to a card field of 24 columns or fewer
and may be of normal or exponent form (e.g. , 100. 0,
1.0E+2, or 2.00+3). 	 A Hollerith number is signified by
an initial alphabetic character; it must be six characters
or fewer and is stored left-justified with blank fill.
OP i -	 Optional operation code used to scale DATA prior to loading.
For each OP 	 used (a maximumof five is allowed), an SF 
must be supplied.	 OP i is one of the four arithmetic
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operators: +, -, *, or /. The evaluation of the input
expression is in a strict left-to-right order, with all
operators having the same weight.
a
SFi
	
	- Input following an OP i which is used to scale DATA prior
to loading, SF must be of the same type as DATA. For
Ir	 numeric data, SF i has. the same restrictions imposed upon
it that DATA does. SFi may also be one of the 19 mnemonic 	
x
j conversion factors defined in table 2-VII. The same
i
	
	
SFi mnemonics are used for double precision. In this case,
the system keys off of the COMMON block type.
$	 Optional code used to terminate an input card, leaving
the rest of the card available for comments. If $ is
placed in column 1, the entire card is considered to be
a comment card and is centered on the page.
Card 5: The input data set must be terminated by an *EOF card.
Examples of data input cards are shown in table 2-XI. 	 The number of inputs
or input phrases per card is not restricted, but a data field may not be
split between cards. Several data fields may be contained on one card (i.e.,
r
for loading into consecutive COMMON block locations) with the data fields
separated by commas. Data input may be continued from one card to the next
y
with the comma at the end of the statement. For loading into several con-
secutive locations, a particular location may be left unchanged by leaving a
r
	
	 ;
blank field on the card (i.e., two consecutive commas in adjacent columns or
separated by blanks). The data set is terminated with an *EOF card. When
specifying the length of a COMMON block, the input value must be an integer.
2.4.4 RECYCLE
A recycle is initiated during a simulation run by scheduling subroutine RECYCL
l3	
or by a call to RECYCL by the flight software. Initiation of RECYCL results
`
	
	
in a pause in the simulation run to (1) read input cards and continue the
simulation from that point or(2) "roll back" to a previous point in the sim-
ulation run, read input cards, and continue the simulation from that point.
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rThe SSFS has three types of recycle capabilities (see card b, table 2-IX):
NORMAL, :I, and SISAVE.
f a;	 The,NORMAL recycle instructs the SOAP to read input cards and resume the
simulation run from that point.
4 b.	 The SI recycle instructs the SOAP to read the state image specified on
the SI input card. 	 Input cards following the SI card are read, and the
simulation run is continued from that point of the state image just read
in.	 State image dumps that occur after the recycle are written over the
old state images that follow the one _used to reinitialize the simulation.
c.	 The SISAVE recycle instructs the SOAP to dump a final
	
(for this trajectory)
state image on the tape, write an end-of-file code, and "roll back" to
the state image specified on the SISAVE card. 	 The state image is read
into core; the tape is repositioned past the end-of-file; and the simulation
reads additional input cards, dumps another state image, and resumes the
simulation from the point of reinitialization.
	
State image tapes produced 	 v
by the SISAVE capability contain one file for the original trajectory,
t plus additional files for each SISAVE recycle.
The SISAVE recycle capability was designed primarily to maintain a permanent 	 j
record of a multiple trajectory run, so that any trajectory could be rerun to
diagnose problems without having to repeat the complete run. The SI recycle
r
	
	 is used more frequently for multiple trajectory runs, since most users are
not concerned with saving a 'permanent record of the trajectories, and SI is
more economical. The State image output file must be assigned to logical
I
unit 8.
For multiple trajectory runs, a NORMAL recycle deck (NORMAL, *EOF) must
follow the last SI or SISAVE recycle deck to terminate the run normally. This
is required because, an SI or SISAVE recycle causes a backup in time and causes
RECYCL to be rescheduled when that time is reached again.
The optionalrecycle decks follow the simulation input deck shown in table 2-IX.
`	 All three types of recycles have the same input card structure or format.
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Card 6:::.- 	 i
Images	 TYPE .S
Purpose; To define the type of recycle.
Formats free-field format.
TYPE One of three words; NORMAL, SI, or SISAVE
S	 - Code used only when TYPE is SI or SISAVE. S is an integer
C	 corresponding to the state image at which reinitialization is
to occur.'
Cards 7 and 8: Cards 7 and 8 have the same format and purpose as input data
S
j	 cards 2, ..., 4 in section 2.4.3.
-d
Card 9: Each recycle data set is terminated with an *EOF card.
a	
_
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t2.5 POSTPROCESSING
Postprocessing of the SOAP consists of plotting, using one of the two SSFS
plotter packages; the production plotter or the high-speed plotter, The
two plotters are denoted by their absolute element names, PLOTER and SPDPLT,
respectively. With PLOTER, the user has the option of selecting CalComp,
printer, and/or SD-4060 plots. With SPDPLT, the user can select CalComp and /or
printer plots.
PLOTER or SPDPLT may be run after `a simulation, in an in-line mode, or in a
subsequent run to produce plots of data dumped onto a tape or mass storage
file during the simulation.
2.5.1 PRODUCTION PLOTTER
With the production plotter (PLOTER), the user has the option of specifying
the following	 r
a. One, two, or three variables on the same graph with a single abscissa
parameter
b	 Logical unit and file from which the data is to be plotted
c. Any combination of CalComp, SD-4060, or line-printer plots
d. Frequency of the data to be plotted
e. Number of points between symbols for CalComp plots for the set and/or
for individual plots_
i	 f. _Graph and axis titles
g. Tabular 'listings of the parameters to be plotted
h. Solid line or point plots
i
	
	
Number of frames (limited to four) in which the data is to be plotted
and also whether multiple frames are to have the same scale
j. Standard CalComp scaling or an alternate SCALIE scaling routine, which
may produce larger plots for the plot set
k. Axis scaling for an individual plot, which overrides the selection 'in
the previous option listed
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Plots from a portion of the input data file related to a specified t
interval
m. Multiple plot sets with minimum input requirements
C
n. Choice of symbol representation for each variable
o. Symbols may be rotated to display an additional variable
I'
The limitations in PLOTER include:
a. Maximum of 2000 points per plot for CalComp plots.	 Additional points are
processed as sep ,^'rate plots.
b. Maximum of 200 points_p.er frame for SO-4060 or printer pl ots.	 This is
' limited internally by recomputing the frequency of the points.
c. Maximum of four frames per plot.
2.5.2.	 HIGH-SPEED PLOTTER
►,
The high-speed plotter (SPDPLT) has the same capabilities and limitations as 	 l
PLOTER with the following exceptions:
' a. No SD-4060 film plots
b. No optional graph and axis titles
r
c. One frame per plot request
d. No more than the first 1350 points from the input file plotted for
CalComp plots
-e. Limit of 1,00 prints internally for line printer plots
f. Maximum of 30 plot variables
4 g. No user-defined input scaling, although selection Of SCALE or SCALIE
for the plot set is permitted
h. No capability to plot a time interval portion of the data file
f
;N
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4K 2,5.3 PLOTTER INPUT
Despite all the options available in the plotters, the programs are designed
to require a minimum of input. In the simple plotter input deck shown in
table 24II, the plot request set conrol card contains only the plot identifi-
cation field, while the individual plot request cards fist only the variable
names. This type of deck is most often submitted and results in valid sets
of printer and CalComp plots using standard options and nominal data values.
For exampled the blank plot request set control card implies that the data
to be plotted is to be obtained from a mass storage file on file l of assigned
logical unit 20. Every point is to be plotted to produce Cal Comp and line
printer plots, using the SCALE routine for axis scaling. Using this infor-
mation, plots are then to be processed for variables defined on the individual
plot requests.
TABLE 2-XII. - SAMPLE PLOTTER INPUT DECK 1
Card
1
Col.
1-
PLT01,
Col.
10-15
Col.
20-25
Col.
30-35
Col.
40-45
2 TIME AIRSP
3 TIME AVACX AVACY AVAC2,
4 LAT LONG
(Additional input cards)
5 *EOF
Additional input is required when nonstandard options are desired, as shown
in the sample input deck in table 2-XIII.
The input sets for the two plotters are compatible, with the high-speed plotter
(SPDPLT) ignoring some of the options. The following sections describe the
input cards for the production plotter (PLOTER); SPDPLT limitations are noted.
2-n7
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l
Card
Col.
1-6
Col.
7-15
Col.
l7-25
Col.
25-35
Col.
40-60
1 PLT02 .2	 1
2 10.0 80.0
3 *TIME *ATAK *ATAKC
4 S 10.0 80.0 4.0	 14.0
5 TIME
6 TIME /AIRSP
7 * TIME POS
8 1 ANG
Additional nput c rds
G	 LONGITUDE
LONG
V
LAT
. LATITUDE
A	 LONGITUDE(DECREES) LATITUDE (DEG2EL,S )
*EOF
*3
TIME AVACX
-
AVACY A6VACZ
*EOF
*EOF
C
2.5..3.1 Plot Request Set Control Card
Card 1 (table 2-XIII):
Image:	 IDPLT IFILE NPTS IFREQ NSET LU ISTORE IPART NOCAL'NOPRT SD4060 ISCALE
Purpose: To define the general input/output requirements for the following
plot request set.
Format;	 Fixed-field.
k	 Card column Name	 Format
r,	 1-5 IDPLT	 AS
6-10 IFILE	 15
t
11.15 NPTS
	 I5
16-20 IFREQ	 L5
25 NSET
	 Al
29-30 LU	 I2
31 ISTORE	 Al
35 IPART	 Al
40-45 NOCAL	 A6
50-55 NOPRT	 A6
60--65 SD4060	 A6
80 ISCALE	 Al
IDPLT
	 - Plot idenitification.	 If blank, no plot ID will appear
on plots or printed' output.
IFILE	 - Defines the file from which the data is to be plotted for
the following plot request seta	 If blank or 0, file 1	 is
r assumed.
NPTS
	 - Is applicable only to Cal Comp plots.	 It specifies the
number of data points between symbols for the set.	 If
blank, it is assumed to be 50. 	 This option may be over-
ridden on individual plot requests,
IFREQ	 - Defines the Frequency at which the data for the following
F plot request set is to be plotted.	 If IFREQ is blank,
0, or 1, all data is plotted; if 2	 every other data point
is plotted; if 3, every third data pointis plotted; and
so on.	 SPDPLT ignores this field.
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NSET
	
If blank, individual plot request cards are required for
all plots in the set, and this set of plot request cards
becomes_a standard set. If nonblank, the last standard set
of plot variables is plotted as specified on this plot
request card, Additional plot request cards may be
supplied to supplement the standard set of plot requests
for this set of plots only.
NU	 Specifies the unit that contains the data to be plotted
for the following request set. If blank or 0, logical unit
20 is assumed.
ISTORE If nonblank, the data to be plotted is obtained from tape.
If blank, the data is obtained from the mass storage file.
IPART	 If nonblank, only the time interval portion of the plot
data file is plotted, and a second set control card is
required to Specify the minimum and _maximum plot times.
This option is not valid in SPDPLT.
NOCAL
	
If blank, a Cal Comp-plot is produced for each plot in
the succeeding plot request set. If nonblank, no Cal Comp
plots are produced unless one of the plot requests in the
succeeding set indicates otherwise.
NOPRT
	 If blank, a line printer plot is produced for each plot
in the succeeding plot request set. If nonblank, no line	 r:
printer plots are produced unless one of the plot requests
in the succeeding set indicates otherwise.	
k
SD4060 - If nonblank, an SD-4060 microfilm plot is produced for each 	 if
plot in the following plot request set. If blank, no
microfilm plots are produced unless one of the plot requests {
in the following set indicates otherwise. This field is
ignored by SPORT. i
4
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ISCALE - If blank, the standard CalComp SCALE routine is used for
the plots. If nonblank, the SCALIE routine is used for
axis scaling. SCALIE produces larger curves than SCALE,
'	 but the graph scale may not be as easy to interpolate.
	.F	
This option may be overrides in PLOTER ( but not in SPDPLT)
by user-defined scaling for individual plots.
2.5.3.2 Optional Plot Set Control Card
tl
Card 2 (table 2 -XIII); This card is supplied only when column 35 of card 1
is nonblank.
	
ff^	 Image:	 TMIN TMAX
f
	
`	 Purpose: To define a limited time interval for the plot request set.
	
I	 Format;	 Fixed-field.
Card column	 Name	 Forman	 m"
1 =10	 TMIN	 F10.1
11-20	 TMAX	 F10.1
TMIN
	
Minimum plot time; may be greater than orequal to the
initial simulation time.'
9
TMAX - Maximum plot time; may be less than or equal to 'tits^
simulation termination time.
SPDPLT reads but ignores this card when column 35 on card 1 is nonblank.
When this option is used in PLOTER,'the following conditions must be met:
a. TIME must be the first variable in the plot dump file.
b. Logical unit 29 must be assigned as shown in table 2-II (card 1-5).
r
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2.6.3.3 Individual Plot RequestCards
Card 3 _(table 2-XIII):
Images A I X I YA I YO I YC XAXS YAXS NSYM NF FS C P S
Purpose: To define a plot to be produced.
Format;	 Fixed-field.
Card column
	 Name Format
2 A Al
I A 1
10-15 X A6
19 Al
20-25 YA	 - A6
29 I Al
30-35 YS A6
39 I Al
40-45 YC A6
^	
57-60 XAXS FA.1
62-65 YAXS
a
Ni. i
67-70 NSYM 14
72-73 NF I2
t	 75-76 F5 A2
78 C Al
i	 79- P Al
80 S Al
A - For PLOTER, if A is an asterisk (*)	 then there is another
card immediately following with format as specified in the
description of card 7 following, which gives data determi-
ning what symbol is to represent a certain variable and
at what angle the symbol is to be printed.
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I For PLOTER, if I is an asterisk M, a tabular
listing of the data plotted js produced.for the
variable which follows the asterisk. For SPDPLT, i
any I is an asterisk, a listing is produced for all
variables specified on the plot request card. For
plotters, if the I preceding YA, YB, or YC is a sla
(/), the corresponding plot (curve) consists of an X
at each point instead of the normal line connecting
the points.
X - Name of the X-axis variable.
YA
i
- Name of the Y-axis variable.
YB . Optional name of the second Y-axis variable.
"	 YC = Optional name of the third Y-axis variable. t
XAXS - Applicable only to CalComp plots. 	 It defines the
X-axis plot frame length in inches.	 If blank, 7 inches
are assumed.
YAXS - Applicable only to CalComp plots. 	 It defines the
Y-axis plot frame length in inz,hes.	 If blank, 5 inches
are assumed.	 YAXS is Hmited to 9 inches.
NSYM - Applicable only to CalComp plots.	 This. code specifies
r
the number of data points between symbols.	 If blank,
it is assumed to be NPTS, as specified in columns 11
through 15 of card l of the data set.
(NOTE: The remaining inputs are ignored by SPDPLT.)
NF - Specifies the number of frames in wh 4 ch the data is
to be plotted.	 If blank, it is assumed to be 1. 	 NF
is limited to 4
FS - Used only if NF is greater than 1.	 If nonblank, it
specified that all frames have the same maximum and	 j
E minimum Y-axis values.	 If blank, the scales for each
frame are independent of the other frames.
f
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1
C
	
	 If nonblank,-a CalComp plot is produced for this plot
in addition to the types requested on the plotter
control card (card 1). If blank, the plotter control
card specifies the types of plots to be produced for
this request.
P
	
	
- IT nonblank, a printer plot is produced for this plot
in addition to the types requested on the plotter
control card (card
	 If blank, the plotter control
card specifies the types of plots to be produced for
this request.
S	 If nonblank, an SO -44,060 plot is produced for this plot
in addition to the types requested on the plotter control
card (card 1). If blank, the platter control card
specifies the types of plots to be produced for this request.
rt	 Card 7
	 (table 2-XIII):
Image:	 ISYAANG ISYBANG	 ISYCANG
Purpose: To allow user :specification of symbol to represent any of three
r
Y variables (see below for choice of symbols)
t Format:	 Fixed-field
Card column Name Format
9 IS i1_
10-15 YAANG A6
19 IS L1
20-25 YBANG A6
29 IS L1
30-35 YCANG A6'	 3
IS	 - Integer defining choice of symbol
YAANG	
- Name of variable angle at which the first Y-axis variable symbol
is drawn.
5
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YBANG - Same as MANG for second Y-axis symbol.
YCANG - Same as MANG for third Y-axis symbol.
2.5.3.4 Optional Plot Request Cards
Any combination of the optional cards defined in this section may ve inserted
immediately following an individual' plot request in the PLOTER input deck.
Axis scaling card:
Image:	 S XMIN,XMAX	 YMIN YMAX
or
S'XMIN	 DELX YMIN	 DELY
Purpose: To permit user input of axis 'scaling parameters. This card is ignored
by SPDPLT,
Fnrmat• F VaA-f4O1A
r,
r.
t,
Card, column	 Name
	 format
37-48	 YMIN	 E121
49-60	 YMAX	 E12.1
or
61-72	 DELY	 E12.1
S	 - Character S, which must appear in column 1 of the
axis scaling card
XMIN	 - X-axis minimum value
XMAX	 - X-axis maximum value
or
DELX	 - X-axis units per inch of plot length
YMIN	 - Y-axis minimum value
YMAX
	
- Y-axis maximum value
or
DELY	 - Y-axis units per inch of plot height
When an S appears in column 1, minimum values of X and Y must be specified.
r Either maximum values of X and Y or unit increments per inch on the X and Y
axes must be specified consistent with the dimensions specified in XAXS and
YAXS of the plot request card.
Plot title card:
Image:	 G LONGITUDE VS. LATITUDE
Purpose:
	
To permit the specification of a title for a plot.	 This title
' card is applicable to the plot request card immediately preceding
this card (i.e., card 4 in table
	 2-XI_I.	 This card is optional 	 for
PLOTER and is ignored by SPDPLT.
i
f 2-5E
Format:	 Fixed-field,
Card column	 Name	 Format
1	 G	 Al
2-80	 'TITLE	 13A6,Al
G	 - Character G, which must appear in column 1 of the plot
title- card.
-TITLE	 Title of the plot.
N
I	 Axis title cards;
f
Image:	 A LONGITUDE(DEGREES) LATITUDE(DEGREES)
Purpose: To permit the specification of a title for the X and Y axes of the
lot. Two axis title cards may be used to define an X-axis and uE	 p	 p
to three Y-axes	 The axis title card is appl icable to the plot request
card immediately preceding it. The X-axis title is defined on the
first half of the axis title card. The first Y-axis title is defined
on the last half of the card. If two or three Y-axis variables are
defined, a second axis title card is permitted, with the first half
of the card defining the second Y-axis parameter and the second half
defining the third Y-axis parameter. This card is optional for
PLOTER and is ignored by SPDPLT.
Format:	 Fixed-field.
Card column	 Name	 Format
1	 A	 A1`
2-37
	 AXISI	 6A6
41-76	 AXIS2	 6A6
A
	
	 Character A, which must appear in column 1 of th,,p axis
title card.
AXIS1	 -'Title for the X- ax is or the second Y-axis.
AXIS2	 - Title for the first or third .?-axis.
i
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rEnd-of-file card.
Image:	 *EOF
F	 Purpose: To denote the end of file or the end of a data set within a data
stream.
-'t
Format:	 *EOF - Required mnemonics for the end-of-file card.
^k
Any number of plot request sets may be inserted in the input deck, with an
end-of-file card between each set. Two end-of-file cards should follow the
last data set.
2.5.3.5 Logical Unit Assignments
	 -
For most plotter runs, logical units 3, 14, 20, and 29 must be assigned by
inserting corresponding @ASG and @USE statements in the input deck. Table 2-I
describes the input/output logical unit requirements for the plotters.
2.5.3.5 Diagnostics
i	 If one or more of the dependent variables requested as YA, YB, and YC are not
defined in the plot dump routine (section 2.5), the undefined variables
cannot be plotted, but a message is printed at the bottom of the plot frame.
r	 For example,
PP IS NOT DEFINED PLOT IGNORED
i'	 If the independent variable is undefined in the plot dump routine, then a
blank frame is printed with the following message at the bottoms
INDEPENDENT VARIABLE IS NOT DEFINED PLOT SKIPPED
2.5.3.7 Plot Output Data Format
There is a requirement for the SOAP to generate a data file or tape to be
used as input to the SOAP plot processors and/or other programs. Through
'	 the SOAP Preprocessor scheduling and plot routine generation capability, it
	 y
!j
is possible to output any information stored in labeled COMMON blocks at the
scheduled plot delta time.'
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t4	 The SOAP plot output data is written using the standard computer system
format onto a file or tape in the following manner:
a. Symbol record
b. Data records
r C. EOF records
The symbol record consists of the variable names as assigned in the SOAP
Preprocessor plot routine data set and the number of plot variables (N).
`	 The symbol record is 256 words long and is arranged in the following1 manner:
a. Locations 1 through N (where N < 2:54)
	
variable names assignel to plot
I	 data values.
b. Location N + 1 - number of variables (N) in the plot data set.
c. Locaition 256 - Number of variables (N) in the plot data set.
4
^l	 The data records consist of the values for the plot data seta These records
are N words long and are written out each time the plot routine is executed.
The EOF record is 256 words long and is used as a file mark. It consists of
r	 a coded end-of-file (left-justified Hollerith data	 EOFOOO) in the first
word. The values in the other 255 words are not important. The SSFS has
multifile capability, and each file is termi nated by an EOF record. Two EOF
records are written at the end of the last file. It is necessary that this
last record be a ma%imum of 256 words long because of the variable lengths
possible for the Data records.
Table 2-XIV is a sample format of the plot output data and table 2-XV is
the coding necessary to read the plot output data if used as input to another
program.
F It should be noted, that if an SSFS simulation is made with the plot output
I	 data going to a file and later copied to tape, the tape cannot be read
E	 directly. It would be necessary to copy the tape back to a file, 'which can
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TABLE 2-XIV. - PLOT FILE FORMAT.
w RD
RECORD	 1 2	 3	 4	 5 256
I TIME00 RXOOOO RYOOOO RZ)dOO 4 4
2 0.0 6.5E+6 0.0 0.0
3 10.0 6.4E+6 1.0E+5 -1.0E+5
1-2. 490.0 -4.1E+5 3.1E+6 -3.1E+6
-1 500 . 0 -4.2E+ 5 3.2E+6 —3.2E+6
^	 - EOF)6ldO
4 e
TABLE 2-XV. - COOS TO READ PLOT FILE
9
DIMENSION BUFF^256), IBUFF(256)
EQUIVALENCE (BUTF(1), IBUFF(1)_)
DATA IEOF/3HEOF/'LU/20/
3
C READ SYMBOL RECORD
READ (LU) IBUFF
NDP = IBUFF(256)
C READ DATA RECORD
.100	 READ (:,U)	 (BUFF (T), hl, NDP)
C IS THIS EOF RECORD
IF (IBUFF ( l) .E4.IEOF) GO TO 200
C
C USE DATA r rr •
GO TO 100
C •
c ALL DATA READ * t •
200	 CONTINUE
z;
x
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3 UTILITY ROUTINES
These routines comprise SOAP preprocessor, executive, and postprocessor rou-
ines, and genera l purpose routines which the user may include in a flight
control model. Typically the user need not be at all concerned with the
systems fep tures and need only select those items from sections 4 and 5
which are desired. The only caution which must be included in this recommen-
dation is that some mathematical functions have both single precision and
double-precision versions. The double-precision versions support double
precision environment routines, while the single-precision versions may be
used in the same simulation by flight control routines, The user need only
be aware of the distinction and should not attempt to substitute.
3.1 PREPROCESSOR ROUTINES
The preprocessor writes the routines SELECT, CALMOD, and DUMMYS based on the
environment input cards. It creates the ap propriate wait list based on
schedule cards and on print/plot requests. Typically, the user will neither
call nor modify these routines directly, but will simply use the Preprocessor
o:	 in accord with the runstream instructions in section 2.
Preprocessor routines are:
ENVRD
KARDKR
r
PREENV
PRMAIN
PROUT
A functional diagram is given in figure 3-1 and a discussion of each routine
follows.
ENVRD
Subroutine ENVRD first checks to see if the optional input card for controlling
the listings of the FORTRAN subroutines (CALMOD, DUMMYS, SELECT) generated
during preprocessor execution. If it is, the appropriate flags are set to
obtain the desired listings. By default the most abbreviated listing of the
preprocessor-generated FORTRAN subroutines are given. Subroutine ENVRD then
`	 reads and decodes a set of free-field input cards specifying the Environment
3-1
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P
PRMAIN
ENVRD
i
f
PRE NV
I
LU3	 LU4
CALMOD	 ADD 3 U
DUMMYS	 PREP'
1
SELECT
PROUT	 K^ARDKR
' PRMAIN - Preprocessor MAIN program.
ENVRD - Reads and decodes the Environment configuration
selection cards,
PREENV - Matches Environment model selection with desired
configuration.	 The FORTRAN subroutines CALMOD and
DUMMYS are generated on logical unit-3 (LU3).
• PREENV writes compilation and editing instruc-
tions for CALMOO, etc., on LU4.
PROUT -
 Builds FORTRAN subroutine SELECT from the schedule and
print/plot data sets, and writes SELECT on LU3.
KARDKR - Decodes print/plot data cards for subroutine PROUT.
Figure 3-1..- Preprocessor functional diagram.
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models to be used. The cards consist of phrases of the form:
MODEL _ FILE.VERSION
where
MODEL	 is the name of an Environment function (e.g, ACTVEH). The element
specified is typically the location of relocatabl e code for a driver
programs
FILE	 is the name of the program file
VERSION is the version of the particular Environment model to be used to
} perform that function (e.g., AVEHI)
One input phrase to ENVRD is unique. This phrase selects the COMMON block
definition routine (DCOM
	
). Irk processing the input, ENVRD stores the
desired Environment configuration specified into two arrays with the object
code names and versions (the object code name is of the form "NAME/VERSION")
f	
of the particular Environment_ model subroutines specified. After processing
i
j	 the input cards, ENVRD returns control to PRMAIN:-
KARDKR
Subroutine KARDKR is called by PROUT to process each output routine variable
definition card. The free-field cards (one per variable) specify a COMMON
block name, a location within the COMMON block, a Hollerit^'l name for the
variable and an optional format and scale factor. KARDKR decodes the Hollerith
card image and returns the information to PROUT. This includes identifying
mnemonic scale factors, if specified. Whenever a bad card is detected, 'KARDKR
sets a flag for PROUT.
PREENV
PREENV processes the inputconfiguration cards decoded by ENVRD specifying
the particular Environment model subroutines which are to be used during the
simulation. During a simulation job, a secured file containing Environment
model subroutines is assigned to the run, This file (designated by the single'
letter W) may contain several different subroutines performing the same
Environment function and therefore being referenced by the same name. PREENV
,makes it possible for the computer system allocator • to choose the correct
Environment model subroutine to load into core. The environment model specified
3-S
rcalls any number of differently named subroutines, one for each vehicle,
PREENV begins writing FORTRAN editing and compilation directives on LU4,
These directives will compile the FORTRAN routines (CALMOD, DUMMYS, and
SELECT) generated on LU3. The routines are first loaded using the ED proces-
sor and then compiled. This sequence allows the SOAP to be executed inter-
active from the terminal or in a batch mode. PREENV then uses the information
supplied by ENVRD to begin writing an allocation element onto LU4, This
portion of the element will supply the allocator with the necessary instructions
to call the desired Environment model subroutines and their associated Block
Data subprograms into core for the simulation. PREENV then writes the FORTRAN
code onto LU3 for subroutines CALMOD and DUMMYS. PREENV then returns control
to PRMAIN,
PRMAIN
MAIN is the main program which controls the flow of Preprocessor execution.
Initially, it calls subroutine ENVRD for the selection of the particular
Environment model subroutines which are to be used during the simulation.
It then calls PREENV to define the Environment load directives from the input
decoded by ENVRD and to build two routines for Environment interface. After
returning, MAIN calls PROUT, which calls KARDKR, to build a routine for
flight control routine scheduling and printing and/or plotting of requested
simulation parameters. After calling PROUT, PRMAIN prints the duration
r
(in seconds) of preprocessor execution and terminates.
PROUT
PROUT processes three sets of Preprocessor input cards.
a. Schedule data cards specify the names of the flight software routines
and output routines to be executedduring the simulation. Accompanying
each routine name is a priority, delta time, start time, and stop time.
There may also be specified the name of a routine to be executed before
or after the scheduled routines call, with start and stop times. Using
3-4
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ithe schedule data cards, PROUT builds,a table of data to be used later
as input (via data statements) to the SOAP Executive,
b. The print and plot output routine data cards provide the names of output
routines which the Preprocessor is to build and define the variables to
be output during the execution of each routine.
c, The maximum/minimum routine data cards provide the name of the output
.
routine (MAXMIN) which the Preprocessor is to build and define the va ►Ni-
ables to be used during the execution of the routine. An entry point is
generated when using this routine which is called at the end of the
simulation to print a summary of maximum/minimu ►n values of the variables
specified.
As output, PROUT writes the FORTRAN subroutine SELECT onto LU3, PROUT begins
by reading the schedule data cards and storing the information. In the pro-
cess, PROUT replaces all stop times and delta times which are less than or
equal to zero with values of 1010
 end 1037 , respectively, to prevent looping
during the simulation:
After finishing (reading an end-of-file (EOF) card) the schedule cards, PROUT
processes the output routine data cards. These cards occur in groups, each
i
	
	 of which contains an output routine name card followed by one or more
variable definition cards, and ending with the EOF card. PROUT uses the
Input cards to generate several arrays which later will be used in writing
r
	
	
portions of SELECT. The processing of each variable definition card is
accomplished by a call to KARDKR. The end of the output routine data cards
is signified by the word "QUIT" in columns one through four of an input card.
After this card has been read, PROUT begins t!e writing of ubroutine SELECT
onto LU3. SELECT contains branching logic used to transfer control to the
first routine on the wait list during simulator execution and all output
routines specified by the Preprocessor input, each routine having its own
entry point withi:o SELECT. If one of the words PLOTR, PLOTRI, PLOTR2, ..,,
PLOTR8, or PLOTR9 appear as an output routine name (_signifying a plot dump
routine), a; call to PLTOUT is inserted in the SELECT logic for plot dumps.
If the output routine name specified is MAXMIN, the maximum/minimum logic 	
9
is inserted in the SELECT logic	 For all print routine names, a call to a
DATOUT is included in the output routine logic for the actual printing.
After writing SELECT, PROUT returns control to PRMAIN.
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f3.2 SOAP EXECUTIVE SYSTEM
	
S.
Figures 3-2y 3-3, and 3-4 depict SOAP operation, Commands are carried out,
flight control routines are executed, and environmental information is up-
dated when the time designated for such an operation and the simulation time
coincide. The wait list and command file hold lists of operations to be
performed and commands to be executed, respectively. As each event takes
place, it is removed from the appropriate list. In order to cause an entry
to be made in the command file, CMDFIL is called by the user. To cause a
routine to be scheduled or rescheduled, calls to FREQEJ (or FREQUP), CHGBLD,
REWTLT, or SCHED are used.
d	 The user will not have a need to call most of these routines directly. The 	 J
exceptions include those routines mentioned above, ENDJOB (to remove a routine
from the wait list), and routines such as TERMIN, SIPRINT, and SIDUMP.
TERMIN ends simulatioW execution and outputs. lists of all COMMON block 'locations,
SIPRINT causes a state image, i.e., COMMON block location printout. SIDUMP
is similar to SIPRINT but a variety of output devices are available.
When constructing flight control routines, the user must remember that any
routine which is to be scheduled for execution at regular intervals must be
identified to the system by a schedule card (see section 2). After execution
of such a routine, it must be rescheduled by a call to FREQEJ or FREQUP
within the subroutine. Routines which are onl called by other routines have
no special requirements.
The input/output routines INPUT and KNOUT have versions designed to deal
with cobble-precision blocks. The navies are the same, the difference is
specified in the mapping stage of execution.. Listed below are the names of
subroutines involved in the SOAP executive, descriptions follow.
BLKPLT y	DUMMYS	 FREQEJ	 ISPPRT	 PLTOUT	 RESTRT
	 SORT3Y
CALENV	 ENVC	 FREQUP
	
JSPPRT
	
PNNOUT	 REWTLT	 SREAD
CALMOD	 ENVCAL
	
HUNS	 KALNOW	 PRTSDT	 SANDF	 SUPTIM
CHGBLD	 ENDJOB	 HEDLNP	 MAIN	 PRWAIT	 SCHED	 SWRITE
CMDEXE	 ENVSKL '	 INPUT
	 NEXTIM	 QZKILL	 SELECT
	 SYSPRT
CMDF,IL	 EXECT	 INPUT
	
NINOUT	 RECOV
	
SIDUMP	 TERMIN
DPOUT	 EXECTR	 INPUT2	 PINOUT
	 RECYCL	 SIPRIN	 TIMER
3-6	 a
EXECUTIVE
i
FLIGHT CONTROL ROUTINES
HARDWARE
COMMANDS
DATBUS	 CMDFIL	 KALNOW	
r
COMMON
SET IMMEDIATE
i	 (	 UPDATE FLAG
l
`	 (	 COMMAND	 FORCE IMMEDIATE
t	 !	 LIST FULL
	 UPDATE	 (	 ?
CALENV I
SOAP SYSTEM
SENSOR VALUES, ENVIRONMENT
STATE VECTORS	 (See ENVSKL,
fig. 3-4)
}
Figure 3-2.- Relationship of SOAP operational blocks.
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X
I
IS
YES THIS	 NO
.r INITIAL
,. PASS?
INITIALIZE ARE
AMODEL NO	 COMMANDS
TO BE
ISSUED?
SET STEP TIME
TO SYSTEM TIME YES
DOES
_
THIS MODEL SET STEP
ONO	 RECOGNIZE COMMAND TIME
COMMANDS? IS ,
YES THIS
A ZERO DT THE
YES ZERO PE OF COMMANDS;
[PETERMINE
NAMIC; SENSOR,
STORE COMMAND NO BOTH
SET PARAMETERS
UPDATE DYNAMICS
'iCALL—ACTVEH",
UDPATE DYNAMICS
TO COMMAND TIMEr
t
AND INCORPORATE
NO	 ARE
IS DYNAMIC COMMANDSALL MODELS NO THISNITIALIZED? A FULL
UPDATE? .,
YES
IS
SENSOR	 N0
YES UPDATE
SECOND PASS QUIRED
INITIALIZATION UPDATE SENSORS
"CALL. ACTVEH" "CALL SNSCTL"
"C4,L SNSCTL" YES
Y
UPDATE THE SENSORS
TO COMMAND TIME
PRINT MASTER AND INCORPORATE
COMMAND LIST SENSOR COMMANDS
{
RETURN.
Figure 3-4.- ENVSKL functional diagram.
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BLKPLT
Subroutine BLKPLT (NPOINT, NDATA, ZBCO, ARRAY)
BLKPLT may be called by the flight software to dump one file of data for
subsequent plotting. The data to be plotted must be stored in ARRAY,
dimensioned ARRAY (NPOINT, NDATA). ARRAY thus contains NPOINT data points
for NDATA variables. IBCO is an array of length NDATA containing BCD
(e.g., TIME) names corresponding to the variables to be plotted. These
names will be used by the plot processor to identify requested plots. After
dumping the requested data, BLKPLT writes an EOF. BLKPLT uses LU20 for output.
^^	 r
I
CALENV
CALENV is used by all areas of the simulator for updating the Environment.
Scheduling or calling 'CALENV -is the only v.-a y in which the Environment can
properly be updated. If an update is needed but not immediately necessary,
LECCOM(704) may be set to a 1 (intecger). The Executive will then update the
!.	 Environment (via CALENV) before the next flight control routine is executed.
i
If an immediate update is required, the flight control should call CALENV
directly. In either ease, LECCOM(869) should be set to a 1 (floating-point)
r
	
	 if a full Environment update is desired. Normally, the Environment update
consists of only the active vehicle dynamics and the dynamics sensors. With
LECCOM(869) set to a 1, all of the Environment is updated, including the non-
dynamic sensors,
If CALENV is entered and the Environment has previously been updated to the
current time and there are no commands to be incorporated, control, is returned
to the calling program.
CALMOD
CALMOD makes direct calls to the Environment model routines.
w
t
_3-10 ,
CHGBLD
Subroutine CHGBLD (JOBNAM, PRIOR, DELTAT, TSTOP)
CHGBLD may be called by the flight software to alter the Preprocessor data
sets for scheduled routines. In this manner, the flight control can define
its own future scheduling so that subsequent calls to FREQUP, FREQEJ, SANDF,
or WLINFO will use the new data, JOBNAM (six-character or less binary code
decimal (BCD') name) identifies theroutine whose data set is to be altered.
CMDEXE
C
	
	 Subroutine CMDEXE handles the command execution function. Its operation is
shown functionally in figure 3-,5. Actually, there is logic in both ENVSKL
and CMDEXE (not shown in functional flowcharts) for .separate calls to CMDEXE
for Dynamics commands and for Sensor commands.
CMDFIL
a	 Subroutine CMDFIL (CODE, DATA)
CMDFIL is called by the flight control to file away commands for later execute.'-'
tion by the Environment. The commands represent the flight computer output
interface with the flight hardware. For the SOAP,"the commands may range from
a simulation of output channel bit setting (the most detailed simulation) up
to the most function ,level (e.g., a thrust pointing vector). 7
CMDFIL is called with two arguments, CODE and DATA. CODE is the actual command
code recognized by the Environment. DATA is a one-, two-, three piece set of 1
data representing the information associated with CODE. DATA might be a 1 or
a 0 for a bit on or off, or it might represent a pointing vector. Both CODE and
DATA are defined for---ach Environment model.
When nailed, CMDFIL first checks to ensure that . it has room to file the command.
At the present time, a maximum of 49 commands may be accumulated. If the table
is full, CALENV is called to update the Environment and to incorporate any corn
mands on the list scheduled to be executed before the current flight software'
`time. This will make room on the push list for the new cormn& Before the
(
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COUNT NUMBER OF COMMANDS
FOR THIS MODEL AT THIS
1
j
CMDEXE
DETERMINE WHICH MODEL
RESPONDS TO THE NEXT
COMMAND
TIME AND STORE IN
NCMMDS
-4
CALL MODEL (VIA CALMOD)
TO INCDRPnRATE 0MMANDS
REMOVE NCMMDS NUMBER
OF COMMANDS FROM LIST
AND PUSH OF	 r
3
a;
y
YES	
I^
NEXT COMMAND AT
r	 THIS TIME
k5
NO
NCMMDS = O
R
a
RETURNx
Figure 3-5	 Command execution functional diagram.
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	 command is filed on the push lists any time delays associated with the command
bre
 
tadedvironmentm1heW1^^mand 
execution time. The time delay is defined
F:
	
	 y he En	 along	 a flagword. The flagword specifies whather the
command invalidates further Environment sensor extrapolation and whether an im-
O IL,
mediate Environment update'is required by the issuance of the command.
If an immediate update is flagged, it is to be forced at the command execution
time. The routine KALNOW, which sets the update flag, LE000M(704) to'l is
C
scheduled at the highest priority at the command execution time. The
correspondence of command codes with models used in the SOAP can be found in
table l-I.
r
DPOUT
Subroutine DPOUT (DPA, NF, NL, NDPCB)
DPOUT is a double-precision print output routine used to print the double
precision named NDPCB array DPA from location NF toNL in the double preci-
sion common block named NDPCB.
DUMMYS
DUMMYS supplies entry points with names corresponding to all Environment models
w
which are not specifically required for the simulation at hand.
r	 1
ENVC
ISubroutine ENVC is an entry point in ENVCAL and performs identically to ENVCAL.
ENVCAL
Subroutine ENVCAL is a schedulable routine which when called performs an im-
mediate environment update by calling subroutine CALENV
ENDJOB
Subroutine ENDJOB is an entry point in SELECT and is used to terminate the
execution of flight software and to return simulation control to CONTRL.
re
	
	
This special termination routine is used to-ensure that CONTRL regains control
after the flight software execution, since the normal FORTRAN subroutine
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slinkages (using the RETURN statement) are sometimes destroyed during a simula-
tion.
	
All flight control routines which are scheduled or which complete the
k
execution of a scheduled routine should call ENDJOB or FREQEJ, which calls ENDJOB.
t
ENVSKL
Subroutine ENVSKL is the Environment Executive routine and is the central
control	 routine.	 Figure 3-4 represents a functional flow of ENVSKL. 	 At
the start of a simulation run (initialization pass), ENVSKL calls each of
the functions which may be modeled. 	 If a particular function is not modeled t
in a run, its call will be answered by a dummy routine supplied by the Environment
system.
On subsequent calls, ENVSKL updates the Dynamic models, and if the full update
flag., REASON, is set to 1, it also updates the Sensor models.
	 The update con-
tinues, stopping to incorporate scheduled commands, until Environment time is
equal to the flight control time.
i
EXECT.
EXECT is called by the MAIN program of the SOAP and accomplishes the simulator
initialization.
	 Initialization may involve a complete simulator initialization
r or a restart run
	
(i.e., a resumption of an earlier run).
	
EXECT calls INPUT
to read the SOAP input cards, CALENV to initialize the Environment, SIDUMP
for the optional
	 initial State image dumps, and SIPRIN for an initial State
Image print for diagnostic purposes.
	 After initialization, EXECT returns
control to MAIN, which calls CONTRL for the actual simulation.
	
EXECT should
` never be called by the flight control routines.
EXECTR	
-
EXECTR is an entry point in CONTRL and is called first by MAIN to start the
simulation.
	 EXECTR defines the first job and the time of the first job, and
calls SELECT to execute the job.
f
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FREQEJ
Subroutine FREQEJ is an entry point in FREQUP and is used by flight control
routines for termination and rescheduling. FREQEJ should be called to complete
the execution of any scheduled flight control routine or any nonscheduled
routine which completes the execution of a scheduled one. FREQEJ reschedules
the currently scheduled (and executing) waitlist routine using information
from the appropriate Preprocessor data set. After the routine has been
rescheduled, FREQEJ calls ENDJOB to return control to the simulator control
loop.
FREQUP
Subroutine FREQUP performs the same function as FREQEJ, except that control
is returned to the calling routine. For both FREQEJ and FREQUP, the
rescheduling of°a routine is skipped if the simulation time has reached the
Preprocessor data set stoptime.
HUNS
Subroutine HUNS (HDLTIM, NDATA, MESAGE)
HDLNS may be called during a simulation to print messages and data and to
store the messages and the data for a summary reprint at the end of the
simulation. HOLTIM is a time to be printed with MESAGE. MESAGE is assumed
r
to be a 8(6H) print line. NDOA specifies the number of COMMON block SCRTCH
locations (0 to 10) to be printed on the line following the message. HUNS
also writes the message and the data onto unit 11. However, if NDATA'is nega-
tive, no data is expected, .rid-MESAGE is written onto unit 11 without being
printed.
HEDLNP
HEDLNP is an entry paint in subroutine HUNS. HEDLNP is called by TERMI`N
for the reprint of all data and messages at the end of 'a simulation.
i
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Y	 INOUT
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F	 Subroutine INOUT (ARRAY, ISTART, ISTOP):
INOUT is an entry point in subroutine INOUT and prints•the variables ARRAY
(ISTART) through ARRAY (ISTOP). These variables are printed using a floating-
Y	 point format, five words to a line, omitting lines where all variables are
I
	
	
zero.
INPUT
INPUT is a subroutine called by EXECT and RECYCL to read free-field simulator
input cards. INPUT loads any of the COMMON blocks whose names are recognized
by SOAP. INPUT may be called by the flight control, but all possible simulator
initialization should be accomplished with the EXECT or RECYCL calls.
_ INPUT2
INPUT2 is an entry point in subroutine INPUT and is called by EXECT and RECYCL
to read free-field simulator input cards for restart and recycle simulations,
respectively.
ISPPRT
r
Subroutine ISPPRT is called by several Executive routines for diagnostic
Prints ', It prints the current top wait list entry, the current flight time,
and the elapsed computer time since the simulation started. This routine
is primarily used for checkout runs to verify proper flight control sequencing.-
JSPPRT
JSPPRT is an entry point in subroutine ISPPRT. J$PPRT is similar to ISPPRT
t	 except that the Executive routines call it prior to an.Environnent update.
Instead of the wait list entry being printed, the mnemonic CALENV is printed
to identify the Environment update.
F	 KALNOW,
KALNOW is a scheduled subroutine which sets the immediate update flag, _LE000M(704),
k	 to 1, forcing a call to the Environment. It_ is scheduled by CMDFIL.
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MAIN is the main program of the SOAP simulation The simulation is initialized
'
	
	 by MAIN calling ERECT. The simulation is started by callingEXECTR. Once
EXECTR is called, control never returns to MAIN.
n
'	 NEXTIM
Subroutine NEXTIM (T, DT, PDT, PC, TREF, TNEXT)
NEXTIM is used by the system scheduling logic to calculate the next time (TNEXT)
C a task is to be executed: The technique used 'i_s_-_to multiply the delta time step
r
	
	
(DT) by a pass counter (PC). The pass counter for a task is incremented by 1.0
each time NEXTIM is called. If the time step has changed then the previous time
step (PDT) and the time of that change (TREF) are saved. At the time of the
change, the pass counter (PC) is reset to 0.0. TNEXT is then computed as above
and the TREF is included.
NINOUT
Subroutine NINOUT (ARRAY, ISTART, ISTOP)
NINOUT prints the variables ARRAY (ISTART) through ARRAY (ISTOP) much like
INOUT. However, NINOUT uses a variable format for the print instead of the
standard floating point of INOUT. For each variable, NINOUT determines the
r type offormat to use. A floating-point format is used if the data is
floating point, and integer if it is integer. Otherwise, a variable octal
format i 42 used with the Hollerith representation printed with the octal
number. The octal format is the minimum format required to print the.number.
As in INOUT, the variables are printed five to a line with lines consisting
of all zeroes beingomitted.
KNOUT
Subroutine PINOUT (ARRAY, ISTART,,ISTOP, IBLOCK)
PINOUT is another print output routine; PINOUT first prints the array
identifier IBLOCK, a'six-character or less BCD name, INOUT is then called
to print ARRAY (ISTART) through ARRAY (ISTOP).
kr y
4$
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PLTOUT {
Subroutine PLTOUT (N, IBCO, VAL, IFOR.-LU, IPASS)p
P
PLTOUT is used by the preprocessor-generated plot routines to dump data for
e subsequent plotting and; may also be called by the flight software for the
t same purpose. 	 N is the number of variables to be dumped and LU'is the logical
unit onto which the data isto be dumped (default is 20)	 IBCD, VAL. and IFOR
are three arrays of length N,	 VAL contains the data to be plotted; IBCO the
BCD (six characters or less) identifiers for the data; and IFOR the codes for the
format of the data which will be dumped,	 The IFOR codes are one for floating
r point, two for integer, and three for octal.'	 Prior to dumping the data,
PLTOUT converts integer and octal data to floating point. 	 If a flight soft-
ware routine uses. PLTOUT, it should set IPASS to a one for the first pass.
PLTOUT will then dump the IBCD array onto LU for later use by the Plot
Processor and reset IPASS to a zero. 	 An additional feature for PLOTR is
that an Environment update will be made prior to the plot dump if a simulator
switch is set (LECCOM (579)=1).	 For the PLOTRl through PLOTR9 routines, LECCOM
(621) through LECCOM (629) contain
	
the output logical units (default is 20)
and LECCOM (611) through LECCOM (619) contain 	 the Environment update switches,
PNNOUT
Subroutine PNNOUT (ARRAY, ISTART, ISTOP, IBLOCK)
PNNOUT is an entry point in subroutine PINOUT and performs the same function
as PINOUT, except subroutine NINOUT is used to print the variables.
PRTSDr
PRTSOT is an entry, point in subroutine SYSPRT and is called to print the
schedule data tables, which consist of routine name, start time, stop time,,
delta time, priority, time of last delta time change, and schedule pass
counter.	 PRTSDT can be scheduled.
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PRWAIT
tis an entry point in subroutine SYSPRT and is Ga p ed to pri nt the ,^PRWAIT
waitlist, which consists of scheduled routine's position on list (ELEMENT),
time of next scheduled execution (CTABLE), name of routine scheduled (JOBTAB), t
priority (PRIOR), and location of job in scheduled data table. 	 PRWAIT can
be scheduled,
QUILL
QZKILL is an entry point in subroutine RECOV.	 QZKILL is called by the UNIVAC
1110 system routine NERR$ whenever a fatal system error occurs (except for
print limit or time limit).
	
QZKILL calls RESTRT for either run termination
or a RECYCL for ,another trajectory.
RECOV	 .
Subroutine RECOV is written in assembly language and is called by EXECT at the
start of a simulation.
	
RECOV calls UNIVAC 1110 systems routines to set uP
the call to QZKILL i.n case a fatal system error occurs. 	 RECOV is also called
by RESTRT if the user has specified another trajectory to be run,
RECYCL
Subroutine RECYCL may be scheduled or called by the flight control routines to read
additional simulator inputs at some time during a simulation and/or to
recycle the simulation back to a previous State Image. Initially, RECYCL
reads a data card which defines the type of action it is to perform. In one
case, RECYCL calls INPUT to read additional data cards and then resumes the
1
simulation. The other two cases involve a simulator restart at some previously
dumped State Image. The difference between the latter two cases is that in
	 j
one, new State Images are written over the old ones after the restart, while
in the second case, a new simulator State Image file is begun. The former	
3s
case would be'used for recycl ing to an earlier State Image to correct an
error, while: s he latter case represents a series of test cases run from one
nominal starting point. In either case, RECYCL calls INPUT for additional
r
simulator input after the desired State Image -is obtained. For all three
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types of RECYCLE action, optional State Image dumps are made prior to reading
the first input card and after INPUT has been eecuted. Also, RECYCL calls
FREQEJ to be rescheduled if appropriate.
RESTRT
Subroutine. RESTRT is called by .QZKILL whenever a fatal UNIVAC 1110 EXEC 8
error occurs. Normally RESTRT calls TERMIN to terminate the simulation properly.
However, if LECCOM (580) is set to -a It RESTRT calls RECOV to reestabl-ish the
termination linkages .and then calls RECYCL for another trajectory.
REWTLT
Subroutine REWTLT (JOB, T, ISWITC, NENTRY)
REWTLT provides the flight control with the capability of altering and/or
obtaining information from . the waitlist, depending :upon the setting of ISWITC.
JOB is a siy-character or l ess BCD name of the flight control routine to be
considered. if ISWITC = 1, the presently scheduled waitlist time for JOB is
replaced with T. If JOB does not appear on the waitlist, it is scheduled to
occur at T. If ISWITC "= 2, JOB is removed from the waitlist. If fSWITC = 3,
the presently scheduled time of JOB is returned to T, and the waitlist is
not altered. If JOB does not appear on the waitlist, T is set to -1.0. On
every callto REWTLT, NENTRY is returned to the caller as the present
position of JOB on the waitlist or set to a -1 if JOB does not appear on
the waitlist. All three options are applied to the first occurrence of JOB
in the waitlist.
SANDF
Subroutine SANDF (IFLAG, PRIOR
	 UPOT, TSTOP)
SANDF provides the Executive and flight control with a. means of obtaining
scheduling information about the flight control routine currently being
E	 executed.	 PRIOR is the routine's priority, UPDT the update frequency, andf
TSTOP''the routine's stoptime.
	 If IFLAG equals 0, it is set to a l by SAMOF
to indicate completion of the call and thus may
E
be used as a first pass flag
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by the caller. If IFLAG is not equal to 0, the location of the current job's
buildit data in the buildit data table is returned.'
SCHED
Subroutine SMED (TSCHED, JOB, PRIOR, ISWITC)
SCHED is called by several Executive routines and may be called by flight
control routines to perform one of three functions on the waitlist. The
function to be performed is defined by ISWITC. If ISWITC = 0, the top flight
control routine on the waitlist is removed. The preceding SCHED call is
made by CONTRL during the simulation control loop if the current JOB does not
reschedule itself. If ISWITC	 1, JOB (six-character BCD routine name) is
scheduled (included on the waitlist) with priority PRIOR to be executed TSCHED
seconds (flight ti!r) in the future. If ISWITC - 2, J06 is scheduled with
priority PRIOR to be executed at TSCHED. The last two SCHED functions are
Intended for use by the flight control
I.	
SELECT
SELECT is a FORTRAN subroutine written by the Preprocessor for use in the
subsequent simulation. SELECT is called by CONTRL for the scheduled flight
software execution in the simulator control loop. Entry points in SELECT
represent the print routines and/or one of the plot routines PLOTR, PLOT1, ...,
PLOTR8, PLOTR9 requested by Preprocessor input. These entry points may be
called by the flight control although the entry point SELECT must never
be called except by CONTRL. Also, Entry point MAXMIN may be represented in
	 j
r
	
	
SELECT. The entry point MMPRNT for printing the maximum/minimum values is an
entry point in select.
SIDUMP
Subroutine SIDUMP may be called by the flight control or scheduled to dump
State Images onto tape or mass storage for later editing or restarts, SIDUMP
is called by EXECT RECYCL, and 'TERMIN. If scheduled, SIDUMP calls FREQEJ to
A:
be rescheduled and for termination.
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SIPRIN
Subroutine SIPRIN may be called by the flight control or scheduled to print
State Images for diagnostics. SIPRIN is called by EXECT, RECYCL, and TERMIN
and uses PNNOUT to accomplish the print. If scheduled, SIPRIN calls FREQEJ
to be rescheduled and for termination. SIPRIN contains 48 entry points which
may be scheduled or called for individual COMMON block prints,
SORT3V
Subroutine SORT3V (ARRAYI, ARRAY2, ARRAY3 9 NVALUS)
SORT3V is used by SCHED to order-the waitlist but may be called by a flight
control routine. SORT3V sequences the first NVALUS locations of the three
arrays ARRAYI, ARRAY2o and ARRAY3 in ascending order of the values in ARRAYI.
SREAD
Subroutine SREAD (LU)
SREAD is used by the Executive to read in the State Image dumps from a logical	 ~
unit (LU), which is normally a 7 for restart runs and an 8 for recycle runs.
SUPTIM
t	 Subroutine SUPTIM (ICAU, ICCER, I0)
SUPTIME computes the CAU, CC ER, and I/O standard units of processing (SUP)	 ,x
charges accrued for the total runstream time to the time. of , the call. The	 1
routine is UNIVAC-dependent and is the basic SOAP timing algorithm. The basic
time increment is 200 microseconds.
SWRITE
Subroutine SWRITE LU
SWRITE is used by the executive to write out the State Image dumps to a an LU,
normally logical unit 8.
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SYSPRT	
,
SYSPRT is a SOAP executive system print routine, which can be scheduled or
called. SYSPRT will print the schedule data tables and the current waitlist.
These two prints are also accessible via entry points PRTSDT and PRWAIT,
respectively. See these entry points for description of contents of the
schedule data table and the waitlist prints.
TERMIN
TERMIN is the simulator termination subroutine and may be scheduled or called
for termination of the simulation. TERMIN should be called for all abnormal
I
	
	
simulator terminations asit terminates plot and State Image tapes which may
then be used for diagnostic purposes. TERMIN first calls MMPRNT to print the
maximum/minimum summary if MAXMIN was scheduled. TERMIN calls HEDLNP, an
entry point in HUNS, fora reprint of any "headlines" printed during the simu-
lation. TERMIN calls SIDUMP for a final optional State Image dump, SYSPRT for
a final scheduling summary and SIPRIN for a final diagnostic State Image print.
TERMIN then puts end-of-files on the plot and State Image units and terminates
the simulation.
TIMER
Subroutine TIMER (CALLER, ISWTCH, LEND)
i	
1
TIMER is called to obtain a measure of the real time consumed by a particular
routine during a _simulation run. As many as 30 routines may be timed on the 	 r
same run. The calling routine must supply the three calling arguments. CALLER
is the name of the calling routine (Hollerith). , ISWTCH is set to integer -1 to
turn TIMER on, and then back to 0 to turn TIMER off.
In the most simple case, the calling routine would call TIMER at the beginning
of its execution with ISWTCH = 1, and then at the end of 'its execution with
ISWTCH 0. However, if during its execution the routine to be timed passes
control to some other routine, it may be desirable to turn TIMER off during
this time and then back on when the routine: being timed resumes execution.
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3.3 SOAP SYSTEM COMMON BLOCKS
it
s
The SOAP executive recognizes the following COMMON block names;
ACCELC	 BENDC	 DPFSCI GRADC LNDGRC RCS2C
ACSC	 CONST	 ENVCOM GRAVC MASPRC RENDEC
ACTVEC	 DATBUS	 FSCOM GUSTC MASPIC RMC
4
ACTVIC	 DAVEHC	 FSC1 GYR01C MASP2C RNGNAC
ACTVEC	 DAVEIC	 FSC2 GYR02C NAVAIC SCRTCH
AEROC	 DCONST
	 FSC3 HORIZC ORBALC SLOSHC
AER1C	 DGRAVC	 FSC4 HORZIC ORBPAC SNSCTS
AER2C	 DIMUC	 FSC5 HORZ2C PASVEC STARTC
AIRDAC	 DMASSC	 FS1C IMUC RADALC THRUSC
ATMOSC	 DPDBC	 FS2C LECCOM RCSC TVVCC
BARALC	 DPFSC	 GGTORC LNDAIC RCS1C WINDC
Most of these blocks are associated with Environment models and the definitions
4
of the variables stored therein are to be found in the documentation for the	 g
Environment models.	 These definitions can change from one version of the model
to another.	 The COMMON blocks whose names start with the letters FS are
associated with flight control; the definitions of the locations in these
blocks are documented in section 5:
t The,SOAP system maintains the blocks CONST, DCONST, ENVCOM, LE000M, and
SCRTCH.	 The block SCRTCH is used for temporary storage during execution.	 No
'
M
fixed locations are defined. 	 Maps of the contents of the other four COMMON
r
E
system blocks follow.
LL
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3.4 MATH, FLIGHT CONTROL, AND ENVIRONMENT UTILITY ROUTINES
These routines supplement the FORTRAN mathematical library and serve to support
Environment and/or Flight Control routines. Typically, the user will call these
routines rather than schedule them. In places where both single and double-
Aw	 precision versions of the routines are available, one of the writeups is consid-
erably more extensive. None of these routines has a dedicated COMMON block,
although some use information stored in specified locations of other COMMON
blocks.
Routines described in this section include.
ARVAL DOT MATYPR
ACCOSH DOTDP MSU
ARTAN DPDFQ MSUS
ATOQX DPDFQS MTQ i
CROSS DPDTRM MXM
CROSSDP DPEVAL MXV	
3
DARVAL DPOLY ORTHOG
DCROSS DPOSSO PEVAL
DDOT DPRK2 POLY
DETRM DPRK2S POSSUM
DEULER DUNIT QCONJG
DEULRD DVXM QNORM
DEULRE DXPOSE QTM
DIFEQ DXTRCT QTOAX
DIFEQP DXYZMT QUTMLT
DIFEQS DYZXMT QXFORM
DIFQPS EULER RAP
DMXM EULERD _SGN_
DMXV EULERE SIG
DNVRSE EXTRCT SIGNM
DORTHO INVERSE
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rABVAL
Function ABVAL (VECTOR)
ABVAL takes the absolute value of a single-precision three-element vector and
returns a single-precision scalar.
ACCOSH (X)
Function ACCOSH (X)
Function ACCOSH (X) returns the single-precision hyperbolic arc cosine of x
in radians,
ARSINN
Function ARSINN (THETA)
Single- precision real function ARSINN computes the angle whose sine is equal
to THETA. ARSINN calls the system ARCSIN (ASIN) function but does some testing
to ensure that ASIN will not abort the run. Angle output is in radians in the
interval from JT to + .
^G
ARTAN
Function ARTAN (TOP, BOTTOM)
f	 "
Single-precision real function ARTAN computes the angle whose sine and cosine
are equal to TOP and BOTTOM, respectively. The system routine ATAN2 is called
r
if the testing of the input arguments are such that they will not abort the run.
Angle output is i n radians on the interval from -7r to +1f.
ATOQX
Subroutine ATOQX (A, Q)
ATOQX extracts a quaternion Q from an Euler sequence of rotations A2, A3` Al
about the Y, Z, X axes, respectively,
a
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4	 CROSS
Subroutine CROSS (VECTRI, VECTR2, VECTR3'
t	 Single-precision subroutine CROSS computes the vector cross product of vector
^7
	 VECTRI with vector VECTR2, returning the resultant vector in VECTR3.	 I
CROSSDP
Subroutine CROSSDP (VECTRI, VECTR2 0
 VECTR3)
CROSSDP computes VECTR3, the cross product of VECTRI times VECTR2 (in than
order) where all vectors are double precision.
DABVAL
Function DABVAL (DVECT)
Double-precision function DABVAL returns the magnitude of the vector DV€CT.
DCROSS
Subroutine DCROSS (DVEC1'1, DVECT2, DVECi3)
Double-precision subroutine DCROSS computes the vector cross product of the 	
r
vectors DVECTI with DVECT2, returning the resultant vector in DVECT3. All
quantities are double precision.
j
DDOT
Function MOT (X, Y)
Double-precision function DDOT returns the vector dot product of the double
precision vectors X and Y.
i
DETRM
	
i
Subroutine DETRM (DETRMT, VALUE)
DETRM evaluates the determinant DETRMT, returning the result in VALUE. DETRMT
is a 3x3 matrix stored sequentially by columns.
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Subroutine DEULER (RPYH, RPYMAT)
Double-precision version of EULER (see-EULER). Computes a transformation matrix
4 when given roll, pitch, yaw in that order.
i
DEULRD
Subroutine DEULRD (EULER, W, DW, DEUL, DDEUL)
Double-precision version of EULERD. Calculates Euler rates and accelerations.
DEULRE
Subroutine EULRE (DT, DEUL, DDEUL, DE)
Double-precision version of EULERE. Calculates double precision estimated delta
Euler angle set from Euler rates and accelerations.
DIFEQ
Subroutine DIFEQ (NEQNS, X 0 DX, Y, PHASE)
r
DIFEQ solves a set of first-order differential equations using a four-pass,
Runge-Kutta numerical integration technique. NEQNS specifies the number of
first-order equations tobe integrated. X is the independent variable, and
DX is the integration step size. Y is an array, dimensioned 4NEQNS + 1, which
contains the dependent variables in the first NEQNS locations, the corresponding
derivatives in the second NEQNS locations, and a working area for DIFEQ in the
remaining lmocations. PHASE is a flag 'indicating which of the four passes has
been executed and is set by DIFEQ. PHASE is reset to 0 after the pass which
completes the integration step. Before the first pass of an integration,
the independent variable, dependent variables, derivatives, and the flag must
be set. After each space, the derivatives must be reevaluated for the next
step
^i
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DIFEQP
Subroutine DIFEQP (NEQNS O X, DX, Y, IPHASE)
DIFEQP is the same as DIFEQ in that it solves a set of first-order differential
equations using a four-pass, Runge-Kutta numerical integration technique. All f
calling arguments have the same definition except for Y, which is an array
dimensioned	 + 1.5NE NS 	DIFEQP differs in technique from DIFEQ in thatQ	 Q
during the last (fourth) pass of an update, DIFEQP calculates the roundoff due
to computer word ingth and saves this value, whiO.-is added back in during the	 4
next update. Use and implementation of DIFEQP is the same as DIFEQ, but a
more accurate result is obtained.
DIFEQS
Subroutine DIFEQS (NEQNS, X, DX, Y, IPHASE)
DIFEQS is an entry point in DIFEQ and is like DIFEQ, except it is used for
second-order equations. NEQNS is equal to twice the number of second-order
equations for DIFEQS Y is an array, dimensioned 4NEQNS + 1, containing the
dependent variables in the first NEQNS/2 locations, the first-order
derivatives in the second NEQN$/2 locations and in the third NEQNS/2
locations, the second-order derivatives in the fourth NEQNS/2 locations,	 j
and a DIFEQS working area in the remainder of the array. The integration
process for DIFEQS is the same as for DIFEQ, where the first NEQNS locations	 a
for DIFEQS are considered to be dependent variables and the'second NEQNS
locations are the derivatives.
i
DIFQPS
Subroutine DIFQPS (NEQNS, X, DX, Y, IPHASE
DIFQPS is an entry point in DIFEQP and is like DIFEQP, except it is used for
integrating second -order equations. Definition of the calling arguments is
the same as DIFEQP except for NEQNS, which is equal to twice the number of
second-order equations. The Y array assignments are the same as outlined in	 i
DIFEQS.
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DMXM
Subroutine DMXM (WAT1. DMAT2 0 DMATI)
Double -precision subroutine DMXM computes the product of the matrices DMATI
with DMAT2 returning the resultant matrix in DMAT3..
DMXV
Subrouti ne DMXV (DMATI, DVECTI, DVECT2)
Double-precision subroutine DMXV computes the product of the matrix DMATI
with the vector DVECTI, returning the resultant vector in DVECT2.
DNVRSE
Subroutine DNVRSE (DMATI, DMAT2)
Double-precision subroutine DNVRSE computes the inverse of the matrix DMATI,
E.	 returning the resultant matrix in DMAT2.
DORTHO	
t
Subroutine DORTHO (AM)	 #a
r
	
	
Double-precision version of ORTHOG. Orthogonalizes a matrix, i.e., creates a
set of three orthogonal unit vectors from its
DOT
k
Function DOT (VECTRI, VECTR2)
DOT returns the vector dot product of VECTRI and VECTR2.
DOTDP
	
	
3,
r
Function DOTDP (VECTRI VECTR2)
DOTDP returns the-double-precision dot product of two double-precision vectors.
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DPDFQ
Subroutine DPDFQ (NEQNS, X j DX, Y, IPHASE)
DPDFQ is the double -precision version of DIFEQ. All calling arguments are
single precision except Y, which is a 4NEQNS + l dimensioned double-precision
array. Use and implementation of DPDFQ is the same as DIFEQ.
DPDFQS
Subroutine DPDFQS (NEQNS, X, DX, Yj IPHASE)
DPDFQS is an entry point in DPDFQ and is lake DPDFQ, except it is-.used for
second-order equations. Definition of the calling arguments is the same as
DPDFQ except for NEQNS, which is equal to twice the number of second-order
equations. The double-precision Y array assignments are the same as outlined
in DIFEQS;
F
DPDTRM
Subrouti ne DPDTRM (DETRMT, VALUES
Double-precision subroutine DPDTRMevaluates the double-precision determinant
r	 DETRMT, returning the result in double-precision VALUE. DETRMT is a three by
three determinant stored sequentially by columns.
4 DPEVAL
Subroutine DPEVAL (A, N X, PY)
Double-precision version of PEVAL. DPEVAL evaluates a polynomial of N terms
with coefficients A at X and stores the value in PX.
F
DPOLY
Subroutine DPOLY (X, FX, N, C)
Double precision version of POLY. DPOLY finds a polynomial of order N-1
to relate N values of independent variable X to N values of dependent variable
FX. The coefficients are stored in array C. The number of points, N, must
be 25 or smaller.
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DPOSSU	 m
Subroutine DPOSSU (TI•,r, RSMKS, RMMKS)
Double-precision version of POSSUM. Computes position and apparent diameter
of sun and moon using data from reference 5.
DPRK2
Subroutine DPRK2 (NEQNS, X, No Y, IPHASE)
f DPRK2 solves a set of first-order differential equations in double precision,
k	 using the second-order, two -pass Runge-Kutta numerical integration technique.
NEQNS and IPHASE are integer variables. X DX, and Y are double-precision
variables.
z
DPRK2 differs from DIFEQ in that it is a second-order solution instead of fourth-	 3
order, and the computations are in double precision instead of single precision.
The definition of the calling arguments is the same as for OIFEQ, except for pre-
cision. DPRK2 specificallyuses the "Henn form" second-order Runge-Kutta solution.
During the first pass through DPRK2, time is advanced to X + ?DX, and IPHASE is3
set to 1	 During the second pass, time is advanced over the final one-third
of the integration step, and IPHASE is set to 0. Prior to each pass, the calling
routine is responsible for reevaluating the derivatives.
DPRK2S
Subroutine DPRK2S (NFQNS,'X, DX, Y, IPHASE)
DPRK2S is like DPRK2 except it is used for second-order equations. NEQNS and
IPHASE are integer variables. X, DX, and Y are double-precision variables.
Except for precision, the definition of the calling arguments is the same as
for DFEQS. DPRK2 and DPRK2S have the same relationship as DIFEQ and DIFEQS._
DUNIT
Subroutine DUNIT (DVECTI, DVECT2)
Double-precision_ subroutine DUNIT unitizes DVECTI, returning the resultant
vector in DVECT2'.
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DVXM
a
,i.	 Subroutine DVXM (DVECTI, DMATI, DVECT2)
Double-precision subroutine DVXM computes the product of DVECTl with matrix
DMATI, returning the resultant vector in DVECT2
DXPOSE
Subroutine DXPOSE (DMATI, DMAT2)
Double-precision Subroutine DXPOSE transposes matrix DMATI, returning he9	
,
resultant matrix in DMAT2.M	 i
k	 DXTRCT
Double- precision version of EXTRCT. Extracts an RPY Euler sequence from an
attitude transformation matrix.
¢	 DXYZMT
Subroutine DXYZMT (EULERS, XMATRX)
Given the three double-precision Euler angles EULERS (in radians), double-
precision subroutine DXYZMT defines the double-precision transformation matrix
r
	
	 XMATRX, assuming an X (roll), Y (pitch), Z (yaw) order of rotation. EULERS is
an array of roll, pitch, yarn angle sequence.
r	 DYZXMT
Subroutine DYZXMT (EULERS, XMATRX)
Given the three double-precision Euler angles EULERS (in radians) * double-
precision subroutine DYZXMT defines the double- precision- transformation matrix
XMATRX, assuming a Y (pitch), Z:(yaw), X (roll) order of rotation. EULERS is
an array of pitch, yaw, and roll angle sequence.
m
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ROUTINE DESCRIPTION
The EULER routine calculates a roll, pitch, yaw rotational
sequence transformation matrix.
MATH MODEL
The transformation matrix erected by EULER assumes a roll,
pitch, ya%,,, rotait-l on sequence . . The three angles . are received
via calling arguments and then substituted into the follo%j4ng
equation.
RPYWLT	 cos (P) Cos (Y)
RPYMAT ( 2) a -COS (P) SIN (Y)
RPYM%T (3) - SIN(P)
RPYMAT ( 4') - SIN (R) SIN (P) COS (Y)	 COS (R) SIN (Y)
RPYMAT ( S) - -SIN(R) SIN(P) SIN(Y) + COS (R) COS (Y)
RPYVIAT (6)	 -SIN ( R) COS(P)
RPYMP.T(7) -COS (R) SIN(?)  COS (Y) + SIN (R), SIN('_)
RPYINIAT (8) - COS (R) SIN (P) , S111 (Y) + SIN (R) COS (Y)
RPYMAT (9) - COS ( R) COS(P)
where R, P, Y are the roll, pitch, yau, angles.,
INPUT/OUTPUT
All input/output o! EULEP is done via calling arguments.
The call to EULER IS
CALL EULER ( RPYA, RPYMAT)
where
RPYA	 is the input array consisting of he roll, pitch, and
yaw angles in that order.
RPYMAT is the output array consisting of the nine elements of
the transformation matrix.
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} t	 ROUTINE 'VERIFICATION
, This routine was verified by logic review ,+
output to hand calculated values.
	
EJ 
	
r
EULERD
ROUTINE DESCRIPTION
The EULERD routine calculates " the Euler angle rates and
accelerations.
r
	
I	 MATH MODEL
Given the vehicle body rates and accelerations and the attitude,
the Euler angle rates and accelerations can be calculated.
•	 t
^* ss F _^ 4 SIi'	 Y
cost'
8	 p sing + q cosy
	
i	
0,
	
r	 sine
where
A	 A	 /^	 •	 •	 •	
F
	
r	 tar	 pi + q] +rk _	 +$+
	
`	 and
(p - Q
_ y) cos t	 !Q	 r_ '.") sine + 0*9 sine
.	 cos6	 7
A a (p+y + q) cc# + !P qy sing
•,	 r	 P@ case - Q sine
The above equations become indeterminate w1 en `'t-he pitch angle,
e, is ± 90°. To obta l.r., the Euler rates and accelerations at
this Foin't, a different set of equations is uses.
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l j_p cost/ + ' j sink) +
Q	 p sinO + q cos*
^p . l^pcos^
	
sine +2
t	 ^F
4
4
x
{
2e
and
' Y
a < ,.	 -	 (q	 - 2p)	 s.	 -	 (PV + 2q)	 cos y	^,C Ade,
+
3
e	 eM
f 0	 =	 (PO + q) cosh+ + (p 	 sing
r....-
Actually, the switch to the above equations Lor detormining
the Eul , er rates and acceleration is made as 8-► +90°.	 Even
in the latter set of equations
	
9	 can become zero in which
case the equations below are used.
S
r -
	 (Pq -	 (p2 + d2))
ry
[r +	 (Pq - qp )'/ (p ` + q2 )j ..
and
t
9	 (P^ + q) cost/ +Y
	
sink
Z 2p) P - 'y (PV + 2 (; ) 
4l /(P2
+ q2)
» elb
The rotational sequence . ,assumed is deriving these equations
F is toll, pitch,, yaw.
^k
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The definitions of the terms in the above equations are:
p,q,t	 -	 vehicle body angular rates
F
p,q,r	 "'	 vehicle body angular accelerations
	 C
Euler angles ' roll, - pitch, yaw
v Euler angle rates
Euler angle accelerations
INPUT/OUTPUT
All input and output of EULEPM is via calling arguments.
The input arguments are
J
F
^ Q,e,^ • -	 Euler angles roll, pitch, yaw	 C PS:	 EULERj
p,q,r
	
-. Vehicle body angular rates
	 CPS:	 W]
Vehicle body angular accelerations
	 (PS	 D;I]
r
The output arguments are:
Euler angle rates	 CPS:	 DEUL)
r
Euler angle accelerations 	 [PS:	 DDEUL3
where CPS:	 j indicates the program symbol
ROUTINE VERIFICATION
This routine was verified by logic review and by comparing
routine output to hand calculated values:
a •
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EULERE
ROUTINE DESCRIPTION
The EULERE routine calculates an estimated delta Euler
angle set from Euler rates and accelerations.
MATH MODET,
The previou- Sly calculated Euler angle rates and accelerations
are used to estimate the Euler angles change over some delta
time.
oci	 e iAT + reiAT2
where
As i	 is the Euler- angle chance over the AT. [Ps
	 DE j
c i
 a is the Euler angle rates CPS: DEUL)
x
c = is the Euler angle accelerations CPS: DDEUL)
AT - is the delta ti=me period CPS: DT)
INPUT/OUTPUT
.All input/output of EULERE is done via calling arguments.
The call to EULERE is
CALL EULERE (DT,DEUL,DDF,UL,DE)
where the arguments are defined above in (PS: 1.
ROUTINE VERIFICATION
This routine was verified by login review and by comparing
routine output to hand calculated values.
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EXTRCT
1	 ,
ROUTINE VERIFICATION
	 ?
The EXTRCT routine extracts from an attitude matri,'A a set 	 t
of throe Euler angles assuming a roll, pitch	 yaw rotational
sequence.
MATH MODEL
The EXTRCT routine assumes the attitude matrix was formed	 f
using a role, pitch, yaw rotation sequence and to have the
following for;.:
COS(P)COS(Y)	 SIN (k) SM (P) COS (Y)
	
-COS (R) SIN (P) COS (`!)
+COS (fit) SIN (Y)	 +SIN (R)	 S1'N (Y)
-COS (P) SIN (Y)	 -SIN (R) SIN (P) STN(Y)	 COS(R)SIN(P)SIN(Y)
+COS (R) COS (Y)	 +SIN (R) COS (Y)
SIN (P)	 -SIN(R)COS(P)	 COS (R) COS (P)
where R,P,Y are the roll, pitch, yaw Euler angles.
To find the pitch angle, the aresine is 'taken of matrix
element 3 0 1.	 The yaw angle can be found by dividing the
matrix elements 1,1 or ,2,1 by the cosine of the pitch: angle
and then tap ing the arccosine ' or aresine respectively .	 The
roll angle is found b y
 the same procedure using matrix
ele en`	 _ 3 2	 d 3 3
	
I
As the pitch angle approaches =90° the -matrix approaches
a singularity. When this situation arises, the delta Euler
angles calculated by EULERE are added to the old values to
obtain an estimated value.
i
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INPUT/OUTPUT
All input/output of EXTRCT is done via calling arguments,
The call to EXTRCT is
CALL EXTRCT (Al,DE fA)
where inputs are:
AM	 is the attitude matrix
DE	 is the delta Euler angles
output is:1
A - is the attitude array of ,roll (R) pitch (P) ,
and yaw(Y) angles.
ROUTINE VERIFICATION
This routine was verified by logic review and by comparing
routine output to hand calculated values,
r
INVRSE
r Subroutine INVRSE (XMATRX, YMATRX)
INVRSE computes the inverse of matrix XMATRX, returning the result in matrix
YMATRX._
r
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MATYPR
ROUTINE DESCRIPTION
The MATYPR routine extracts from an attitude matrix a set of three Euler
angles assuming a yaw, pitch, roll rotational sequence.
,a
MATH MODEL
The MATYPR routine assumes the attitude matrix was formed using a yaw, pitch,
roll rotation sequence and having the 'following form:
cos a cos, cos 9 sin - -sin e
-cos 0 sin cos 0 cos,
+ sin 0 sin 8 cos + sin 0 sin a sin i► sin ¢ Cos 6
sin 0 sin 0 -sin 0 cos
+ cos 0 sin a cos + cos 0 sin a sin cos	 cos e
where, e, Q are the yaw, pitch, roll	 Euler angles.
The pitch angle is calculated as follows:
t
P = ASIN (-sin et
The yaw angle is calculated as
r	 Y	 cos ee Cos^^p
1	 cos P
cos a sin
or	 Y2	
cos P
r
and finally
	 Y = ACOS Y1
or	 Y = ASIN Y2
Likewise, the rol l angle is calculated as
r
	
	
cos 9 sink
Rl = „ c— os
R_ co—=°or	 2	 cos P-
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where'	 R * ASIN Rl
R a ACOS R2
where Y, P, R are -the yaw, pitchw roll Euler angles.
As the pitch angle approaches ± 900 1
 the matrix approaches a singularity.
When this situation arises, the delta Euler angles calculated by EULERE are
I
added to the old values to obtain an estimated value (ref. 4)
INPUT/OUTPUT
All input/output of MATYPR is done via calling arguments.
The call to MATYPR is
CALL MATYPR (AM Cc, A)
where inputs are:
AM is the attitude matrix.
DE is the delta Puler angles.
Output is;
r	
A is the attitude array of yaw (Y), pitch (P), and roll (R) angles.
ROUTINE VER If ICATION
This routine was verified by logic review and by comparing routine output to
previously computed values
SOURCE
MATYPR was derived ,primaril ,r from reference 4.
{
{
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MSU
Subroutine MSU (ANGLSi, ANGLS2 0 ANGLS3
MSU performs the angular modular subtraction of the angle sets ANGLSI, ANGLS20
returning the results in ANGLS3. ANGLS1 9 ANGLS2, and ANGLS3 are dimensioned
,three and are in radians. ANGLS3 are angles in the range +7T with a counter-
clockwise rotation positive.
MSUS
Subroutine MSUS (ANGLSI, ANGLS2, ANGLS3)
MSUS performs the angular modular subtraction of the singl y angles ANGLSi and
ANGLS2. The resulting angle is returned in ANGLS3. ANGLSI ANGLS2, and ANGLS3
are single angles and are in radians. ANGLS3 is an angle in the range ±1r with
a counterclockwise rotation positive.
MTQ
Subroutine MTQ (M. Q)
MTQ extracts a quaternion from a direction cosine matrix. The extraction process
avoids singularities. A positive scalar part is arbitrarily chosen for the ee
sulting quaternion. It is assumed that the input matrix is unitary.
MXM
Subroutine MXM (XMATRX, YMATRX, ZMATRX)
MXM computes the product of matrix XMATRX with YMATRX, returning the resultant
matrix in ZMATRX.
MXV
Subroutine MXV (XMATRIX, VECTRI, VECTR2)
MXV computes the product of matrix XMATRX'with vector VECTRi returning the
resultant vector in VECTR2.
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ORTHOG
ROUTINE DESCRIPTION
The ORTHOG routine orthogonalizes an attitude matrix.
MATH MODEL
The attitude matrix (AM) is assumed to be defined by
M7.1
To orthogonalize [AM,] it is first transposed.
(AMT)	 (V4.1 T M (A^`•11 i r-K14 ;F17  l
{a
Then,
i	 AWS 7 	 1 x a iT4
The vector components MITT and fi are 'unitized, and
e1^Ii'T4 a AMT k ^L^ITl
The matrix PUMT] is now transposed back to [Ari] •
INPUT/OUTPUT
The matrix (A.41 is input, orthogonalized and then output
through one Calling 'argument to ORTHOG.
ROUTINE VERIF'I'CATION
This routine was verified by comparing routine output to
hand calculated values
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PEVAL
ROUTINE DESCRIPTION
PEVAL evaluates a given polynomial 'at a given point. Used
in conjunction with the curve-fitting utility routine POLY,
PEVA,'L provides a means of extracting current values From
tabulated input.
MATH MODEL
The polynomial
P(x) = ao + a lx + a2x2 + so * + an-1 xn 1
is evaluated by Hornet's method, defined recursively ass
Po (x1 - an-l.
P (x)	 P	 (x)	 x + ai	 i 1	 n-1-i
with P (x)	 Pn _l (x)
INPUT/OUTPUT
Subroutine PEVAL is referenced by
CALL PEVAL(A,N,X,PX)
with arguments defined as
A	 array of polynomial coefficients: A(I)	 a=_1
N - dimension of A (N = degree (P) + 1)
X	 independent variable for which polynomial is to
be evaluated
-PX resultant; value of dependent- variable
PEVAL uses no COMMON input, contains,no internal data, and
makes no external references.
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ROUTINE VERIFICATION
Output from PEVAL was compared with hand-calculated values.
f^
f
POLY
ROUTINE DESCRIPTION'
POLY fits a polynominal curve to m set of tabulated data
points. Used in conjunction with the polynominal.-evaluation
Utility routine PEVAL, POLY provides a means of extracting
current values from tabulated input. y
MATH MODEL
Given n data points (xi, f (Xi)), POLY approximates the function
t with the unique polynomial of degree n-1 or Less defined by
P (
x ?	 E f (xi) 
Li tx'
!	 where L.i is the ith Lagrangian polynomial
1 •	 i-1	 ^+1	 n
Li (x) • 
r (N-i-xl )	 (xi xi-1 )
 (xi-xi+l) ... (xi-xn)
This polynomial will duplicate the function f at the specified
	 a
data points (except for round-off error, but may vary from f
between input points (as does linear interpolation)_. Since
intermediate values in the computation of the Lagrangian
polynomials may become many orders of magnitude larger than
the input values., double precision variables are used internally
to avoid floating point overflow and underfloor. However,
double precision overflow is still a consideration. If POLY
is called with too many data points, overflow and/or underf low
may cause divergence from the input function f, in which case
POLY should be called with fewer points specified.
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POLY returns the polynomial P(x) as defined by equation 1 in
the f orm
P (30 W ao + a 1 x + ... + an-ixn-1
INPUT/OUTPUT
Subroutine POLY is referenced by
CALL POLY (X,FX,:1 1C )
with arguments defined as
X
	
	 an array of N distinct
  values of this independent
variable; their order is irrelevant, but no two
may be equal
t	 FX - an array of the N values of the dependent variable,
	 i
corresponding by index to X - i.e., FX(I) = f (X(I)
N	 the number of data points specified.
C - the output array of coefficients of the returned
_polynomial: C(S) = a2-1 in' equation 2
r
,POLY uses no COMMON input and makes no external, references.
Internal arrays are dimensioned 2S; this value must be changed
i	 if POLY is to be called with more than 2S data points. (This
practice is not recommended due to the overflow considerations
mentioned above)
ROUTINE 'VERIFICATION
POLY was checked out both independently and in conjunction
With utility routine PEVAL, with output coefficients and
,r values compared with hand-calculated results.`
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POSSIJM/80
Versions;
	
	
/80SP
	
single precision
/80DP double precision
POSSUM is a routine which computes the earth-centered-inertial (ECI) Cartesian
positions of the sun and moon.
	
It is meant to be called either from the gravity
force model GRAV2 (with lunar and solar perturbation flags on) or from the Re.la-
tive Attitude Processor (RAP), a flight software routine. 	 POSSUM is designed
to use orbital data for the sun and moon as published in the American Ephemeris
and Nautical Almanac (ref. 5) in years up to and including 1980.
	
'rhis data is
in the form of orbital elements; semimajor axis, a, eccentricity, e, inclination,
i, mean motion, M, longitude of ascending mode, 0, longitude of perigee, w, and
	
a
longitude of sun or moon at epoch, t
Sample orbital element data is displayed in figure 3-6.	 The POSSUM requires that
the epoch for the elements be input in the form of year since 1900, month (two
►, digits), day (two digits).
	 The date for the start of the ;simulation is needed
in the same form.	 This routine converts these dates into day courts since 1900
for both the epoch and the date of simulation.
	
The difference between the epoch
and the date of simulation is computed and a warning issued if'it_is inconsistent
with the availability of new orbital data (elements are updated roughly monthly).
The fraction of a day at the start of the simulation is then added to the number
of days elapsed since epoch. 	 Integer numbers of lunar and/or solar periods are
removed from this elapsed time.
On the first pass through POSSUM, the epoch is used as a reference 'time; on
successive passes, the time at the last call	 is used for a references	 in either
case, the true anomaly	 at epoch is computed using vo =t	 - w.	 The eccentric
r
anomaly at the corresponding time is computed via (ref. 6)
' cos E	 - e + cos,vo	 (1
_
1 .
o	
i+ecosv0
Kepler's equation is	 iterated using
AE = etM - ( Et + e sin Et ) + (Eo + e sin fo)	 (2)
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i
Jan. -8 -4,8CA) 131 .4)10 -4-1197 30. 49 141 154.3741 319444	 •.,
o
48-616o
22 x4'	 3 3334 19 1.7 27 349 6060 1 ,5 1 - ,4 14 ,9 91.32283 170,52235
12 24.7.96 33z•9t7 1.757 35b•7 00 15t•^3150 223.09-
8-563
2fj2:4.110
22 24'794 332.4 1 5 1 .787 35 1.8 340 1 5')'7534 354 34.3385
Feb,	 1 24 .783 331 .912 1.517 352
 9,t'S 1 5o•7559 : 1x6.6iox 176,246o
s1 2417r 331+410 -1+5.47 354 .011x 1 149.7-64 ' -58 . 31142 298.1535
21 24 .774 330 .908 1,576 355.176t 149•trM jo•i48z 60•o6to
3134.	 x 24.763 330.405 [,5011 .150.290 148•fiG73 161.91221 151,9685
1z 2 4 .756 3-9'902 1.935 357 • 4 04 2 148-1378 29.; • 676 1 303'8759
22 24 .749 329.399 1.965 358,5183 147.11032 65.440tt 65.7834
Apr.	 2 24.742 30.896 --1.994 359 .61z1 147 .0787 197.2040 187.6009
1111 74 •734 28'393 2`423 07463 146 '5491 32(i X680 3c'0'5984
221 24.727 327,890 2.051 15604 146•otc/a 100.7320 71.5059
Stay	 1 24,719 327,386 2.080 2.9744 1 45'4901 232 ,4959 1934134
11= 24.711 326,883 2..109 4.0583 144.011105 4.2599 315.3209
21 24,703 3x6-379
-a.1 37 5.2025 1 44 .43 10 136 .0239 77.2.84
31 24 .695 32 5 .875 2'165 6,3165 143,9014 267,7878 199.1359
June 10 24.687 325 . 372' 22•193 7.4305 143 .37 19 3915518 321.0434
2; •679 3224,868 2.321 8,3446 14 2.8424 17 11 3 1 57 82.9509
30 24 .671 324.364 2,249 9.65.86 142.3128 34=3.0797 204.8584
Judy _10 24.663 323.859 -22.276 10.7727 1 4 1.78 33 74.8437 326.7658
220 24 .655 32 3 . 555 2,304 11.8867 141•2538 2011-tO076 89,6733
30 24 .646 32x-854 2.331 13.0007 1 44.7242 338 .37 16 105v;15
Aug. 9 24.638 3222.345 2.358 14.1148 1 44.1 947 1 10.1 356 33-2-4883
19 24 .6229 321•'340 2.385 15.2288 139 '6651 24 1 '8995 94.3958
229 24.620 321.335 -2.411 16.342$ 1 39 .1 356 13.6635 216.3033	 :.
Sept.
	
8 24.6t1 320.830 2.438 17'4569 138'"t 145'4775 338.2108
18 24,6o7z 320,324 2.464 X8.5749 133.0765 Ml 7914 100.1183
228 24 •593 319 .818 2.490 19.6549 137 .5474 48,9554 222,0253(M. 8 24.584 3 1 9. 3 1 3 2.516' 20.7990 137,0174 180-7194 343.1333
18 ?24.575 318-8-; -2.542 21.9130 1 36.4879 312-4833 16,•8408
28 24 . 565 318.300 2•568 23.0271 1 35 . 9584 54•2473 227.14.32
Nov.	 7 24 .556 3 17.794 2.593 x4.143.1 135•.4288 20.0t13 349'6557
17 24 . 546 31,7, 288 2.612' 25.2551 134 .8993 347-775 2 1 t 1.56327 24'536 3t6.781 2'643 26•369: 134 . 3698 1 1 9 1539- 233.4707
Dec.	 7 24.527 316.274 •-z•664 27,48,12 1 33 .8402 251. 303 1 355.37822
17 224 . 517 3 1.5-767 22,643 28.5972 1 33 , 3 107 23•o671 117.x857
27 24.507 315.26o 2,717 29.7113 132-,511 1 54`83 11 219.19322'
37 •	 124 49' 31 4'753 -x.7 14 34.8253 132z516 2b6•595o 1 .1007
Daily motion +o'111404 -0'052954
	
13,176396 t;2! 190749'
Epoch 1900 January o•5 C.T.
Eccentricity = 0.05490 0489 Inclination = f-145.3964
= 6Cc (,a :x 0NC. Cz)	 x
Figure 3-6.-.Correspondence of tabular data and orbital elements,
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Jun. -3 24-14-2 .101 5 270.9484 131.4144
e
211.6269
e
318'.35t3 146.4381 1z 4230•,5 280.80.18 162.3378 2=7•6,8-' .55+5.2083 131,670412 4zio•5 29o-66t3 203.2611 2243.6695 8.064.} 156.90622
Feb.
4260.5 3w•5178 214.1845 2S4•6908 17.9204 t6-.i.;sS
` r 4270.5
•3 10, 3743 285.1078 275.7121 15'7764 tG7.3990
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Apr.	 1 2244 4,1$0. 5 9.5131 17o•6479 11'5399 86.9124 198,$402
4340.5 19 •3696 211.5712 27.5612 961634 '04.010421
May	 1
4350. 5
436o•5
x9.2200
39.0825
252,4946 43.8825 ►c6.6x5I 209.32da
1 293.4479 59.9038 1 16.4804 214.5608
'
111 4370.5 48.9390 334 .3443 75.9251 126.3364 219.8044
21 244 4380.5 58.7955
	 r 1 1 •s646 91.9464 1,x,•1924 225.0413V
June so 4390•S4400.5
68'6519
78508:1
56.1>;Ito
97.1143 %r'7.9677123.9890 146.0484
2^,0.2815 1
20 4440.5 •	 88.3649 138.0346 140.0103
155.9044
165.76o4
235•5217
240.7619
30 4420.5 98.2214 173.9580 156.0316 575/6164 246.0024
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4540 . 5 2 ► G•	 1•4 K)0 ^ 1u• o;81 546'2873 893.1183 4 308-8,4)4 )
` 7 4550.5 „6.3555 350.9615 4.3016 303.7444 314.1248
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_
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	 7
7
244 458o•5
4590.5
, 5 5.9249
•65.7`14
11.;•7.315
154.6548
52.3725
68-.io .i t'
3•.13.3124
;43.1654
329°1454
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'f; Figure 3-6.- Concluded. I
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where E t is a trial value of the eccentric anomaly.
When AE falls below some tolerance, E t is adopted and a true anomaly is computed
via
(3)cos v = e - cos E
e cos - 1
At this point the distance to the sun or moon is computed assuming an elliptical
orbit. The Cartesian geocentric equatorial position components are obtained by
first finding ecliptic Cartesian coo rdi nates (ECC)
X ECC ` (cos .fi e cos ae ) R
I
YECC " (sin ,t' e cos Xe ) R (4)
FCC  ?we)	 R
where
^e is the ecliptic latitude
is the ecliptic longitude
e
R	 is the distance from the origin J
r	 Figure 3-7 displays the geometry. From the law of sines
sin X = sin i	 sin ( v + cu)) (5)
while from the law of cosi nes
r
,C e = cosh ) cos (v + w)/cos ,\^ + S2 (6)
(see fig;.	 3-7)	 and
( 1 	 e) (_7)
R _ 1+°eCosv
The ECC coordinates are converted to ECX by rotating about the x-axis by e,
the obliquity of the ecliptic. 	 The rotation matrix is
1	 4	 Cj
B - 0	 cos a	 -Sill (8)
0	 sins	 cos
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ZECI
jA,4,
and
XECI	 XECC"
YECI	 B	 YECC	 (9)
z EC I J	 ZECCJ
The solar coordinates obtained from equation (9) are relative to the barycenter
of the earth -moon
 
systefi. They are corrected back to the center of the earth
by
XS 
= X S
 - XM/u
11
Ys_Ys-YP1/u (10) 1
Zs_ = ZS - ZM/ui
I
where
iI•	
)i	 is the earth-to-moon mass ratio
i	
s	 denotes solar
'	 M	 denotes lunar
Unit vectors from the center of the earth to the sun and moon are then construc-
ted.
	 The apparent diameters of the sun and moon are also 'computed.
This routine has been checked by comparing the resultant values with tabulated
apparent semidiameters and directions (right ascension and declination).
,a
i}
a
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INPUT
Program
s nbol
TIME
TLAST
IDATE
Common Common
block block
nay location
(Calling argument)
GRAVC 11
GRAVC 55
56
HATE
	
GRAVC	 57
A	 GRAVC	 58
59
ECC	 GRAVC	 60	 2
61
Description iurt is
Time start of simulation (sec)
Time at which POSSUM was last
called starting from the beginning
of the simulation, computed
internally after first pass (sec)
Epoch for which the orbital elements
of sun and moon are defined, then
date of simulation, Both dates
are in the format year (two
digits), month two digits), doy
(two digits). ^YYMMDD)
Fraction of a da at start of
simulation (days)
Semimajor axes of sun and then
moon geocentric orbits (m)
Eccentricity of solar then lunar,
geocentric orbit
Dimen.
2
2
XINC GRAVC 62
2 Incl ination of solar' then lunar,
63 orbit relative to the ecliptic (deg)
r
XMMOT GRAVC 64 2 Mean motion of sun, then moon, in65 orbit (deg/sec)
DIAM GRAVC 66 2
Apparent diameter of sun, then moon,
67 at a distance equal to orbital semi=
major axis (deg)
XOMEG GRAVC 68 2 Longitude of the ascending mode of_
69 orbit of sun, then moon, measured
in the plane of the ecliptic (deg)
WOMEG GRAVC 70 2 Longitudes of perigee for sun, then	 +
71 moon, measured from vernal equinox
to node in the ecliptic plane, from
node to perigee in orbital plane (deg)
-XLONGO GRAVC 72 2 Longitude at epoch of sun, then moon
73 (longitude of the sun differs by 1800
from longitude of the earth)(deg)
	
:P
-
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tCommon Coitown
Program block block
s nbol name location
EL GRAVC 7`4
75
EU GRAVC 76
77
UV GRAV 78.86
IFIRST GRAVC 87
IMNTH GRAVC 88-99
OBLQ GRAVC 100
EMMR GRAVC 101
OUTPUT
Dimen,	 Description (units,
2	 Lower limit of eccentric. anomaly for
sun, then moon (rad)
Upper limit of eccentric anomaly for
sun, then moon (rad)
Unit vectors from center of earth to
sun (UV(1,1) - UV(3,1)) and to moon
(UV(10 2 ) ` UV(3,2))
First pass flag
Number of the day of the year on
which each month starts
Obliquity of the ecliptic (deg)
Earth-to-moon mass ratio
2
3,3
12
Common Common
Program
mbol
block
name
block
location Dimen. Description (units)
RSMKS (Calling argument) 3 `oition of sun in	 ECI coordinates
W
RMMKS (Calling argument ) 3 Position of moon in ECI coordinates
(m) ;I
GPOS GRAVC 12 6 GPOS (1) = RSMKS(1
17 GPOS(4) = RMMKS(1
These locations are used to store
positions previously computed (m)
	
i
UV GRAVC 78— 3,3 Unit vectors describing the position
S6 of the sun, then the moon
3
APO IAM GRAVC 102— 3 Apparent diameter of sun then moon,
104 then earth (deg)
R GRAVC 105 2 Distance of sun, then moon fi^'^m
earth (m)
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POSSUM/81
Version:
	
/81SP	 single precision
/810P
	
double precision
POSSUM is a routine which computes the ECI Cartesian coordinates of the sun
and the moon. it also computes unit vector s to the sun and moon and apparent
diameters for each in degrees. This information is meant for use by the
gravity force model GRAV2 and by the flight control utility routine RAP.
The POSSUM routines use locations in the common block GRAV to store output.
POSSUM stores an epoch for solar positioning (year-, month, day) and a
starting time for the simulation (yeor, month, day and fraction of a day
in Universal time) On the first pass it computes the number of days elapsed
between the epoch for solar constants and the time of the start of the
simulation. At times subsequent to the start of the simulation, the time
between the epoch and the Universal time at that point in the simulation
is computed (in days). The low precision formulae for solar coordinates
given in section D of The Astronomical Almanac (ref. 7) are used. These formu-
lae are expected to be accurate to 0.01 0
 in right ascension and declination.
Defi ni ng
G	 = mean anomaly of sun
d	 time elapsed since epoch
SC (i)	 constant from Astronomical Almanac: (ref. 7)
e	 = obliquity of the ecliptic
= ecliptic longitude of the sun
The computation proceeds as 	 1
L	 SC( I)
 + "(2)d
G'= SC (3) +;SCMd a
X= L + SC ( 5) sin (G) + SC6,s-ln (2G)
R	 1 - SC(7) cos (G)
X	 R•A cos (a)
y=R - A - cos (e) sin g
z = R	 A	 in (e) sin
f^
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where A is the semimajor axis of the earth's orbit in meters.
The apparent diameter, AD, is found front the diameter at distance A and
AD n (A/R) DIAMM
where DIAM is the diameter of the sun when A x R.
It should be noted that this formulation does not include any variation of
the angular velocity of the sun in its computation.
The position and diameter of the moon are computed using the daily polynominal
coefficients for the moon. These coefficients form fifth-degree expressions
for the right ascension, RA, declination, a,- and horizontal parallax,, ,r, of
4
the moon in terms of the difference in ephemeris time (ET) between the epoch
(0 hr ET of the date in question) and the simulation time. This time
difference i,s found by adding the fraction of a day at which the simulation
starts to the time since the start of the simulation and also summing UTET,
the correction from Universal time to Ephemeris time:
k
Once values of RA, d, and n are found, they are converted to ECI Cartesian
i coordinates relative to the true equinox of date by
R	 Re/n
x = R cos d cos (RA)
Y = R cos a sin (RA)
z = R sin (b)
i.
	
	 AD = (A(2)/R) DIAM(2)
where
A(2) is the semimajor axis of the moon's orbit, in meters
bIAM(2) is the apparent diameter of the moon when A R.
r
i
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INPUT
r'
i
i
COMMON COMMON
_
Prog. block block
s Mbol name location Dimen. Description (unit)
TIME (calling argument) Time since start of simulation
(sec)
f``7
SL GRAVC 55 693 Constants for computing lunar position
and horizontal parallax. 	 The constants
for right ascension are in positions
SL(J, 1), for declination in SL(J, 2),
and for horizontal parallax in SL(Jt 3).4
The position SL(1, 1) holds the a5
coefficient for right ascension.
SL(1, 3) = 0, always (= a 5
 for horizontal
parallax)
A GRAVC 76- 2 Semimajor axis of solar then lunar orbitCm)
IDATE GRAVC 87 2 Epoch of solar constants then date of
simulation in form of year, month, day
for a total of six digits
FDATE GRAVC 89 Fraction of a day elapsedy 	 from 0 hr UTp
at the start of the simulation.
DIAM GRAVC 90 2 Apparent diameter of sun then moon
when seen from distance A (deg)
r Sc GRAVC 93 7 Solar constants available from the
Astronomical Almanac. 	 See equations(2 through 8) for use.
I.
OBLQ GRAVC 100 Obliquity of the ecliptic (deg)
UTET GRAVC 101
Correction to add to UT to obtain ET
I
(sec)
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OUTPUT
COMMON COMMON 3
Prog. block block
s, mbol n_ ame loci ation Dimen. Description (unit)
RSMKS (calling argument) Solar position, ECI (m)
RMMKS (calling argument) Lunar position, ECI (m)
GPOS GRAVC 12 6 RSMKS then RMMKS
R GRAVC 74 2 Distance of sun then moon from center of
earth in meters.
UV GRAVC 78 3,3 Unit vectors from center of earth sun(UV(1,1) to UV(3,1) and to moon (UV(1 2)
to "VII 2) )
APDIAM	 GRAVC 102	 3	 Apparent diameter of sun then moon
as seen from the center of the earth (deg)
H
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3GRAVC COMMON BLOCK LOCATIONS USED
COMMON
Program block
Symbol Location Dimen. Description (units)
TLAST 11 Store simulation time of last call to
POSSUM (sec)
EPOS 12-18 6 Stores BCI position of sun then moon (m)
SL 55 6,3 Constants for computing right ascension,
declination, and horizontal parallax
of moon
IFIRST 73 First pass flag
R 74 2 Distance of sun then moon from center
of earth (m)
A 76 2 Semimajor axes of orbits of sun then
moon (m)
UV 78 3,3 Unit vectors from center of earth to''f
•
sun then to moon
IDATE 87 2 Epoch of solar constants then date of
simulation. Each is in six-digit year,
month, day form.
FDATE 89 Fraction of a day elapsed since 0 hr
r UT at the start of the simulator
DIAM(2) 90 Apparent diameter of sun then moon
as seen from distance A (see loc. 76)
r
(deg)
SC 93 7 Constants for computing position of sun
(see`egs.
	
(2-8))
OBLQ 100 Obliquity of the ecliptic (deg)
UTET 101 Correction to add to UT to obtain ET (sec)
`	 APOIAM 102- 3 Apparent diameter of sun then moon as
I seen from the center of the earth (deg)
COBL 105 COS (OBLQ)
SOBL 106 SIN (OBLQ)
Note:	 This routine is designed to be used with the Relative Attitude Pro-
cessor (RAP), for this reason some of the COMMON block locations are
left blank.	 They will be used by RAP and should not be eliminated.;
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QCONJG	 F
Subroutine QCONJG (Q, QCONJ)
gCONJG takes the conjugate QCONJ of the quaternion Q.
QNORM
Subroutine QNORM (Q)
QNOR%M yields a properly normalized quaternion with a positive scalar part. If
the incoming scalar is negative, QNORM complements the vector part. QNORM com-
putes the scalar part based on the vector part. Numerical problems in the
vicinity of 1800
 are avoided, and the resulting algorithm corresponds to an
exact 1800
 rotation.
QTM
Subroutine QTM (Q, AMAT)
QTM generates a direction cosine matrix AMAT from its associated quaternion Q.
0QT A_X
Subroutine QTOAX (Q, PSI, THETA, PHI, SINTH, COSTH, COSPHI, SINPHI)
QTOAX extracts yaw, pitch, roll sequence Euler angles (PSI, THETA, PHI) from
quaternion Q. For THETA = ±90°, PHI is arbitrarily chosen to be 0°, PSI is
then extracted so that (PSI, THETA, 0) represents the same attitude as the
quaternion Q. The sine and cosine of THETA and PHI are also returned. The
angles are returned-in radians.
QUTMLT
Subroutine QUTMLT (PP, NP, QQ, NQv R)
QUTMLT generates the product R of two quaternions, PP and QQ. The order of the
input quaternions `is important, since in-general 'quaternion multiplication is
	
E'	 not commutative. If NP is negative, then the conjugate of PP it used in the
product. If NQ is negat'4"ve, the conjugate of QQ is used in the product.
	
F	 3-i5
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RELATIVE ATTITUDE PROCESSOR (RAP)
PROGRAM DESCRIPTION
The RAP models a designated optical system and associated field of view (FOV)
and determines whether a specified object is within the optical FOV. The
routine operates on a pair of systems (vehicles) as defined by the user with
each system having one or more subsystems (subvehicles). Each primary vehicle
may also have any number of defined optical systems with each optical system
having its own coordinate system and two-dimensional FOV. Each subvehicle
also has a defined coordinate system and a three-dimensional shape.
Within the optical FOV, the object is located by an angular position with
projected dimensions. The position of the observed vehicle or sobvehicle iS
also computed in the Local Vertical-Local Horizgntal (LVLIN) system.
MATH MODEL
	
a
The RAP is a flight software utility routine wh'ivh can be either calied or
scheduled in the Space Shuttle Functional Simulator (SSFS) program. The
routine uses data which are generated by the active vehicle models GRAV2 and
POSSUM. Currently, RAP is configured for three vehicles although it could
be extended for N vehicles and M subvehicles. RAP requires the following
user input;
h	 NPV	 Designated primary vehicle with values of 1 for the Space Shuttle
Orbiter (SSO), 2 for the MTV, and 3 for another designated vehicle,
s	 NSV	 Designated secondary vehicle with the same description as NPV.
t	
NSUBP	 The designated primary optical system located on the primary
vehicle. For the SSO, the values are 2 for the rear window, 3
for the overhead window, and 4 for the Flight Support Station
(FSS). ' For the MTV, the values are 2 for the front camera and 3
for the rear camera.
NSUBS
	
	
The designated viewed system on the secondary vehicle. For the
SSO, the values are 1 for the SSO vehicle, 2 for the rear window,
3 for the overhead window, and 4 for the FSS. For the MTV, the
values are 1 for the MTV body, 2 for the front camera, 3 for the
rear camera.
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where
RTV is the ECI position vector of primary vehicle
RV is the ECI position vector for the secondary vehicle
The resultant vector, RVTU, is transformed from ECI to the primary vehicle
system. This transformation and other transformations can be easily under-
stood by referring to figure 3-8, which relates primary and secondary coordinate
transformations. The vector RVTV, which is the primary-to-secondary system
vector expressed in the primary system, is computed by
RV`T?^ = (TIP) (Ral'VI)
where TIP is the inertial-to-primary transformation matrix.
This relative position vector is adjusted for the optical offset and trans-
formed to the optical system by
RSVP (TPO)(RVTV R1TOFF)
	 (2) a
1
where
RVOFF is the offset vector of the optical system as defined in the primary
system
	
I
TP9 is the primary to optical system transformation
Any offsets from the secondary to viewed system are computed with the final
relative position vector in the optical system given by
;i
RTViIP = RVTVP + (TSO) (RTVOFF)	 (3)'
{{
4	 3-7,8
For example, if NPV = 1, NSV - 2, NSUBP = 2, and NSUBS = 1, then the Shuttle
rear window is the designated optical system and thk^ MTV body is the viewed
object. The block data associated with the designat}-:d input parameters is
presented in Appendix A.
After the systems have been defined, the position vector from the primary
to secondary system in Earth-Centered Inertial (ECI) coordinates is computed.
RTN I = i2TV AV
	
(1)
i.
x
g.
^k
0
0
TPO	 TSV
^.	
0	 V	 i
TOV
Coordinate system mnemonics:
r
I - Earth- Centered Inertial
P Primary system
S - Secondary system
0 - Optical system
V	 Viewer  systern
Figure 3-8.- RAP coordinate systems and transformations.
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CHI,
.where
RTTOFF is the viewed system offset defining the location of the designated
subsystem (referred to
	
the secondary coordinate system)
TSO	 is the secondary to optical system transformation matrix
The vector RAP defines the Line-of=Sight (LOS) vector from the optical to
viewed systems (see figs. 3-9 and 3-10).	 The magnitude of the LOS vector is
VMAG =	 (RVTVP(l)	 +	 RVTVP(2)	 + RVTVP(3)	 (4) 7^
The dimensions of the viewed object are transformed to the optical system with
the apparent dimensions in the optical FOV Y and Z axes computed as
Yext =	 I(Xdim/2)(TOV(2,1))l	 +	 I( Y dim /2)(TOV(2,2))I 	 +	 I(Z dim /2)(TOV(2,3))l 	 (5)
Zext =	 I(Xdim/2)(TVO(3,1) )I 	+	 I(Ydim/ 2 )( TOV ( 3 , 2 ))l	 +	 I (Z dim l 2 )( T0V( 3 , 3 ))J	 (6)
where
TVA	 is the viewed-to-optical transformation matrix
-- Xdim, Ydim, and Zdim are the viewed vehicledimensions in the viewed system
The viewed vehicle apparent angular size as observed in the optical FOV_is
AXS =	 "X dim	 X B x RVEC
AYS =	 Y diin	 Y B x RVEC
^JRVECI	 (7^
zdm 	 Z	 h RVEC
AZS -	 B
RVEC
where
AXS, AYS, and AZS are the apparent angular dimensions of the viewed vehicle
RVEC	 is the vector from the viewed to optical system
X B' Y 	 z 	 are defined 'viewed, system unit axes
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The position of the center of the viewed vehicle in the optical system defined
as the horizontal (Y-axis) and vertical (Z-axis)-angles is
HANG = tan-1
 (RVTVP(2)/RVTVP(1))	 (8)
YANG = tan-'  (RVTVP(3)/RVTVP(1))
where RVTIVP is the LOS vector in the optical system.
To determine whether the viewed object is within the FOV, the following compu-
tation is made:
.HANG2 = JHANGJ 	 Yext/IRVTVP(
VANG2 = (VANG1	 Ze t/JRVTVPJ
	 C9)
ex t/
 angles HANG2 and VANG2 define the apparent angular distance from
the viewed subvehicle to the closest point on the Y and Z optical axes. If
both of these angles are less than the optical FOV dimensions, the viewed
vehicle is within the FOV.
The routine RAP also determines whether the sun, moon, or earth is within the
optical FOV by receiving ECI unit vectors describing the position of each
object from the routine POSSUM which computes the current lunar and solar
positions relative to ECI coordinates. ` POSSUM is called by the gravity
o:
r
	
	 environment model and updated il required by the integrator. These unit 	 :!
vectors are transformed, to the optical system with the horizontal and vertical
angles determined as previously discussed, except that the LOS vectors are
replaced by the eartft, sun, and moon unit vectors.
The Y
ext 
and Zext for the earth, sun, and moon are simply the apparent angular
sizes of these objects. With this information, the FOV check is made and the
occulation of the sun or moon by the earth is considered.
r
The position of the viewed object in the LVLH system (fig. 3-11) is computed
using the vector RLVLH, the vector front the Shuttle to the viewed object in
the LVLH coordinate frame. The LVLH angles as defined are
F	 i
1
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cos-I (MVLH hV)
t4n- (RLVLHY/RLVLHX)
where ZLV is the LVLH unit Z-axis defined by
ZLV = -R SSO
where RSSO is the unit ECI position vector of the Shuttle.
The relative position and velocity of the Shuttle and the viewed secondary
object are given by
RELP = SSO	 obj
(10)
VrEL = TSSO '7obj
where
Robi is the viewed object ECT position vector
VSSO is the ;ECI velocity of the Shuttle
is the ECI velocity of the viewed object, mspectively.
Tobi
RAP OUTPUT
The following variables output from RAP are defined as follows:
HANG2	 Leading edge of object if within FOV; horizontal angle in degrees
HANG	 Center or object in FOV; horizont6l angle in degrees
VANG2
	 Leading edge of object if withi p. FOV; vertical angle in degrees
VANG	 Center of object in FOV; vertical angle in degrees
HANGSM(1)	 Leading odge of sun; horizontal angle in degrees
VANGSM(I)	 Leading edge of sun; vertical angle in de(jrees
FIANGSM(2)	 Leading edge of moon; horizontal angle in degrees
VANGSM(2)	 Leading edge of moon; vertical angle in dt^grees
HANGSM(3)	 Leading edge of earth; horizontal'angle in degrees
VANGSM(3)	 Leading edge of earth; vertical angle in degrees
PHILV Local vertical position angles of viewed vehicle in degrees
THEM
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-	 ^--^-
l 	 t 	 3
3
AXS	
F
AY$	 Apparent angular size of viewed object in degrees
AZS
r	 3
RELP
	 ECI relative position vector between viewed and primary vehicles
VREL	 ECI relative velocity vector between viewed and primary vehicles
RVTVP
	 Primary system relative position vector between viewed and
rprimary vehicle
i

4BLOCK DATAG
V
yy	 ^^++
CO.M 4 0,N? r S1 4 /FS 1 , )
4 DIM 7.NSION	 DAT111?r4
	
7,1
roUIV A LCNCE	 IFS(11r^	 j ^DAT11tt11,11	 111)EOUIVA4EICE	 IFSf1Il	 ),NSU9pIrtItSI1Q11 ► NSUDS)ECUIVALCNCE	 (rS(126),N2V),(''Sll27),NSV)
r
DATA AV 	 ?,!	
f+
DA-T4	 NSV	 /I/
DATA	 NSUEP	 /21
DAT A 	 NS UOS
	 /I/	 i
LOCATION OF
	
O P 13 N OF $SO IN SS9
	 FRAME
C
DATA	 (7AT11 T r1,1 ),I=1 r3)	 /0, 9 09 0./r
MAT g IY	 SSO	 B04Y	 Tr SSIISSO)
y.^
DATA04Tl14r1t11	 /1."/DATA01T11H	 I	 1)	 /1.0/
DATA	 0AT1(1!'rT ► 1)	 /I.Ct/
DIMENSIONS OF SSO IV sS1IsSr)
h DATA	 15)	 /1440997.16925.52
Y
LOCATION	 OF	 O"I5IN OF	 SSO	 SUSSYSTCM 2
	 REL
	
TO SSO ,
	t
i	
^
DATA	 CAT111 1 291)	 /Elmo	 /
DATA	 OAT11[ ► 2 9 1)	 /—.85/
DATA	 0ATIf392,i)	 /-11'"./r_
C TRANS $SO BODY r C $SO SUBSYSTEM	 2IREAR	 WINDOW)
M DATA	 0AT144,2 9 1)	 /-1.^/DATA	 )ATI18:2 0 1)	 /ton%
DATA	 .)AT111',? ► 1)	 /-1.3/r
C DIMENSIONS OF SUB c YSTEM 2 IN THAT FlAME
r DATA	 aA'111,2L) ► DAT11) 42,1),D4T1115 , Z ► 1)/1r^1.1./
C F'OV	 OF` 0SYSTEM	 7 SYSTEMI-RFAR
	
WINDOW)
RA TA	 03A', It l0j2 ► 1),OAT11 t7, 2 9 11/31
	
933.!'
O LOCATIV I OF	 C m IGIN OF	 S S O10VERHFAD WINDOW)	 SU?S'YSTE4	 3	 REL TO	 SSO
t	 4 DATA	 DAT1(1 r3,1)	 1578.2DATA	 0 AT 1(t#3,11	 1--.P	 /DATA	 D 4 T113r3r1)	 /- 12'2.4/,
C TFANS	 SSa	 BOGY	 TO	 SSO` SUBSYSTEM 214VEOHEAD
	
WIND041'
t
Y
A-1
F-
a
k
	
1
j
L4k
pp
C DATA	 O A T 146	 391)	 11.01
DATA	 04TIII^tIt11/ 103/
,, C 0T M r- NSI^.NS	 OF	 SU8'SYSTE4	 3 IN	 THAT	 FRAME
^. DATA	 0A'111? r 3,1)rOAT1114r3#l)',t)AT1115r3r1) /1.^^.,1. /
M
F OV OF	 g U3SYSTE'l
	 ? SYSTEMIOVERHEAC W I NDOW)
DATA	 ^A'lllh3^1)0AT1117lr1)/42.r41T./ 	
r
LOC4TIDN	 OF	 O p IOI;t OF	 SSO	 SUPSYSTEM	 4	 REL	 TO SSF►
y FLI HT 5U P POR T STATION
DATA	 04T1t 1,4, 1)	 /- 3r4DA TA DA -11 2, 4 9
 1)	 /t7. n/
DATA	 047113,411)
	
/-41.3/
I ^^ TFAVS	 S a0 8 A t)Y	 TO	 SSt)	 SUBSYSTEM	 '4 1F551
DATA	 04T116,4,1)
	
/I.r1/
DATA:	 OATI(a
	 4r1)	 '/1of,/
DATA	 0AT111^ r4 t l )	 /-1.I/
` DIHENSInNS	 CF	 SUESYSTCI
	
4 IM THAT
	 FROE
DAT A
	OA`111 3#14,I),DAT1114t4,1)90ATI(1S.,4r1)/9.r1S.,a./
: LOCATION	 OF	 ORIOI r t or	 ITV	 SURSYSTEM	 1	 REL TO MTV	 k
E DATA	 3A"141r1t2 ) 90AT1(2,Io2)9 OAT 113 , 1,21/0	 (J. i7./
hM
TRANS	 4 i V	 8 11p Y	TO ,ITV	 SUQS'•'STEM	 ,1
OATS	 DA'It4
	 1,2)	 / 1. (1/DATA	 DAT1(8,1 2)	 /1 n1BATA	 04 T if1	 ,^r7	 /1.rt
: DIMENSP^NS	 OF	 MTV	 1`4 MTV
	 SYSTEM
n DATAOATIt 13, 1,r ),DATIt t4, It?) rDAT1(15,1r? 1/3.5t2 . 53,2_.58/
u
,
LOCATI0,1	 OF 	 OA'13IN	 OF	 4TV	 SS2	 IN	 SS1	 FRAMF(FORW440	 CAMERA)
DATA	 10AT1(I,:r?.)tI= 1t3) 	 /2.0990./n
HATITX	 SS1
	
TO	 SS2 F'gAM
z
k
0A	 ;2 ,1^	 :/l.0n/TA	 DAT111 !4)
',UBSYSTEIL 01PENSIOt1S
	
ll^	 2	 IN	 2' F?AMF
DATA	 lDAT1(T,7r2')tI=1?,15) 	 /D	 rO:Post
,
A-2
3-89
I
J:
 
^ N
1
C
es°
FOV OF MTV FORwARp CAMCPAC
DATA	 DATt(16r^r?	 DA T14 1792#2)/43.x40 */
C
e^
C LOCATION OF	 OPISIN OF	 MTV SS3
	
IN	 SS1	 FRAMEIPEAR
	
"AM RA)
A DATA	 0AT111,7,? )rI'^r'3)
c MATDTX	 CS1	 TO	 SS3 FRAM.
C
DATA	 DA?lfbr3tzl
%l l r1^ /DATA	 04 T 1
	 3	 z	 .
DATA	 34?lfl g rr')/-1^J/
C
DIMC.NSIINS	 OF	 SUBSYSTCM	 3 IN	 3 FRAME 1
DATA	 OAT1	 /11.tD6 q0./
C FOV
	
OF	 14TV REAR
	
CAMERA
C
0.
DATA	 OAT1(16r3
	
?)r(?ATl(17r3	 2)/16.	 16./
LOCATION	 OF	 iURSYSTt^'M	 RELOF	 OR	 31 	 4TV^	 1	 TO MTW2C
DATA	 04Tif1P19 3) oVAT1( 2_f1r31,CAT1 (39193) / O.oU.#D•/
C
C
C TRANS	 4TV2 9ODY
	
TO 4 TV2	 SUBSYSTEI
	 I
DATA	 QAT11(4,Ir3g )	 /I	 III
	
...
DATA	 OAT1( E;rl ! "^1
DATA	 OAT1(l.?rlr3)	 /1 .I"/C
C- DIMENSIONS	 OF	 MTV2 IN	 4TV2 SYSTEM	 jC
DATA	 DATI(l!r1r3) 9 DATl(14r1r3) t DATl(15r1,3)/ 3.5r2.58r2.58/ 	"-
C LOCATION	 OF	 ORIGIN	 OF	 I TV2	 SS 2	 ILL	 SS 1	 FRAME (FORWARD	 CAMERA)
} r
DATA	 (J A T1(Tr2r3),T=lr3)	 12.0.0.1
C
C MATRIX	 ", SI	 TO	 SS2	 FRAM,_r
DAT4	 DA 'If 4929 3)
	
: 1.f1/DATA	 DAT1(89293)	 :1.01
C
DATA	 04*1(12
	 2	 3)	 /,1.^/
DIM"NSIOhrC	 0	 U B S Y S T E 1
	
2	 TN	 2	 FRAME
DATA	 ('DAT1(Ir?,r3),I = 13x1.5)	 /D.rO.;D./
_C FOV OF	 MTV2 FORWAPD	 CA4ERA
y DATA	 a.ATI(lo	 ?o'.,) ^L?AT1( 17x2 r3 )/43.,40./C
C LOCATION;	 OF	 O r'IOIN OF	 ITV2	 SS3	 TV	 SS1
	 FRAME (REAR 	CAMER-A)
y DATA	 (3ATl(193r')vI=lx31	 /-2.tootn./
r	 i
r
^r
G	 y,
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• . a .,^^- . ..LLB?YynL-e  - ^.^
F '
	
--
r
y:
y{
fG	
`
y6, 
	 t
F
MATRIX SS1 TO SS3 FRAM»
ti	
DATA DAT11 4 o 3r 31 /-lt'/
DATA DAT1189393) /1.0/
DATA DA'"11 I" 3 ? 1 /- 1.7r''
QTM y NS16NS U fiBSYSTE`l 3 IN 3 FRAME
p	 DATA IDAT1( To, 313):I=13,15) /n.to.Va./
FOV OF MTV2 REAR CAMEPA
4
DATA DATY116931:1IrDAT111T.3931/15.916./
END
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SGN
Function SGN (WORD)
SGN returns a 1 if WORD is positive, a 1
negati ve.
C
SIG
Function SIG (WORD1, WORD2, NSDIG)
SIG returns a 0 if WORM is equal to WORD2 to NSDIG significant digits, a 1 if
WORD1 is greater than WORD2 in NSDIG significant digits, and a -1 otherwise.
SIGNM
Function SIGNM (WORD)
SIGNM returns a 1 if WORD is positive. or 0, and a -1 if WORD is negative.
i3.5 PLOTTER ROUTINES.`
These routines process data from a SOAP simulation and cause plots to be
generated. In general, they react and rearrange the data stored on logical
unit 20 (and possibly 29) and create the calls to plotting utility routines
which will do the actual point-bye-point plotting. The plats which can be
generated from a given simulation can include only that data specified upon
preprocessing. Other information will not be saved in the appropriate form.
Typically, the user will neither modify nor directly call these routines. It
is only necessary to supply the proper plotting instruction cards (see section
2 and to execute the available code.
Routines described in this section ares
AXIS	 FSPLOT NULINE PLMAIN PRPLOT SCALIE SYMBOL
ENDrLE	 L.INCNT	 NUMBER	 PLOT	 QUIKML
	
SKPFLE	 TREAD 1.
FACTOR
	
MINMAX
	 PACK
	
PLOTS	 SCALE	 SPMAIN
	
WHERE	 z
r
r
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AXIS
Subroutine AXIS (XP, YP, IBCD, ±NCNAR, AXLEN M ANG, FIRSTV, DELTAV)
AXIS is a CalComp subroutine which draws the graph axes, draws tic marks each
inch, writes the value at each tic mark,, and then labels the axes. AXIS calls
NUMBER, PLOT, and SYMBOL.
XP I* YP are the coordinates, in inches, of the axis starting point.
IBCD is the literal title.
±NCNAR defines number of characters and position of IBCD.
AXLEN is axis length in inches.
ANG is number of degrees from X axis.
FIRSTV is the starting value of first tic mark.
DELTAV is number of data units/inch of axis.
r	 ENDFLE
J
Subroutine ENDFLE (NLU)
r
ENDFLE writes a coded end-of-file on a specified logical unit, NLU.
FACTOR
Subroutine FACTOR (FACT)
FACTOR is an entry point in the CalComp plot package which allows the user to
scale up or down the entire plot. FACT is the scale factor applied to the
plot. A value of 2.0 doubles the plot size. A value of 1.0 is the default
value.
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FSPLOT
Subroutine FSPLOT (NLU, NPLOTS, NWpR)
FSPLOT contains most of the logic of the production plotter. FSPLOT is called
by PLMAIN where NLU is the input logical unit and NWOR is the number of plot
variables	 NPLOTS is a dummy argument, required in the argument list but
currently not used. FSPLOT first skips to the correct data filek FSPLOT
then reads in plot request cards until either 10 'cards or 10 different
parameters are obtained. These variables to be plotted are then read into
core. A large loop is then started to produce the requested plots. PRPLOT
is used for printer plots while QUIKML is used for 5R-4060 plots. For CalComp
plots, PLOTS, PLOT, SCALE (or SCALIE), AXIS, SYMBOL, and LINE are used. After
all plot requests are processed, control is returned to PLMAIN.
i LINCNT	 w
Subroutine LINCNT sets the top and bottom page margins to nonstandard UNIVAC
values for accommodating SOAP page plots.
MINMAX
Subroutine MINMAX (Al, K. AMIN, AMAX)
MINMAX defines the minimum, AMIN, and maximum, AMAX, of an array of K numbers
beginning with Al.
NULINE
Subroutine NULINE (XA, YAj NPTS, INC, LN, IQ,T)
NULINE, a Cal Comp routine, is cabled to plot the actual data, one line or plot
	 j
at a time, using subroutines WHERE, SYMBOL, and PLOT.
	
.	 I
XA and YA are data arrays.
NPTS is number of points.
r
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`	 INC is frequency of plotted data.
LN describes type of line.
IQ.is
 the CalComp integer equivalent of the desired symbol.
	 a'
T is the array of angles by which symbols IQ are to be rotated,
i€
NUMBER
i
Subroutine NUMBER (XP, YP, HT, FPN, ANG, NDEC)
NUMBER is a CalComp routine which translates numbers to BCD and writes them
^r
on a graph (using SYMBOL).
XP and YP are coordinates in inches from lower left corner.
E	 HT is height in inches of the plotted number.
FPN is the floating point number
ANG is the angle from the X axis'.
NDEC, is number of decimal digits for output.
PACK
Subroutine PACK (WORD, CHAR, IPOS)
Pack is called b PRPLOT-to pack the BCD word WORD where CHAR indicates the
--
direction  of shift of IPOS characters.
x
ti
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PLMAIN
	
"Ov
MAIN is the main program of the absolute element PLOTER used in execution
of the production plotter. 	 PLMAIN is a small driver program which uses
FSPLOT to produce the-desired plots. 	 PLMAIN first reads a plotter control
card to determine where the data is. 	 If it is o6 tape, the data is trans-
ferred to a high speed drum unit to speed up the data reading. 	 FSPLOT is
then called for the actual plots. 	 When control returns to PLMAIN, another
control card is read if specified and the process described above is repeated.
After all control
.
cards are read, PLOT is called to terminate the CalComp
plot tape.
PLOT
Subroutine PLOT (XP, YP, +IP)
PLOT is a CalComp routine which generates and writes instructions on tape to
the CalComp hardware to produce the plots. 	 Instructions to PLOT include (1)
move the pen (with it down if IP = 2 or up if IP = 3) from the current
position to the position specified by XP and YP;	 (2) end the plot if
IP = -2 or -3 and move the pen to a new origin specified by XP and YP;
(3) end the plot tape if IP 	 999.
PLOTS
Subroutine PLOTS
	
(WORK, NLOC, LU)
f PLOTS is an entry point in the PLOT subrdUtine called for init .ialization of
PLOT.	 WORK is the s 4torage array name, NLOC is the size of the WORK array and
LU is the logical unit on which the plot tape is to bd mounted.
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PRPLOT
Subroutine PRPLOT (AX, AY, K, IM, IC, ITITLE, IM)
PRPLOT is called by SPMAIN and FSPLOT to.produce printer plots.
AX is the array of X values.
AY is a two-dimensional array containing Y values for all.curves in the frame.
K is the number of points in each curve.
IN is an array of characters for each curve.
AC is the number of curves in the plot.
ITITLE is a title array.
I
(	 IDM is the number of points in AX.
QUIKML
Subroutine QUIKML (+L, XMIN, XMAX, YMIN, YMAX, ISYM, BCDXj BODY, NP, X, Y).
QUI01L is a UNIVAC 1110 routine used toroduce SD-4060 microfilm lots.p	 p
i
L is the number of grids to be drawn on one frame. If L is negative, the
frame will be advanced,	 a
XMIN, XMAX are minimum and maximum values of X array.
YMIN, YMAX are minimum and maximum values of Y array.
1
ISYM is the symbol to be used in plotting.
BCDX, BCDY are alphanumeric titles for the X and Y axes respectively.,
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X, Y are initial locations of X and,Y arrays.
SCALE
Subroutine SCALE (X, S, N, K)
SCALE is a CalComp routine which defines a scale for a CalComp plot. SCALE
defines the scale based on the desired plot size and the range of data such
that is easy to interpolate between divisions on the resultant scale.
X is the data array to be scanned. An adjusted minimum value will be stored
in X (N*K + 1). An adjusted DX (maximum - minimum) will be stored in X
(N*K+K+1)
S is the length over which data is to be plotted.
N is the number of data points in the X array.
K is the repeat cycle of a mixed array.
r	 SCALIE
Subroutine SCALIE (X, S, N, K)
SCALIE is an alternate scale routine used with CalComp plots which produces
'	 larger plots than SCALE but less easy interpolation between divisions.
X M is minimum value to be plotted.
X(2) is maximum value to be plotted.
E
X(3) is the output adjusted minimum value.
X(4) is the adjusted delta value per inch
S is the maximum length of plot in inches.	 H
N and K are dummy arguments.
is	 3-106
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SKPFLE
Subroutine SKPFLE (NLU)
SKPFLE is used to skip a data file on a specified' logical unit, NLU-
SPMAIN
SPMAIN is the main program of the absolute element SPDPLT used in execution
of the high speed plotter. To reduce execution time, SPMAIN plots data from
core instead of continually reading a data tape. To enable this, SPMAIN
restricts data tapes to 30 variables with 1350 points per variable per file.,
SPMAIN ignores additional data or parameters if either limitation is exceeded.
SPMAIN first reads a control card to find out where the data is and then brings
the data into core. If CalComp plots have been specified, the maximum and
minimum for each variable is determi-ned, assuming that all will be plotted. A
large loop is then entered to produce the requested plots. For CalComp plots,
PLOTS, PLOT, SCALE (or SCALIE), AXIS, SYMBOL, and LINE are used. For printer
plots, the data to be plotted is reduced to 100 points or less corresponding
to the available page field width. PRPLOT is used for printer plots, if
requested.
SYMBOL
Subroutine SYMBOL (X, Y, HT, IBCD, ANG, N)
SYMBOL is a CalComp routine which will plot N alphanumeric characters, IBCD,
at a height of HT inches and angle of ANG degrees beginning at coordinates
r
specified by X` and Y.
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`	 Subroutine TREAD (NLI, NW, MW, IP, IK, BUFF)
'	 TREAD is used to read a data record. BUFF, from the input logical uni t, NL.U.
`	
NW and MW are the first and last indices of the BUFF array.
r
IP is a parity indicator,
C
IK is a read operation indicator.
i
y	 WHERE
Subroutine WHERE (X, 'Y F)
WHERE is an entry point in whb CalComp routine P:.OT WHERE is called by LINE
to define the current CalComp pen position where X and Y are plot coordinates
' and F is a scale factors
;i
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4.	 ENVIRONMENT MODELS
The Environment models serve to calculate the state vector (position,
attitude, and rate of change of each) of each vehicle.	 They support the
computation of forces and torques, the updating of mass properties, and
the integration of the equation of motion.	 Environment models have a
special position within the SOAP system since they allow input and output
through individual COMMON blocks with names which are known to the SOAP
system, since they perform their computations in a monolithic block so
that all parameters are updated at once, and since model specifications
(typically what number of vehicles) are tirade at the 'time of preprocessing
and at the time of mapping	 Typically, Envi ronment models are not scheduled.
i
It should be noted that default values, which occur in lieu of specification;
of the Environment model at the preprocessing and mapping stages, will
result in the use of a dummy model and the flpction of that model will be
omitted. ,
a
ra
}
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4.1 ACTIVE VEHICLE
PROGRAM NAME
Single precision ACTVVH
Double precision AVEH/AVEHSO
PROGRAM DESCRIPTION
ACTVEH is a driver which calls active vehicle models for each free flier.
These models update the position and attitude of each vehicle. ACTIVH resets
the flag IPDYN in ENVCOM prior to calling each active vehicle. This flag
informs the vehicle models whether to update the dynam1cs derivatives (linear
and angular accelerations), whether to update the active vehicle state, and in
which order to perform these actions. ACTVVH updates the active vehicle
internal 'times (AVTIM) to the update time required.
p
ACTVEH has no calling arguments and accepts no commands.
PROGRAM NAME
Single precision
	
	 AVES24
AVES19
r	 Double -precision
	
AVED19
AVED24
AVED242
The single and double-precision versions of this model differ in the names of
some of the subroutines called but are otherwise the same in operation and
formulation.
PROGRAM DESCRIPTION
The active vehicle programs provide six-degree-of freedom simulations of a
rigid body vehicle in three-dimensional inertial space. The vehicle dynamics
use the forces a nd torques caused by firing ,jets of an Attitude Control
4-z
_ 7--
A "
	 f
t
Propulsion System (ALPS), which is modeled by the Reaction Control System
1.
(RCS). The gravitational acceleration of earth (GRAY model), the torque due
to the gravity gradient (GGT model) and the aerodynamic forces and torques
(AFRO model) are used in the vehicle dynamics. Computation of the vehicle's
state vectors-is performed relative t6 a nonrotating orthogonal coordinate
system with the origin at the center of the earth (earth-centered inertial
(EC1)). . The rotational sequence used is roll, pitch, yaw. Each model is
supported by a COMMON block (e.g., ACTVEC, ACTVIC, ACTV2C) and a block data
routine which initializes the COMMON block.
MATH MODEL
The AVES24 program maintains the vehicle state vectors in CCl coordinates.
The contact forces and torques are in the vehicle body frame. By summing
these forces and torques, the contact acceleration of the vehicle is
calculated.
F,AV 
,L..^ RCS + EAERO
	 (1)
!AV L.r FitCS + TAERO
	 (2)
AC ;: FAV1MAV
	
(3)
i
where
F	 Forces
T = Torque
i
M	 Mass
AV = Active vehicle
C	 Contact
w	 A = Acceleration
The torque due to the rotational rate of the vehicle, Tw v
 , is calculated and
is combined with the torques due to the contact forces and with the torques
produced by the gravity gradient, TGG , calculate the vehicle angular
acceleration.
r Twv	 w v x (I w v )	 (4)
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Wv = I^1(TAV ` wv + TGG)	 (5)
where
Wv is the vehicle angular velocity
I	 is the active I vehicle inertia tensor
The total acceleration (A T) of the vehicle due to the contact forces and
torques and the vehicle inertia is calculated.
AT Ac + Rvx x	 + A.
 
x (Rvx x 1.)	 (6)
1
The total acceleration of the body is transformed from the vehicle body frame to
the inertial frame and then sunned with the gravitational accelerations,,
RIV	
My AT + AG
where Iv denotes inertial vehicle. The matrix IN transforms from vehicle to 	 )
-inertial reference.
A fourth-order Runge Kutta integrator (DIFEQS for single precision or DPDFQS
r
	
	
for double precision) is used to integrate R to obtain R and R in ECI
coordinates. The time step used is either the active vehicle time step AVSTEP
(from ENVCOM), the difference in time required to bring the active vehicle
state up to the time required by the rest of the simulation, or TSTEP (passed
in ENVCOM), whichever is smaller:
The updated vehicle body rates, ^Lv , are computed by integrating w,v using a
r	 fourth=-order Runge-Kutta integrator (DIFFQ for single precision or DPDFQ for
double precision). These updated body rates are than used to find the
derivative ( DAMVI) of the vehicle-to-inertial attitude matrix (AMVI) via
0	
-W,v,3	 Wv,2
DAMVI	 wv,3	 0	 -wv,i AMVI	 (7)
-w v,2	 wv'1
	
0
Z
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The updated vehicle-to , inertial-attitude matrix is computed by again
integrating, using DIFEQ or DPDFQ.
t
'	 Once the updated attitude matrix has been computed, the Euler angles are found
,k	 using the Euler angle derivatives (obtained by a call to EULERD or DEULRD) to
.F compute a change in Euler angles (by'a call to EULERE or DEULRE). The values
of the Euler angles are then updated by adding the changes computed. This
procedure requires a call to EXTRCT or DXTRCT.
{y
The integration is repeated until the time associated with the vehicle state
i equals the time requested.
f
The active vehicle models have two initialization passes during which the
inertial-to-vehicle attitude is initialized, its transpose is computed, and
initial values of the environmental forces and torques are computed.
The active vehicle models have no calling arguments and accept no commands.
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4.2 AERO
AERO/AER050
AERO is the driver routine which calls models of the aerodynamic force and
torque for each vehicle in the simulation sequentially. It has no calling
arguments and no COMMON block requirements. It is specified on the environ-
ment input cards (see section 2).
AFRO/AER037
PROGRAM DESCRIPTION	 -
AER037 models the aerodynamic forces and torques on an on-orbit vehicle. The
vehicle is approximated by three flat plates. In the case of the Space Shuttle
Orbiter (SSO), the aerodynamic characteristics modeled are for the 147/1406
approximation to the 140 A/0 Space Shuttle_ Vehicle Orbiter (ref. 8). This
model includes a calculation to approximate th e atmospheric density for the
1962 U.S. Standard Atmosphere (ref. 9).
MATH MODEL
AER0 :37 approximates an on-orbit aero model for the orbiter using the Newtonian
Impact Theory for a flat plate. For the orbit altitude range being considered,
the drag coefficient, CO , is assumed constant. Further, at this altitude, the
lift coefficient, C is zero. Therefore, torque on  vehicle can be approxi-
mated by modeling the vehicle as a combination of three flat plates and de-
termined from the drag forces acting on each plate ( ref.10).
Calculation of the relative atmospheric density is dependent upon the geometric
altitude above mean sea level. For geometric altitudes greater than 500,000
feet,_ the equation i
Pf Po exp	 - [24.2 + 0 . 002889Z - 2605./Z] ^
or for geometric altitudes from 280,000 to 500,000 feet,
p
f 
po * exp - [39.57 - 0.01044Z --6956./Z]
w
4-
i 	 a
where
pf	is the relative atmospheric density in,pounds per cubic foot
Po
	
is the atmospheric density at the earth's surCace in pounds per cubic
foot
Z	 is the geometric altitude in kilofeet
I`
Then to convert the density to metric units, p = 16.01843 pf kilograms per
cubic meter.
The dynamic pressure, q, is defined by q - 0.5 pV2 newtons per square meter
where V,, is the magnitude of the inertial velocity in meters per second.
The aerodynamic forces, D i , are calculated by
D1 _ CD q A1 lk	 I0 1I0 newtons
k;	 --
DZ
	CD q A2 1j
	
I 0 1I0 newtons
D3
	 C  q A3 ji	 I0 110 newtons
r	 where
Ai
	
	
is 'a vector normal to the true planform area having a magnitude (Ai)
equal to the true planform area
f C
D
	is-the drag coefficient
Io	 is the unit vector of the inertial velocity vector
The vehicle axes with the origin at the vehicle center of mass are defined
as
XV	 Out the nose
F_ 
YV
	 Out the 'right wing,
Z
V
	Down
4-8
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The vector A, is normal to an X-Y plane plate and in the direction of Z. The
A2 is normal to the X-2 plane plate and in the direction of Y. The A3 is
normal to a Y-Z plane plate and in the direction of X..
The origins are the centers of pressure of A 1 , A2 , and A3 , respectively.
The torques, Mi are calculated
M1 = r] x Vl newtons-meters
MZ = r x D2 newtons.-meters
M3 = r3 x D3 newtons-meters
Where r i is a position vector from the center of mass to the center of
pressure of A i in meters,
The to4al aero forces,D ,and torques, M 	 (ignoring shading of one part ofT	 T
the vehicle by another) is 	 p
DT a E D  = E CD gj(Ai . Io )JIo
 newtons
MT = E Ti
 x D i newton-meters
9
INPUT/OUTPUT
This modelhas no calling arguments.
I
The following data input is required;	 a
Locations of the center of pressure in the Fabrication frame. (RFCP )	j
Drag coefficient (CD)
E
s
Magnitudes of the true planform areas (Al , AZ , A3)
r
All the above data can be changed using the SOAP data input scheme.
4-9
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Input from the active vehicle and mass properties common blocks is required,
AER037 requires- on each update from the active vehicle the following;
Inertial position vector (RlV)
Inertial velocity vector (RIV)
Vehicle to inertial attitude transformation matrix (IMV)
Only on initialization of AER037 is information required from the mass prop-
erties common block. That is
Fabrication -to _vehicle position vector ^RFV)
Fabrication to vehicle attitude transformation matrix (VMF)
`,.	 The following list gives the program mnemonic, location, and stored value of
these variables.
Variable Symbol Location Description Value Units
R FPC1 AERSTA(1) 7 Station locations of the 1111.5 inchest AERSTA 2
AERSTA^3;
8 center of pressure of Al 0.0
9 363..0
^.
RFPC AERSTA(4) 10 Station locations of the 1064.4 inches
^.	 2 AERSTA 5
AERSTA^6;
11 center of pressure of A2 0.0 4
12 414.4
R AERSTA(7) 13 Station locations of the 1300.0 inches
FPC3 AERSTA(8) 14 center of pressure of P3 0.0
AERSTA(9) 15 406.3
CD CD 16 Coefficient of drag ?.0
Al Al 17 Magnitudes of the true 397.76 meters2
p
f	 A2 A2 18
p1'anform areas 280.95
A3 A3 19 99.81
,a 4-10
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f
. M1
This information is used to compute 'r l , r2, and,
 F3 positions of the center of
pressure.
r1	 VMF (RFCP - RFV ) metersl
r2 ' VMF ( FFCP	 ` RFV) meters	
.
F3 = VM	 (RFCP	 - RFv ) meters
F	
3
Output from AER037 is
r	 Sum of the aero forces (D T ) in newtons
a
Sum of the aero torques (MT ) in,newtons-meters
k
'	 Output of these forces and torques is optional and is controlled by an aero
i	 print control switch, AEROPC. 	 When AEROPC is 0.0, AER037 will not print.
Whe" AEROPC is 1.0, the output parameters are printed at the specified delta
time contained in AERPDT.
	 When AEROPC is 5.0, the output parameters are out
r	 put every time AER037 is updated.
	 Starting the print at some time later in
the run can be accomplished by setting the desired start time in AEROPT.
	 All
print is nominally turned off.
^	 x
y
r	
STORED VALUES
AER037 defines initial values for several parameters located i n AEROC common,
`	 which may be altered via	 input cards.
SOURCE s
AER037 was developed from AERO18. 	 Improvements in AER037 include calculations
for three plates instead of two as described in reference g, and calculation,
of the atmospheric tensity as defined in reference 8.
F
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VERSION AVAILABILITY
	
tY
Both single and double-precision versions of AER037 are available. Block Data
routines (BDAERO) are also available to support them.
PROGRAM VERIFICATION
M'	 The AER037 model subroutine was verified in closed-loop SSFS simulation runs.
i
:
a
a
F	
E
i
k
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AERI
{
PROGRAM DESCRIPTION
AERI computes forces and torques: on a vehicle on orbit, using the same math
s	 model employed by AER037; the only differences are in the initialization pass
`	 and the input data. AER1 bypasses use of a fabrication frame, therefore plate
r
positions, normal vectors, and areas are input directly in vehicle body coordi-
nates. All input and output ' is identical with that for AER037 with the excep-
tion that RFV and VMF are not used.
i
I	
VERSIONS
`	 Both single and double-precision versions are available.
C
1
i
f
^	 r
I
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4.3 GRAVITY
GRAV2
PROGRAM DESCRIPTION
%) V2 pxovidWQ a gravity model foz Ww.	 ... W—....a  ,.r... M	 .
Various degrees of fidelity in gravity calculation can be
selected. For the lowest degree of fidelity, GPW2 returns
the spherical earth gravity; whereas for the highest, GRAV
adds perturbations caused by the sun, the moon, and the
nonspheric4l nature of the earth. The user can select any
combination of the perturbations caused by the sun, the moon,
and the nonspherical. nature of the earth to be added to the
spherical earth gravity (for example: nonspherical only')
MATH MODEL
Spherical gravity is calculated using
-ueR
sp	 ' ^) 3
where
asp is the spherical earth gravitational acceleration.
g	 h.ue	is the gravitational constant of the earl
r
is the position vector of the point at which
the gravitational acceleration is desired, in
earth-centered - inertial (EC?) coo rdinates.
r
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The nonspherical earth perturbation inciu4es up to the
fourth harmonic of the earth. The equation used is
L'	
-N.	 FJ(5x 1) + HS_^ ZS(7x 3) • FK(6x - a 9 ` 2) R
N S
• • 2FJ - ZS + HS(0.6 - 3x) * FK - ZS
(da	 b)
IRS I
where
I	
^
t',4_S 
is the nonspherical gravity perturbation
ue	
is the gravitational constant of the earth
1F
	
	
is the vehicle position vector in earth-centered
inertial (EGI) coordinates
FJ	 is a constant relating to the nonsphericity of
the earth	 s
HS	 is a constant relating to the nonsphericity of
r	 the earth
FK	 is a constant relatin g to the nonsphericity o f
the earth
i
ZS	 is the Z-component of the position vector
a	 is` a constant equal to 0.4295714286
r
b	 is a constant equal, to 1.71428S714
x	 is ZS`
is a unit vector in the 	 direction
4-16
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'	 The sun perturbation acce ;eration is calculated using
z
.—µ^-- (Q z 	r )s	 ^Y +3	 es Fev )
`	 where
f	
'
Us	 is the sun's gravitational perturbation
r	 i
acceleration
i	 u	 is the gravitational constant of the sun
i	 s
f	 rV, is the vector from the vehicle to the sun.
Fes is the vector from the earth to the s;un
rtv is the vector from the earth to the vehicle,
and q is defined:
k
s	 [3+X(3+X)
4	 Y
E1 +X][(1+X)2+	 +•]
where
R
27v@	 r ev	 ^re.,^
r
IF VS
The moon perturbation is the same as above with s sub -
scripts changed to m; and the position vec tors reflecting
E	 the moon's position instead of the sun's.
The units of the symbols in the preceding equations are
i shown below.
34._17	
s
s
a
4	 # I
j
•
M
a
USP M/sec 
2 b
UN- ► M/sec
2 x
US M/3eC2 r,
UM M/sec 
2 m
m3/sect r	 m41S
IA S m3 /sect r•v	 m
NM m3 /sect r vM	 M
FJ m2 rem	 m
HS
m3 q
Fy m4 x
ZS
A complete discussion of the mathematical model appears in
reference 11.
All measurements are made in the earth- centered-'inertial
r	 (ECI) coordinate system.
INPUT/OUTPUT
GRAV2 is called with three calling arguments:
GTIME v 70S O	 Z;RVTY
where
GTIME is the current time,
FOS is the position at which th e
 Sravitational
acceleration is to be calculated,
Z;P.I'rY is the gravitational acceleration rector.
4-18
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GTIME and 70S are .input variables and Z;RVTY-is output,
JPERT, a flag located in cell number one of GPkVC COMMON 	 j
,is used to determine which perturbations (if any) are to be
added to the spherical earth gravity. JPERT is an octal
integer and can take on any value from 0 to 7 Each of the
three least significant bits of JPERT is a flag indicating
whether a particular perturbation is to be included in the
gravity computations as follows:
1st (least significant) bit	 Nonspherical perturbation flag
2nd bit	 Sun perturbation flag
3rd bit	 Moon pertUrbation flag
The quantities reflected in the calculation of Z;RVTY,
depending upon the value of JPERT, are shown below:
3rd	 2nd	 lst
Bit Bit Bit
JPERT (MOON) (SUN) NONSPH URVTY Reflects
I
0 0 0 0
1
SPHER only
1 0 0
1
SPHER + NONSPH
r	 2 0 1 0 SPHER + SUN
3 0 1 1 SPHER + N0NSPH + S1J'4
i	 4 1 0 0 SPHER + MOON
S 1 ' 0 1 SPHER + NONSPH + MOON	 !
6 1 1 0 SPHER + SUV + MOON
7 1 _ I i SPHER + NONSPH + SUS, + MCO`'
where SPHER stands for "spherical l' and NONSPH stands for
"nonspher--cal. ^
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0GRAV2 initially defines the value of JPERT equal to zero.
This value may be changed by input if desired. On the
initialization pass GRAVZ extracts the perturbation flags
rrom JPERT and stores them itt QaAVC 0010ION as follows:
GRAVC (2) Nonspheri ,cal perturbation flag
GRAVC(a) Sun perturbation flag
GRAVC(a) Moon pe-rturbation flag
GRAV2 does not alter the contents of calla GRAVCCZ)-(4) after
initialization. Thus, if for any reason, the user desires to
alter JPERT after initialization, he must also alter locations
two through four of GR4VC to reflect the new value of JPERT.
GRAV2 defines initial values (via DATA statements) for the
following common block variables
JPERT	 FJ
t,	
µ e	 KS
`	 µs	 FK
N
r 
The initial values will appear in the COMMON Block Map
+ section of the SSFS User's Guide. They may be changed by
input if desired.
GRAVZ calls one additional subroutine; POSSUM, to calculate
the position of the sun and moon when perturbations due to
those bodies are requested. Several versions of POSSUM exist. All of them
use tabulated data. Typically, they use positions 55 and following' in GRAV
COMMON:
4-20
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ITORE D VALUES
P..
GRAV2 defines initial° values for two local variables, a
and b . used in the calculation of the gravity perturba-
tion d%oa to the nonspherical nature of the earth.
0,42SS714286
b	 1.71428S7`14
COORDINATE SYSTEMS
GRAV2 uses the earth-cantered-inertial. (ECI) coordinate
system.
VERSIONS AVAILABLE
Single and double-precision versions of GRAV2 are available-.
PROGRAI VERIFICATION -
G:
Open-loop checkout of GRAV2 consisted of comparison runs
between GRAV2 and the-gravity portion of the UNIVRS sub-
routine used on the .UGC bit - by-bit simulator.	 Test cases
were run using the fo llowing inputs
PE'R'T JPERT
Test _	 ( for (for Time
Case UNIVRS) G;AV2 Seel	 Position Vector (meters)
1 0 0 50.	 6.4E+06, 7.5E+06,	 -7. 0E+06
2 1. 7 50	 6.4E+060 7.SE+06 0	-7.0E'+06
3 0. 0 1SO.	 -7.0E+06, S.OE+07 0	6.0E+06
4 ,1. 7 150.	 - 7.0E+06 , S . OE+0 7`,	 6.O E+06
S 0. 0 1000.	 8.0E+061 0.01,	 0.0
6 1 7 1000.	 $.OE+06, 0.0,	 0.0
r
{
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The result3 of the! comparison are listed below.
5
Toss
Case Subroutine Gravitational Acceleration (m,ttars /sec?
1 GRAV2 - 1.4429SS6E +00, - 1 ,6909636E +00, 1,5782327E•00
UNIVRS -1.44295S6E-00, -1,690963$E+00, 1.57323.6E+00
°	 2 GRAVZ -1.44ZS14SE+00; - 1,6904477E,00, 1.5791 91-+00
UNIVRS -1.4425145E+00, -1.6904477E-000 1.5791791E+00
3 GRAV2 2.1229797E -02,, -1.Si64141E-01, -1,5196969E-0
UNIVRS 2.1229796E-02, -1,S164140E -01, - 1,9196408E-02
4 GRAV2 11.1331229E-OZ -1.5164S34E-01, -1.319647'E-O'-
UNIVRS 2.123122U-02t - 1,Sl64533E -01, - 1.3106671E =02
5 GRAVZ -6.21281439E+00, O.Oo 0.0
U14IVR5 -6.ZZ81438E*000 0.0, 0.0
6 GRAV. -6,2345735E+00, 1.29:_5392.0	 , -1.0695097s-05
UNIVRS -6.23437SSE+00, I. I. Q. 2 1.641E-07, -1.0395097E-03
l
The	 comparison verifies the correctness of the GRAV2
gravity model,
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t4.4 GRAVITY GRADIENT
GGTI
PROGRAM DESCRUTION
GIGTI models the generalized gravity gradient torque, which
is produced abort the vehicle's center of ,mass by the earth's
gravitational acceleration acting on heterogeneous and
asymmetrical vehicles. A spherical-earth is used since the
torque produced due to the earth's oblateness is negligible.
MATH MODEL
The gravity gradient torque components (Tx ,TY,T z) about the
vehicle reference axes are
T	 -D D I	 + D D I	 - ( D= 	D^) I	 • D D (I	 I )X
	
s Y xz	 x z.xy	 Y	 = Yz	Y z YY	 ss
E	 T - =	 -D D I	 + D D I	 - (D: - D = )I	 * D D (I	 - I
^	 Y	 j^) 3	 Y s xY 	 x Y Ys	 t	 x xs	 x s ss	 xsf	
- 
(D2 
_ D^ )D D I	 + D D i	 I	 • D„ D (I	 I )Ts	 •s9Yz	 ysxs	 x	 y xy	 y xx	 yy
where u
	
_ earth's gravitatic^al constant [ PS:EGC]
vehicle inertial position vector expressed iin the vehicle body frame [PS:_R']
I
	
	
elements of vehicle inertia tensor in the
vehicle center of gravity originated system.
[PS:VI]
s
-D 
4	
di rection cosines between the radius vector
R' and the, vehicle body axes,. [PSDj
The equations above use the negative products of inertia.
All calculations. are made in the vehicle body frame,' In
the above [ PS: ] indicates program symbol.
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9'_
*1* _	
T.
INPUT/QU'TPUT
GGT1 hasp two calling arguments.
inertial state vector expressed in vehicle- body
coordinates. (meters)
ll
	 Iqq	 vehicle inertia_ tensor (tag—m2)
I'
One additional parameter is required for input and is loca-
ted in locations 7 through 12 of the GGT1.
i
AT[
	
	
gravity gradient torque axial multiplies Gone
for each axis), which are used to scale or
I	
turn off the torque about a particular axis.
(nominal ly set to 1)
A
Output fr-on GGTi is
!	 T	 gravity gradient _ torque [PSGGT] (M-NT) about
the vehicle center of gravity (M-Nt). [PS:GGT]
VERSIONS AVAILABLE
Both single and double-precision versions are available.
PROGRAM VERIFICATION
The verification of GGT1 consisted of running several test
cases and making hand calculations. One test case was run
for a complete circular orbit to illustrate the values
	 -
obtained from GGT,l. In all cases, the same inertia tensor
was used.
f	 4-26
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PF
	
	
M
t
j
txx	 .1x y
	
.1 X&	 2725000.0
	
20000.0	 -333000.0
r	 I	 Iy	 Iry	 -I y s	 20000.0	 19883000.0	 S000 . 0 Slugs-ft2
	
sx, '1^y	 Ise	 •333000.0	 $000.0	 214950.00..0
A spherical gravity was used and the initial inertial state
``
	
was defined using
11  +^ 6600000.0, 0.0 0 0.0 meters
Y_Iv	 0.01 7770.0 0 0.0 meters/second
In this case, the GGT1 routine calculated the values in
table 4-1 for the circular orbit of S400 seconds. The GG
Torque plat samples the Torque vector every 20 seconds.
{{
	 _	 k
TABLE 4-I. GRAVITYi	 .
P	 ^
Run'.	
GGTx
fro m. rco ^ l 	 ru'r-LA
i
ENT TORQUE VECTOR
GGT	 GGT
	
y	
z
	
f kt vr=u1	 /KlT-U)
600 3.119S9702 29.31005049 -39.S9090662
1200 -1.SI008.284 -4S.24714470 -24.70406365
1t00 .17021475 -22,90914 592 25.18761992
2400 -1.40059164 S.56837#219 47.49012947
;000 1.96025780 -27.64657974 .39.47186S18
3600 .05934277 - '3.779S2236 -	 3.82S24449
4200 _	 .84780970 49.77582121 5.13785291
4800 -3.68393409 22.61737800 '3S.36430979
S400
r
.43922012 -29661962S1 27.02822924
C
f
i
I.
f
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4.6 HORIZON SENSOR
HORIZ
Subroutine name: HORIZI, HORIZ2
PROGRAM DESCRIPTION
These routines model the performance of a Barnes Model 13-166-9. This apparatus
is pictured in the figure below. It senses pitch and roll at a frequency of
312.5 Hz. If the vehicle is either pitched or rolled more than 5° from local
vertical, o.he sensor output is 50 . No other inaccuracies are modeled. Yaw
is not sensed.
MRU&
Al
 
y	 CCT10N
Monaco
	 aTMVCL
Figure 4-2.- Horizon scan configuration.
MATH MODEL
The horizon sensor model obtains a unit vector antiparallel to the local
vertical, ZLVM, by transforming RIV,-the position vector of the vehicle in
"	 inertial coordinates, to body coordinates via the transformation AMIV
ZLVM = AMIV • Unit (RI,V)	 (1)
PAGE
4	
^
-	
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32,	 qr
k
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k	 E
The dot product of the body X vector with the local vertical vector gives	 a
the cosine of the angle between the two, 	 If pitch equals zero, this angle
should be 900 . For negative pitch, the angle is greater than zero, so the
pitch in degrees (PHS) is found to be
F
PHS	 90o-710 . cos -1 (ZLVM(1)) (2)
Similarly , for roll	 (RHS)
RHS = 900- 1
	 Cos '1 (ZLM(2)) (3)
If either pitch or roll exceeds S° in magnitude, it is limited to So and the
sign is retained.
This model has no calling arguments.
INPUT/OUTPUT
t	 The symbol # denotes a vehicle number
COMMON -	 COMMON
Prog. block
	 block Description
symbol	 U-0 name	 location D".men. (units)
RIV
	 I ACTV#C	 1 3 Inertial to vehicle
r position vector (m)
AMIV
	 I ACTV#C	 100 9 Inertial to vehicle
'
attitude transformation
i matrix
LCBHS#
	 I* LECCOM 1 Horizon sensor COMMON
# = 1	 1348 block length
# = R	 1406
w	
IFGHS#
	 I* PS#G	 70 1 Horizon sensor on flag
1=on-
2 =, off
*Input required
f
to use this model.
3
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aCOMMON COMMON
Prog. block block Description ^► `
sMbol, I O name location Di men. units
F-
RHS 0 HS#C I 1 Roll angle (deg)
PHS 0 HSNC 2 1 Pitch angle (deg)
ZLVM 0 HS#C 3 3 Unit vector from origin
of ECI coordinates to
vehicle in the vehicle
body coordinate system.
S
1
A:
.j
MASPRO
MASPRO is the mass properties driver. It calls mass properties routines MASPRO,
MASPRl- ...	 etc. It maintains no clock and has no COMMON block. There are
no calling arguments.
MASPRO
PROGRAM DESCRIPTION
MASPRO defines the mass properties of the Orbiter with an aft payload for
Operation Mission 2 (sortie). Values are chosen at pre-OMS deorbit burn as
in reference 1. The center of mass and vehicle inertia are held constant
while the mass can be'decremented to model fuel consumption by the RCS
jets and main propulsion engines. The nominal mass properties represent the
Orbiter with a 32,000 pound payload. An optional mass properties data set
may be selected to represent the Orbiter with no payload.
MATH MODEL
Except for the change in mass, MASPRO performs all its calculations during
the initialization pass only.
The structural characteristics of the Orbiter vehicle are defined in the
fabrication ('F) coordinate frame. The location of the vehicle ' s tenter of
'
	
	
mass (X) frame and tiie body (V) frame are expressed in the fabrication frame.
This mass properties model calculates the position of the vehicle's center
of mass in the body frame.
Initial parameters are input to MASPRO via data s-tatements in English units
and converted internally to tha MKS system.
The attitude of the vehicle (V) body frame in the fabrication (F) frame,
i
AFV ' (0.0, 180.0,_0.0) degrees 	 (1)
is converted to radians to define the fabrication to vehicle body frame
t
transformation matrix, VM
^-^	 F
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Voucle ' s cente r - of Mass (X)	
u
V
i
r
Z.	 Vehicle	 Zv
(V) Body
Frame
`-Fabrication (F) Frame
The vectorV
X
 is the position vector, expressed in the vehicle system,
from the origin of the vehicle coordinate system to the actual center of
r
gravity. The equation  used to define RVX is
(2)
IVX . VM ` FX .FY1. F^1
where
r
	
	
RFX is the position " the vehicle's center of_wAss (X) in the fabrication
(F) coordinates'
and
RFV is the position of the vehicle ' s (V) body frame in the fabrication (F)
coordinates.
The inertia input is in fabrication coordinates and the product elements are
defined by positive integrals. However, the inertia tensor as used, by the
vehicle routine is referenced to vehicle coordinates and the product ele-
ments are defined as negative integrals, Therefore, MASPRO performs the
j
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following two operations on the input inertia elements to get the output
inertia tensor:
1. Negates the product of inertia elements
2. Transforms from fabrication to vehicle coordinates,
I
 	 [V MF
The inverse of the inertia tensor is
On subsequent calls to MASPRp, the ci
follows:
1 I* [,M 1' T 	(3)
calculated, completing the initial call.
irrent , Orbiter mass is computed as
""RCS
	
"THRUST 	 1
where
M is the current vehicle mass (kg)
m0 is the initial	 vehicle mass (kg)
AMRCS
is the total mass of RCS fuel consumed (kg)
`	 -
THRUST
is the total mass of main propulsion engine fuel consumed (kg)
INPUT/OUTPUT
:w
This mass properties model	 requi res the following input parameters:
AMASS - Active vehicle mass; input units are pounds, which are converted to
kilograms for simulator calculations and output
r
RFX- Position of the center of mass (X) in the fabrication frame; input
units are inches, which are converted to meters for simulator calcu-
lations and output
r
F
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F
RFV	 --Position of the vehicle (V) body frame in the ,fabrication (F) frame;
input units are inches, which are converted to meters for simulator
calculations and output
AFV - Attitude of the vehicle (V) body frame in the fabrication (F) frame;.
input units are degrees which are converted to radians for simulator
calculations and output
AVINRT
	
Active vehicle inertia tensor, input as positive integrals in slugs
ft2
 in the fabrication system. Converted to negative integrals in
kg -m2 in vehicle system for SOAP calculation and output
MPMAS	 Mass properties model activity switch (nominally set to -1 for a
constant mass model)
NOLOAD PAYLOAD selection switch; nominally set to 0 for 32,000 pound payload,
or input as nonzero for no payload
The above input parameters are initially input in English units and have been
defined using data statements. However, the internal system of units for
MASPRO is MKS. Payload independent values are as follows;
AFV	 = 0.0	 rad	 (0,0°)
	
3,1415927 rad	 (180.00)	 (5)
	
0.0
	 rad	 (0.00)
MPMASS n-1
. 9
s	
,g
Values for both nominal (with payload) and off-nominal (no payload) configu-
rations are given in the attached tables. 	 ,-
Y
If a decremented vehicle mass is desired, i,e., to account for fuel burned by
the RCS and main propulsion systems, the model activity switch (ENVCOM loca-
tion 389) must be changed from -1 to +1. This is done by resetting MPMAS via
data input,
)
The above data values were taken from reference . 12. These values can be
	
i
changed by input if desired. Common block locations may be obtained from the
attached listing of the MASPRO common block 4
j	 A
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The output from MASPRO is
Parameter	 Description	 Units
AVMASS	 Active vehicle mass.
4	 RVX	 CM location in vehicle body frame
	
m
AVINRT	 Active vehicle inertia tensor	 kg-m2
AVINV
	
Inverse of active vehicle inertia tensor 	 1/kg-m2
^t
	
RFV	 Position of V in F	 m
AMFV	 F to V attitude matrix
AFV	 F to V attitude	 rad
!	 RFX	 Position of CM in F 	 m
AVMASI	 Initial active vehicle mass 	 kg
MASPRO accepts no commands and has no calling' arguments
I3
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4 MASPRS
PROGRAM DESCRIPTON
MASPRS defines the mass properties of the maneuverable television (MTV) or any
gas-fueled vehicle.	 The center of mass (CM), the vehicle inertia matrix, and
the mass are updated to model fuel consumption by the RCS Jets.
MATH MODEL
MASPRS calculates a center of gravity (CG), an active vehicle inertia tensor,
and an active vehicle mass each time it is called.	 These calculations are
performed after setting their initial values to zero each time.	 This mass
properties model calculates the vehicle's CG position in the body frame.
Initial	 parameters are input to MASPRS via data statements in MKS units.
VEHICLE BODY
FRAME (MTV)
MAIN CAMERA riF _	 Y	 A
r Z
RVX is the position vector of the CG expressed in the vehicle body coordinate
system, from the origin of the vehicle coordinate system to the actual CG.
The 'inertia input is in body frame coordinates and theoff-diagonal 	 (product)
elements are defined by negative integrals.
	 The vehicle is broken into
several
	
subvehicles ;or pods, each with its own inertia tensor.
	
The mass of
each pod may change, but the relative magnitudes of the elements of the f
k
inertia tensor of each pod remain the same. 	 The initial	 inertia tensor
associated with each pod is also input and defined by the same integrals as in'
the active vehicle inertia tensor.
	 As the mass of each pod changes so does - -
its inertia tensor, thereby changing the entire active 'vehicle inertia z,
tensor.	 Therefore MASPRj' performs two ot)erations to obtain the output inertia
tensor:	 (1) Calculates current mass of each pod,	 and (2) Calculates current
inertia tensor of each pod.
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A total vehicle inertia tensor is then found and the inverse of the inertia
tensor is calculated by a call to INVRSE`.
Therefore, on each call to MASPRS the current inertia tensor and its inverse
are calculated.
The current vehicle mass is also computed as follows:
M=t Mp
where MP is the mass associated with each pod and
Mp 2 Mpo - AM RCS (1)
where Mpo is the initial mass associated with peach pod and AMRCS is the
mass of RCS fuel consumed by each pod.
The position of the vehicle CM is recomputed at every pass using
1	 r RVX = E MpR VPOD '	 (3)
where the vectors RVPOD are positions of the pod CM in the vehicle body
i	 frame. These positions are assumed to be unchanging although the mass
associated with each pod can change.
By convention, the pod with index 1 corresponds to those parts of the vehicle
► 	 which do not move, while pods 2 through 5 represent RCS fuel tanks.
i
k
:
r
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INPUT/OUTPUT
COMMON COMMON
Prog. block block
Symbol name location Dimen. Description(unit)
WASS MASP#C I Active vehicle mass (kg)
RVX MASPR 2 3 Position of CM in vehicle system coor-
dinates (m)
AVINRT MASP#C 5 9 Active vehicle inertial tensor, input
as negative integral in vehicle system
coordinates (kg-m2)
XMASO MASP#C 23 5 Initial mass of each pod (kg)
RVPOD MASPR 395 CM of each pod, in vehicle body frame
coordinates
FUELUS RCS#C 8 50 Total fuel used by each jet (kg)
JETPOD RCS#C 1133 50 An array which identifies pod membership
of each RCS Jet
3
INPUT
COMMON COMMON
Prog	 block
	
block
Symbol
	
named location Dimen.	 Description (unit)
AINRT	 MASPirC	 43	 915	 Inertia tensor associated with each
r	 _
pod (kg-m2)
.	 OUTPUT
COMMON COMMON
Prog	 block	 block
Symbol	 name	 location	 Dimen.	 Description (unit)
AVINV
	
MASPIC	 14	 Inverse of active vehicle inertia
tensor (1/kg-m2)
'	 MASPRS'accepts no commands and has no calling arguments.
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The input/output for MASPRS/MEC is identical to that for MASPRS with the
fol lowing exceptions:
S
INPUT
COMMON COMMON
Prog.	 block block
symbol	 name location	 Dimen. Description (units)
*RADGYR	 MASP#C 43	 915 Radius of gyration squared associated
with each pod (m2)
OBJVOL	 MASP#C 95	 1 Volume of object (MEC without antenna)
( BM 
SPNVOL	 MASP#,C	 96	 1	 Volume of !,',heri cal gas bottles (m3)
*RADGYR is defined as follows:;
I	 ^'
2 .
r i 	 mi,]j
where I is the moment of inertia and m is the mass of each pod
MASPRS/MEC
MASPRS/MEC is a mass property version similar in description to MASPRS except
for the following changes and assumptions:
r
a. Two spherical gas bottles, volumes stored in SPNVOL, and treated as POD #2
and POD #3
'	 b., One antenna whose radius of gyration and mass is treated as POD #4,
(RADGYR(J,4), XMASS(4))
c. Rest of MEC is an object of volume OBJVOL, which includes the gas bottle
volume but not the antenna. It is treated as POD #1, (RADGYR(J1),
k	 XMASS(1)), with the calculation for its radius of gyration using a
homogeneous body formula,
VERSIONS AVAILABLE
Both single- and double-precision versions of MASPRS are available. The
supporting routine BOMSP#C has ' both si ng jle- and double-precision versi ons, as
well as versions for several vehicles.
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I
r4,8 REACTION CONTROL SYSTEM
RCS
This routine calls subroutines which model the forces and torques due to each
vehicle in the simulation, i.e., RCSO, RCSI, RSC2 1 ... It has no calling argu-
ments, input or output variables, or COMMON blocks.
RCSO
PROGRAM DESCRIPTION
The RCSO subroutine provides a dynamic model of 38 Attitude Control Propul-
sion System (ACPS) bipropellant primary thrusters (870-1b nominal vacuum
thrust) and six vernier thrusters (25-1b nominal vacuum thrust). These
thrusters are arranged as specified in references 13 and 14 for the Rockwell
International orbiter vehicle. Each of the 44 thrusters is individually con-
trolled and commanded. Each type of thruster `
 either primary or vernier, has
the same on-delays, off-delays, minimum impulse, specific impulse, total
impulse and fuel-loss-per-firing. The forces, torques, and fuel are calcu-
lated for each engine. The resultant forces and torques, 'including vacuum
impingement increments,-are calculated and filed for incorporation in the t
vehicle's dynamics. The total fuel consumed is calculated and filed for
updating the vehicle's mass properties,
MATH MODEL
RSCO models 38 ACPS engines of 870-1b thrust each and six vernier engines
of 25-1b thrust each, according to the June 1976 data given in reference is.
With appropriate input, RSCO ' can model up to SO ACPS engines which have
constant thrust magnitude. Also, up to three different-size engines can be
model ed.
The force ( gi) direction ( see fig, and table 4-II) depends: on the location of
the engine on the vehicle. All engine, locations are initially defined in the
:fabrication (F) frame, from which the locations of the ACPS engines in the
vehicle's (V) body frame are calculated during initialization. Knowing the
vehicle's initial center of mass (X) the torques ^N i^ of the engines can be
calculated'.
;t
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If the mass properties of the vehicle are constant, then the position (AX)
of the vehicle's center of mass will be constant, and the torque (Ni)
r	
calculated during initialization will be constant. If the mass properties
are not constant, then the ACPS engine torques and torque impingement incre-
ments are recal culated each update.
V
f	 NJ  MF(BfJi - !FV)
Ni 0 NJ	 1Yx x 4i}i
The symbols ip the above equations are defined below. The program .symbol is
given in the brackets [ ].
RfV - Position of the V body frame in the F frame [RFVl
I
RVX - Posi tion
 
of X in the V body frame (RV
f
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TABLE 4-II.- RCS4 INTERNAL VALUES FOR JET SIZES, STATIONS, AND FORCES
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Note: 1. RCS Jet Stations ^ R FJ	 are given in . the fabrication (F) frame,
^. in inches.	 i
2. RCS Jet Forces ' (i) :are. given in the vehicle (V) frame. The forces
shown do not include impingement increments.
3. RCS Jet Stations for all forward jets (JETP00 - 7) include the
t	 distance Z [OISTL] from the thruster attach point to the point of
effective thrust due to nozzle scarfing effects.
f 
Y^
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3VMF	 Transformation matrix from F frame to V frame
R"J'	 Position (station) of the ith ALPS engine (J) in the F
i fume refiled from RCSSTI [RCSSTA]
RVJi - Position of J in the V body frame jCSp4
Qi	- Force vector'of the ith ALPS engine refiled in newtons from RCSFI
[RCSFORI
N i	- Torque vector of the ith ACPS engine [RCSTOR]
Note: For the 14 main and two vernier jets in the forward jetpod, a distance
A [DISTL(I)] (see table 4-III) is added to A	 This is the distance
from the jet attach point to the effective thrust point as a result
of nozzle scarfing effects.
TABLE 4-1I1:- DISTL
Fthe
ains the distance (in inches) from the thruster attach point (ACSSTI`)
ective thrust point for all forward RCS engines, the last six loca-
tions are for the verniers, Jets 5091 510, 513, 514, 541, 542 include cant
angles (37 0).
JET
ID	 X	 Y	 Z
501
	
-22.88	 0.0	 0.0
502 	 -22.88 , 0.0	 0.0
503	 =22.88	 0.0	 0.0
504
	
0.0 ,-15.28	 0.0`
505	 0.0 1-15.28 , 0.0
506	 0.0 , 0.0	 16.22
507	 0.0'	 0.0	 15.80
508	 0.0	 0.0	 16.22
509	 0.0 ,-12.3859-16.436
510`	 0.0	 -12.3859-16.436
511
	
0.015.28, 0.0
512	 0.0	 15.28 `, 0.0
513	 0.0	 12.385,-16.436
514
	
0.0 , 12.385,-16.436
541
	
0.0 0-11.976,-15.893
542	 0.0	 11.976,-15.893
1
The fuel mass consumed by the firing of an engine is computed using a
variable specific impulse. This variable specific impulse is a function of
the electrical pulse width (EPW). EPW is defined as
EPW = COMMANDOFF -
 
COMMAND ON
where
x
{ COMMANDON	 Time at which the engine is commanded on (does not include an
_k	
on-delay)
COMMAND OFF - Time at which the engine is commanded off (does not include an
off-delay)
i
I	 Since all commands received by RCSO include on and off delays, EPW is cal-
culated by RCSO as
EPW TIME OFF - TIMEON + DONOFF
G -
where
TIMEON 	COMMANDON + DELAYON
COMMAND	 + DELAYTIME	OFF 	OFF	 OFF
DONOFF _ DELAY
	
	
DELAYOFF
The symbols in the above equations are defined below with program symbols in
brackets.
EPW	 - Electrical pulse width [EPW]
TIMEON	Time at which RCS engine actually fires [ONTIME(I)]
TIMEOFF ' Time at which RCS engine actually ceases firing [OFFTIME(I)]
DELAYON - On-delay for type of engine (main or vernier)[RCSOND(J)]
DELAYOFF Off-delay for type of engine [RCSOFO(J)]
i
OONOFF	 Difference between on and off delays [DONOFD(J)]
'	 4-5`1
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If an update is requested at some point before an engine is turned off, then
the mass consumed up to that point is calculated with EPW defined as
EPW - TIME up -TIMEON + DELAY ON
where TIMEUP
 - Time at which update is requested {AVTIME].
The fuel mass consumed by an engine firing is calculated as
IMPT
n
MFUEL 2 TM—PS + MLOSS
where
IMPT = (EPW - DELAYON)THR
t,	 IMPS = f (EPW) i
t
The symbols in the above equations are defined below with program symbols in
brackets.
r
	 AMFUEL	 Del ta fuel mass consumed by an engine, this firing as of this
update [oFUEL]
IMPT 	Total impulse as a function of EPW [TIMP]
IMP S
	
	Variable specific impulse [SPI] as a function of EPW found by
evaluating a curve-fitted polynomial f(EPW)[SPITBL(K,J )](see
table 4-IV). For steady state firings, i.e., EPW > 1.0 second, the
variable specific impulse is set to its steady state value taken from
^sthe input table SIMP. ,IMPS - SSIMPS [SSMSPI(K)]
M	 Fuel loss per firing (dribble penalty, etc.) for each type of engine
LOSS
(main or vernier) refiled'in kg from FUELI [FUELOS(J)]
THR	 Total centerline vacuum thrust for each type of engine (main or
vernier), in kilograms [TNRK(J)],	-} 	 i
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TABLE 4-IV.- SPIMP
Variable specific impulse as a function of electrical pulse width for main and l
vernier engines.
EPWi(seconds)	 0,04 ,0.16
	 0.32	 0.52	 0.64	 0.80	 0.88
	
1.00
Variable - Main
	 185.0 266.0 279.0 285.0 286.5 288.0 288.5 289.0
specific
impulse	 Verniers	 240.0 256,0 262.0 266.7 268.7 271.0 271.8 272.0
The total fuel mass Consumed by all engines is calculated as
I	 MFUEL MFUEL MFLASTi + am FUEL
i
where
MFUEL	
- Total fuel mass consumed by all firings of all engines as of this
k.
update [SFUEL]
M	 Mass of fuel consumed by jet i during this firing prior to thi-sFLAST i 	
update [FUELST(I)]
a
QM	 Mass of fuel consumed by jet i for this firing as of this update
FUEL
[DFUEL]
`	 The total fuel mass consumed by each engine over all its firings is main-
tained [FUEL(I)].- Total on-times for all engines [SONT] and for each engine
[RCSONT(I )] are also maintained.
In computing 'forces and moments for the aft main RCS engines, vacuum impinge-
ment effects are included (ref. 15). The aft RCS vacuum impingement force
increments (AN, Ot AA) (see table 4
- V ) are computed using coefficients 	 1
(NA , NY , NN ) (see table 441)initially defined in the F frame.
During initialization, these coefficients are converti:ei to the V frame
and the force increments are calculated as
AN = N
",	
THR
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TABLE 4-V.- RCS FORCE IMPINGEMENT INCREMENT
LNewtons]
JETPOD X-axis Y-axis Z-axis
1 131-57839 321.20608 .00000
2 131.57839 -321.20608 .00000
3 638.54221 247.67698 1180,33559
4 638.54221 -247.67698 1180.33559
5 7.73991 .00000 61.91924
6 7.73991 .00000 61.91924
7 .00000 .00000 .00000
TABLE 4-VI.- RCS FORCE PLUME IMPINGEMENT EFFECT COEFFICIENTS
4"54
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A	 ^
AY a NY • THR
aA = NA • THR
The symbols used in the above equations are defined below with program symbols
in brackets.
i
oN	 Normal component (along z-axis) of force increment [RCSFII(J,3)]
AY - Side component (along y-axis) of 'force increment [RCSFII(J,2)]
oA - lAxial component (along x-axis) of force increment [RCSFII(J,1)]
NN -
 
Normal component of impingement force coefficient ^IRCSFII(J,3)] 	 .;
NY - Side component of impingement force coefficient [RCSFII(J,2)J
NA 	Axial component of impingement force coefficient [RCSFII(J,l )]
THR - Centerline vacuum thrust of aft RCS engine in newtons [THRN(1)]
Data for the aft RCS vacuum impingement moment coefficients (Nj , Nm, Nn)
(see table 4-VII) were derived separately and wereinitially defined in the
V frame, thus no conversion is necessary. Du ring initialization, the
moment increments oN Z
 'oNm , aNn ) (see table 4-VIII) are calculated as
r
M = NR AAVG	 THR
i
oNm = Nm ' AAVG
mA
 THR
.
&Nn = Nn AAVG	
THR
n
where
E;	 aN	 - Roll component of.impingement moment increment [RCSTII(I,1)]
,Nm	 - Pitch component of impi ngement moment incremen t [RCSTIZ(I,2)]'
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TABLE 4QVII. RCS TORQUE IMPINGEMENT INCREMENT
p 
[Newton-meters]
JETPOD X-axis Y-axis_ Z-axis
1 .2393.58603 -271.24019 -3308.55228
2' -2393.58603 -271.24019 3308.15228
3 -3447.64221 12399.55164 -1654.27614
4 3447.64221 12399.55164 1654.27614
5 614.86613 503.73178 -157.55011
6 -614.86613 503.73178 157.55011
7 .00000 .00000 100000
L_	 - --	 J
Note: These forces and torques due to plume impingement effects are added .
directly to the forces and torques of each individual jet in the
appropriate jet pod.
TABLE 4-VIII.- RCS TORQUE PLUME IMPINGEMENT EFFECT COEFFICIENTS
af
k
P i.
R
aNn	Yaw component of impingement moment increment [RCSTII(I,3)]
N, 
t	
Roll component of impingement moment coefficient r,RCSIIT(I,i)]
N
m
	iPitch component of impingement moment coefficien	 SIIT(I,2)]
Nn	 Yaw component of impingement moment coefficient (RCSIIT(I,3)]
AAVG	 Roll component of average moment arm for aft RCS engines [ARM(l)]
AAVGm - Pitch component of average moment arm for aft RCS engines [ARM(2)]
A
AVG - Yaw component of average moment arm for aft RCS engines [ARM(3)]
n
Individual RCS nominal forces (RCSFI{J)] (without impingement effects) are
input via DATA cards and converted to newtons. Individua'l RCS nominal
torques [RCSTOR(J)] are calculated at initialization. Total forces [RRCSFJ(J)]
and torques [RRCSTJ(J)] for each Jet are then computed as the sum of the ,let's
1	
nominal force or torque and the impingement force or, torque increment. It
should be noted that the values for the impingement-increments apply to one
Jet, i,e., the increments are those created by the firing of one 'RCS aft main
engine.; but they will always be equal for all the engines in a particular
group. Thus, these increments are calculated for groups but added to the
forces and moments of individual Jets.
Total forces [SRCSF(I)J and total torques [SRCST(I)] generated by firing RCS
engines are the sums of individual forces and torques over all engines which
are on. If, during a simulation run, the mass properties of the vehicle
change, the moment arms, impingement moment increments, nominal moments and
the individual total moments are recalculated.
It is possible to exclude the impingement effects from all force and moment
calculations by changing the input value of a flag called IMPFLG (Location
1225 in the RCS COMMON block). Normally, IMPFLG is defined as one and
impingement_ effects are included. By changing its value to zero, no impinge-
ment effects will be incorporated.
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INPUT/OUTPUT
This model has no calling arguments.
	
However, values for three parameters
are obtained from the mass properties routine for its initialization.
	
They
are:
' jVX - Position vector of the vehicle's center of mass (X) in the vehicle (V)
body frame (meters).	 [RVX]
`
f R,fV - Position vector of the vehicle (V) body frame in the fabrication (F)
frame (meters)..	 [RFV]
C
j
VMF - Fabrication (F) to vehicle (V) body frame attitude matrix. 	 [AMFV]
All other data values necessary for this model's computations are contained
in internal data statements (see ref. 13) which can be changed using the SOAP
data input scheme.
	
The input parameters to this model are:
4',
RfJ	 - Positions (stations) of;the ACPS engines (J) in the fabrication (F)
i ^converted'toframe; input units are inches, which are	 meters for 3
simulator calculations.	 [RCSS"I]	 (See table 4-I1.)
Force vectors of the ACPS engines in the vehicle body frame; input
'i units are pounds, which are converted to newtons for simulator
, calculations.	 [RCSFI]	 (See table 4-II.)
AXIS	 - Hollerith array (used for output print only), which contains the
r force direction for each engine, e.g., 4H - X for engine 1, 4H + Y
` for engine 5, etc.
PCSOND - ith size ACPS engine on-delay ('0.016,0.010,0.0 sec)
RCSOFD - jth size ACPS engine off-delay (0,0,0.0,0.0 sec)
TMINPL - ith size ACPS engine minimum impulse time (0.04,0.04,0.0 sec)
FUELI
	 - Mass loss per jth size ACPS engine firing: input units are pounds, r
which are converted to kilograms for simulator calculations and `.
output.	 (0.0,0.0,0`.0 lb) 1
r
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JSCFLG - ACPS engine size change flag. This array identifies all ACPS engines
with a particular size engine group (see table 4-II).
NJ	 • Number of ACPS engines that are to be used; no units. (NJ a 46)
All of the above parameters may be changed by input.
During initialization, six parameters are calculated:
RIJ	
- Positions of J in the V body frame. [RCSPOS] (m)
i
N i
	Torque vectors of the ACPS engines [RCSTOR]. This will remain
constant if the center of mass of the vehicle is not changing. (N-M)
RCSFII - Force impingement increment for each Jet group
RCSTII Torque impingement increment for each jet group
RRCSFJ - Resultant or total force for each Jet (sum of RCSFOR for ,jet J and
RCSFII for the jet group of jet J_)
k	 RRCSTJ - Resultant or total torque for each jet (sum of RCSTOR for Jet j and
RCSTI I for the jet group of jet J)
The values input and calculated above are printed out dIiring initialization..
Table 4-I shows the values of JSCFLG, JETPOD, R and qi . Also printed at
r
	
	 initialization are the steady state and minimum impu
i
 lse values for the
variable specific impulse.
r
When an ACPS engine(s) is turned on (1) or off (0), optional print is
available. This print is controlled by a print flag (RCSPC). When R t,SPCy
is 0.0, no print is received when commands are issued. When RCSPC i s
1.0, the following information is printed:
k 1. Time of this ACPS action 3
2. The number of ACPS engines on and which ones they are
4-59
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.` 3.	 The command being issued (501 through 540) -=
is directed Ji44	 The axis along which the force
S.	 The state (on or off) of the command
6,	 The number of times this ACPS engine has been fired
u 7.	 The total on-time for this ACPS engine
x
8.	 The fuel used by this ACPS engine
9.	 The total fuel used by all ACPS engines r
10.	 The force vector for this ACPS engine
11.	 The torque vector for this ACPS engine 3
12.	 The resultant or total force vector for all ACPS engines which are on t
I 13.	 The resultant or total torque vector for all ACPS engines which are. on
,.	
I
When a jet command is incorporated, the vehicle program updates its dynamics.
A vehicle dynamics print flag, PAVRDC, can be set to force the vehicle to
k -print its response to the jet command(s),	 PAVRDC is defined initially by the
vehicle model
	
to be -1.0 via a data statement and is in the vehicle COMMON
block (Location 131).	 PAVRDC has three settings:	 -1.0,0.0, and 10	 If
equal to -1.0	 rint will be obtained and the RCS model, cannot reset i't.q	 no p
The value-of PAVROC can only be changed from -1.0 by data input.	 When PAVRDC'
r is equal to 0.0, this RCS modei will set it to 1.0 indicating to the vehicle
model to print its dynamics response to a command_.	 The vehicle model resets
PAVRDC to 0.0 for future commands. t	
,
RSC'
	
uses two external,' subroutines, POLY and PEVAL.	 At initialization, POLY
is called to construct a polynomial curve to a set of data points for variable
specific impulse.	 PEVAL is an associated routine which evaluates the poly- Z
nomial for a given electrical pulse width.
}
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SOURCE
The RCSO subroutine is essentially identical to RCS13 with the following
exception.
1. The incorporation of RCS vacuum impingement force and torque increments
2. The incorporation of a variable specific; impulse for fuel calculations
3. New data on Jet positions, forces, on and off delays, minimum impulse
times, and mass loss per firing
Data for ACPS dngine locations and thrust direction Were taken from table
2.4.1.E of reference 15 This data is for the Al Orbiter Vehic.]e 5 os shown
I
	
	 in Rockwell drawing number VC 70-000002A in reference 1.3. The Jet numbering
system is from reference 14. The specific impulse data is from reference 15.
`	 The impingement effect data is from reference 16. The subroutines POLY and
PEVAL are described in references 17 and 18 0 respectively.
'	 PROGRAM VERIFSCATIOP
The RCSO subroutine has been verified with closed-loop SOAP runs and the
printed output agrees with hand calculations.
>i
r
t
i
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RCS
Subroutine names RCS1, RCS2,
PROGRAM DESCRIPTION
These RCS models compute the force, torque, and fuel use which result from
commands issued to the Reaction Control System by the flight control routines.
The RCS routines call the appropriate mass properties model to initiate
update of the inertia matrix. The various Subroutine names supplied allow
the SOAP to distinguish among the models which correspond to various vehicles,
but denote no change in algorithm.
The RCS models maintain a COMMON block with location, thrust level, thrust
direction, fuel container, etc.p for each of up to 50 jets. Commands to
individual jets are issued by the flight control system along with time tags
for the commands. Each RCS model responds only to those commands designated
for it and ignores commands for other vehicles.
Upon receipt of a command to either turn,a jet on or off, the RCS model 	 }
a. Delays the action by an on or off-delay if desired.'
b. Delays off commands until a jet has been on for some minimum time.9
c. Computes the thrust due to each jet. If desired, the jet response can
be modeled as having a specific impulse which is a function of time. The
1	 routine POLY (or OPOLY ). is used to generate the polynomial describing the
variation of specific impulse and PEVAL (or OPEVAL) evaluates the impulse.
d. Computes the fuel use associated with this jet firing. This computation
may include the effects of the varying specific impulse noted above (so
fuel use is not simply proportional to time on) and may include a loss of 	 is
fuel by the jet. This loss is modeled as a fixed amount per firing.
e Causes the mass properties of the vehicle to be updated.
r	 f. Computes the torque due to each jet and the total torque about the
i
current center of mass of the vehicle`.
g . Axiliary, nondynamic quantities such as which jets are on, how long each
is on, how many times each has been used, etc.,are computed.
As currently configured, RCS1 'accepts commands, numbered 551 1 551 + n and RCS2
accepts commands 601 -►
 651 + m where n and m are the number of jets specified
to be in use.
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xINPUT OUTPUT
RCS has no calling arguments.
.
COMMON COMMON
Prog. block block
Symbol - O name location Dimen. Description (unit)'
PAVRDC 0 ACTV#C 131 1 Print flag
AVTIME I ACTV#C 138 1 Active vehicle time (sec)
INIT I ENVCOM 322 1 Initialization	 flag	 1
NCCMDS I ENVCOM 323 1 Number of commands on push list
TPUSH I ENVCOM 431 50 Time associated with command in
CMMD (sec)
CMMD I ENVCOM 481 s0 Command identifier,
DATI I ENVCOM 531 50 Command,
l = turn jet on,
0 x turn j et off
LCBRCS I* LECCOM 1713 1 Length of RCS COMMON block
RVX I MASP#C 2 3 Center of mass location in body
fixed coordinates (m)
SRCSF 0 RCS#C 1 3 Sum of RCS jet forces (N)
SRCST 0 RCS#C 4 3
i
Sum of RCS jet torques about
vehicle center of mass (N•m)
, SFUEL 0 RCS#C 7 1 Sum of RCS jet fuel used (kg)
FUEL 0 RCS#C 8 50 Fuel used by each jet (kg)
NJ I* RCS#C 58 1 Number of jets present
RCSDT 0 RCS#C 59 1 Time to which RCS is updated j
RCSSTA I* RCS#C 61 3xNJ RCS jet locations in body coordinates.-
(But The order is x, y, z for jet 1	 x,
<150) y, z for jet 2, etc.,	 (in)
RCSPOS 0 RCS#C 211 150 RCS jet locations (m)
RRCSFJ 0 RCS#C 361 150 forces due to RCS jets individually
f' (N)
*Values which require initialization, either by the user or by default
#A symbol which depends on the vehicle involved
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COMMON COMMON
Prog block block
Symbol . . I 0 name location D^i_ men. Description (unit)
RRCSTJ 0 RCS#C 511 150 Torques due to RCS gets individually Y
(N,m) s
CROSS 0 RCS#C 661 50 Commanded RCS Jet states,
0 n off,
l = on
PRCSS 0 RCS#C 711 50 Present RCS jet states,
E 0 * off,
1 . on
RCSPF 0 RCS#C 761 50 RCS print flag
ONTIME 0 RCS#C 811 50 Time RCS jet is commanded on (sec)
RCSONT 0 RCS#C 861 50 Time for which RCS has been on
FIREN 0 RCS#C 911 50 Number of times a jet has been fired
TMINPL I* RCS#C 961 3 Minimum time for Set to be on,,
by categories (sec)
RCSFMG I* RCS#C 964 1 RCS jet force magnitude
SONT 0 RCS#C 965 1 Sum of the RCS jet firing times (sec) a
RCSFLG 0 RCS#C 966 1 RCS jet state change flag
RCSPC 0 RCS#C 967 1 RCS print control
IRCSS 0 RCS#C 968 1 Number of jets on
IRCS- 0 RCS#C 969 1 Jet on indicator
AXIS I* RCS#C 1019 50 Direction of RCS jet force, literals
used for prints only
FUELI I * RCS#C 1071 3 G ^
Fuel lost per
	 et firing, three
RCSOND I* RCS#C 1074 3 Delay between jet-on command and
Jet firing, three categories ('sec)
RCSOFD I* RCS#C 1077 3 Delay between jet-off command and
^j actual jet turn off, three cate-
gories (sec)
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COMMON COMMON
Prog block block
a	 - Symbol Y name location Dimen. Description (unit)
' DONOR I* RCS#C 1080 3 Difference between on and off
delays (sec)
JSCFLG I* RCS#C 1083 50 Jet size change flag9
JETPOD Y* RCS#C 1133 50 Jet pod membership numbers,
' identify fuel source for each
Jet
` RCSFI I*/0 RCS#C 1226 150 RCS jet force vectors in the
order x, y,_ z force due to
Jet 1; x, y, z force due to J,,:t
2 1
 etc.	 (input in lb, changed	 A
to N internally)
RCSTOR 0 RCS#C 1376 150 RCS jet torques (N-m)	
t
SPIMP I* RCS#C 1526 16 Table of variable speci fic
impulses (sec)
CFFTIME 0 RCS#C 1542 50 Time at which jets are commanded
off (sec)	 r
SPI 0 RCS#C 1592 1 Specific impulse (sec)-P	 p
EPWTBL I* RCS#C 1593 8 Electrical pulse width table (sec)
DFUEL 0 RCS#C 1601 1 Change in fuel used by a jet
r this firing
f EPW 0 RCS#C 1602 1 Electrical pulse width
TIMP 0 RCS#C 1603 1 Total impulse (kg/s)
THRNI I* RCS#C 1604 2 Centerline vacuum thrust of jets,
two types (lb)
FURST 0 RCS#C 1606 50 fuel used by each jet in this
t ^
firing prior to this update
THRK 0 RCS#C 1659 2 Centerline vacuum thrust (N)
SSMSPI 0 RCS#C 1661 4 Steady state and minimum impulse'
;. values for specific impulse
I <
•ar	 irr . <	 .«...y' ., ....... ..w..-.r,..r.....,..,r .....mas,v^	 a	 tasr v,
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I4.9 SENSOR CONTROL
SC3'
PROGRAM DESCRIPTION
SNSC3 determines the times at which the sensor models are called and calls
each active model at the appropriate time. Optional printout of these times
may be selected if desired.
MATH MODEL
At initialization, all sensor model update times are set equal to the time'to
which the active vehicle is to update. The update times for those models
which are not active are set to a very large number on the second pass initi-
alization. During a normal update, the value stored as the current sensor
control time, ts , is the next most current update time of either the vehicle
or a sensor model. is is then compared with the update times for each of the
active sensor models to see if the time has been reached for that particular
model to be called, i.e.,
is - tnm
where tnm is the sensor model update. time. The comparisons are repeated every
update until the time which has been set for a model to be called or started
r
	
	 is reached'. When this time has been reached, the model is called and the time
for the next call is determined as follows:
tm = tnm
tnm tnm +,etm
where
E
tm	 is the current time at which the model is being called
tnm	 is the model update time
z
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tnm
i
At 
is the next time at which the model is to be called, or the next
update time
is the model's maximum update interval
The two times calculated above may be printed after each update.
INPUT/OUTPUT
SNSC3 uses three print control flags. If SNSPC is 1.0, a test is made to see
if it is time to print and if the print.time, SNS,PT, should be updated. If
it is time to print and the print update interval, SNSPDT, is greater than
0.0, SNSPT is updated before the next print.
SNSC3 requires as input from CONST
ROWEL Small number used to check for roundoff
FINITY	 Large number used if sensor model activity switch is off
The model activity switches and model update intervals for all of the sensor
models called come from ENVCOM. These models are RADALT, BARALT, LNDAIO,,
'c
	 k"
5. FLIGHT CONTROL SYSTEMS
The flight control system (also termed flight software) models the activities
of each vehicle and pilot in response to both the environmental conditions
and to some overall missionplan. Functions which are elsewhere termed
guidance, navigation, and control are all included in this category.
The flight control routines are arranged into docks which model a specific
vehicle. Typically, 'Chese blocks interact mainly within themselves. Infor-
mation about the outside world can be obtained from the environment models,
the pilot model, or from sensor models. Communication within a flight
control system is typically handled by a COMMON block whose name begins with
;e
the letters FS. ''rye structure of these blocks is determined by the vehicle
involved._
Flight control routines are either called (by other flight control t^outines
within the same vehicle) or are scheduled. In the latter case, the SOAP
executive calls each routine at the times specified.. Scheduling can be
-performed at the outset of the simulation by input or can be performed by
other routines during the course of the simulation.
The flight control routine documentation is arranged by vehicle. It includes
a general description of the operation of the routines which are specific
to a vehicle. Pilot models and utility routines are excluded.
The flight control system models available include the Maneuverable
Television (MTV)-, the Detached Equipment Carrier ,DEC), and the Space
Shuttle Orbiter (SSO).
5.1 MTV AND DEC (MMU TYPE)
These vehicles are based on the control system of the Manned Maneuvering
Unit described in reference 19. A block diagram of the operation of thin
control system is shown in figure 5-1. 	 -
The pilot (a user-supplied routine) issues commands to the hand controllers
and/or the attitude hold button. These commands are carried in COMMON
block locations to MTVFSW,-the main control system routine. MTVFSW in
turn calls the phase plane routine PPMTV, which may issue rotational
commands to either halt the vehicle or to move it back to zero attitude.,
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The rotational and translational commands are then combined by MTVFSW and sent
to the routine JETSL where the appropriate choice of jets to fire is made.,
These commands are then filed by MTVFSW with the SOAP command executive.
The operation of the jet selection logic is simply an implementation of the
seiections shown in table 5-I. The jet locations and numbers are shown in
figure 5-2. The properties of the jets, their locations,thrust levels,etc,,
are not known to the flight control system. They are specified as desired
by the user: The jet numbers and locations are indicative of the situation
for which the control system was designed. Table 5-T displays the jets
which are chosen in response to commands or combinations of commands. The
switch between prime mode and backup modes is initiated by setting jet
string failure flags.
Figure 5-3 displays the phase plane logic. In the region indicated by
"Thrusters pulsing" the flight control commands a 0'.008-second rotational'
command and then waits 0.32 second before performing any further action.
There is a separate phase plane for each axis-.
The rates and attitudes which are used by the phase plane are body rates'.:
and attitudes	 The attitudes are obtained by integrating the body fixed
rates (from environment) and then : filtering these rates. Two filters are
applied. The limb motion filter ;(modeled in LIMBF) was designed to prevent__
the vehicle from responding to bodily contortions of the astronaut using the
manned maneuvering unit. This is a first-order attitude filter with a time
constant of I second. There is also a second-order filter with m MHz 	 !.
and c
	
0.707 applied to the sensed rates. This is termed the ripple filter
and is modeled in FILT2. The attitude associated with anybody axis is
initialized after attitude hold is initiated When the attitude rate drops
below 0.2 deg/sec. The attitude hold on an axis is released either when
a rotation about that axis is commanded or when attitude hold is turned off.
a
The Detached Equipment Carrier control system differs in that the pitch
and roll attitudes received by the phase plane are generated by a horizon
sensor. The pitch rate which the phase plane receives is biased by a_
constant equal to the negative value of the orbital angular rate (i.e, 2?r
radians per period). Yaw is controlled by a rate gyro. The deadband limits
5-3
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i
No,,. Command Prime mode
x e 12 7 10 19 1 16 13 4
i; t l 1 1 1
- 1
1. 1 1
3 + _ 1 1
4 -^ 1 1
S 1 1 r.^..
6 1_ 1
7 ++ 1 1
8 + - 1 1
9 -+ 1 1
18
11 +	 + 1 1
12 +	 - 1 1
13 -	 +
_
1 1
14 -	 - 1 z
15 + + 1 1
_
16 + - 1_ 1
17 - + l 1
18 - - 1 1
19 + +.+ 1
20 + + - 1
21 + - + 1 -
22 + - - 1
23 - + + 1
24 - + - 1
25
26 1
F
e
F	 i	 t
^w
TABLE 5-I. JET SELECTIONS
(a) X, theta (pitch), psi (yaw) logic, prime
r
tt
"t
'kY+
y
f	 ,
i,
i	 1
TABLE 5-I.- CONTINUED
(b) Y. phi (roll). psi (yaw) logics prime
No. Command Prime mode
Y ' 8 17 5 20	 2 23 11 14
28 _ l 1 l l
29 1
1
30 - 1 1
31 + All Zero
32
33 + + 1 1
34 + - 1 1
35 - + 1 1
36 a 1 1
37 +	 + l
1
38 +, 1 1
39 -	 + 1 1
40 -	 - 1 l
41 + + 1 1
42 + l 1
43 i + 1
1
44
45 +++ a.
46 + + L 1
47 + - + 1
48 #	 - 1
49 - ++ 1
50 - + - 1
51 - - + 1
52 --- 1
No. Commanc Prime mode
Z	 9 3 24 9 18 12 15 6 21
53 + I 1 1 1
54 - 1 1 1 1,
^55 + All Zero
56 -
57 + All Zero
58
59- + + l l
60 + -• 1 1
61 - + 1 1
62 - - 1 1
63 +	 + 1 1
64 +	 - l 1
65 -	 + 1 1
66 -	 - L 1
67 + + All Zero
68 +
69 - + All Zero
70' - -
71 + + + l
72 + + - 1
73 + - + 1
74 + - - 1
75 - ++ 1
76 - + - 1
77 - - + 1
78 - - - 1
1
t	
t	 j
TABLE 5-I.- CONTINUED
	
fI
(c) Z, phi (roll), theta (pitch) logic, prime
No, Command Backup mode A Backup mode B
X 6 7 10	 1. 4 22 19	 16 13
1 0 0 0
2 +00 1 1 1 1	 ,
3- 0 0 1
1
1
_4 0+0 1	 1 1	 Z
5 0- 0 1 1 1 1
6 00+ 1 1 1
7 0 0 1 1 1 1
8 ++0 1	 1 1	 1
9 +- 0 1 1 1 1
10 . + 0 I	 1 1
11 ..0 1 1 1 1
12 +0+ 1' 1 1 1
13 + 0- 1 1 1 1
14 - 0 + 1 1; !
15 - 0 i 1 1 1
16 ' 0 +
17 0 + - 1 1
18 0 - + 1 1
19 0
20 + + + 1 I	 1 1'
21 + + -
_	
1 1 1	 1
22 + - + 1 1 1
1
23 + - - 1 1 t 1
24 - + + 1 1	 1 1
25' - + - 1	 1 1 1
26 . - + 1 2 1	 ` 1
t
TABLE 5-1,- CONTINUED
(d) X, theta (pitch), psi (yaw) logic, backup
TABLE 5-I.- CONCLUDED
(e) Y, Z, phi (roll) logic, backup
{
a	 ,
No Cmd Backup mode A Backup mode 8
Y z 8 5 2	 11 3 9	 12 6 17 20 23	 14 24 18	 15	 21
2800 0
29 +00 1 1 1 1
30 -00 1	 1 1	 1
310 +0 1 1 1 1
32 0- 0 1 1 1	 1
33 0 0+ 1 1 1 ^1
34 00 - r 1 1 1 1
35 ++ U 1 1 1 1
35 +- 0 1 1 1
_ 1
37 - + 0 1 i 1
38 --0 1 1 1
39 +0+• 1 1 1 1
40 +0 1 1 1 1
41 -0+ 1
42 - 0- 1 1 1 1
43 0++ 1 1 1 1
44 0+ - 1 l 1 1
450 --+ 1 1 1 1
46, 0-- 1 1 1 1
47 +++ 1 1 1 1
48 ++- 1 1 1 1
49 +-+ 1 1 1 1'
50 +-- 1 1 I 1
51 - + .}. 1 1 1 1
52 - + - 1, L 1 1
53 - - + 1 1 1_ 1
54 --- 1 1 1 1
l
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	 are changed to 1 0 and 50 . Pilot commands can initiate or terminate the use
of the. horizon sensor, inertial  attitude hold, aAd free attitude mode..
A diagram of the control system implementation is shown in figure 5-1
€	
Subroutine names are in parentheses. The routines MTVFSW and RCALSW are
{
	
	 transparent to the user but also exist as part of the flight control system.
The map instructions and control statements required to obtain a simulation
using these flight control systems are available in system files as outlined'
l	 in section 2.
`
	
	 4
INPUT/OUTPUT
Alll input/output is via the COMMON blocks FS1C and FS2C. Interfaces with
the pilot are defined as follows:
COMMON COMMON
g	 Prog.	 block	 block
Symbol	 .Y0 	 name	 location Dimen.	 Description (units)
i WV	 I	 ACTV#C '	 26	 3	 Body attitude rates in grad/sec
HDCTRL	 I	 FS#C	 5	 6	 Hand controller commands for roll,
pitch, yaw, x, y, u where
+1	 positive
.1	 negative
0 = no command	 +;
ISFL	 I	 FSNC	 23	 1	 Jet string fail flag
'
	
	
1 = string l Arfailed	 i
2 = string B failed
ISWON 1 fS#C 12 1 Attitude hold on flag,-
1 = on
,r	 ISWOF I FSNC 13 1 Attitude hold off flag
1 = off
TH I/O FS#C 14 3 Array of body angles used by
phase plane, deg
THD I/O FS#C' 17 3 Array of body rates used by}
phase plane,.deg/s
# Denotes 1 or 2
5-11
r	 k
Routines in MTV flight control systems:
0
COMMON COMMON
Prog.	 block	 block
Symbol 1/0 name	 location Dimen., Description units
IATHDL	 0	 FS#C	 20	 1	 Last pass attitude hold flag,
1 for first pass through phase
plane after initiating attitude
hold
IFGHSI	 I	 FS#C	 70	 1	 Horizon sensor input flag. If
1 use horizon sensor, otherwise
use gyro
NPPCMD	 0	 FS#C	 90	 3	 Number of phase plane commands
issued
Routine Scheduled Interval Purpose
MTVFSW 0.16s, typical Control system main driver
r
FILT2 O.Ols Ripple filter
LIMBF O.Ols Limb motion filter
PPMTV Called by MTVFSW Phase plane logic
r JETSLI Called by MTVFSW Jet selection logic
. RCALSW Scheduled by MTVFSW Produces a minimum -°
duration jet firing
t
5 -12
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5.2 SSO
The onorbit flight software is` configured to the $pace Transportation System-1
(STS-1) Level C as described in reference 20. The overview of the onorbit
Digital Autopilot (DAP) is presented in figure 5-4. Al;;o included in the
software package are the Attitude processor Which receives Inertial
Measurement Unit (IMU) attitude information for further processing and the
Universal Pointing processor which generates guidance command information to
be used by the autopilot. For detailed information concerning these
processors and the onorbit DAP, consult reference 20. Table 5-II is a list of
the major flight software routines that can be correlated to figure 5-4
Diagrams of the operation of the DAP are given in figure 5-4 and the routines
which model each block are named. Detailed descriptions of the algorithms
used are available in reference 20.
I_n addition to theDAP functions, the Shuttle flight control system accepts
.input and .output via the routines which model the Universal Pointing Processor..t	
(UNPTPR) and the DAP Load Select (DAPSLT)
	
!
The inputs to these routines correspond to inputs via the CRT display 2011
(figures 5-5 and 5-6) and via a control panel (C3, fig. 5-7). Reference 21
contains detailed descriptions of the switch and display settings required to
cause the Shuttle to perform the desired maneuvers. On figures 5-5 and 5=5,
the COMMON block locations (and in the case of fig. 5-6, the required values) 	 -
which correspond to pilot inputs are noted. On _figure 5-5, the functions
"Land Site Update" and Vent Door Control" are displayed. These functions are
not modeled by the SOAP.
In addi`ti'on to the switch panel and the two CRT displays, the Shuttle flight
control also accepts input from rotational and translational hand controllers.
Setting these inputs is discussed in the 'section on user input requirements.
Communication within the Shuttle flight controls stem is throughis
	
	g 	 Y 	 the COMMON
block FSCOM. Definitions of the variables within this block correspond
t	 5-13
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'	 Routi ne
RECON
BIJ
Associated with
	
Function
DAP
	
DAP main driver
Called by
OR
TABLE 5-11.- FLIGHT SOFTWARE FUNCTIONS
1.
AMTRAK DAP Auto maneuver track RECON (as required)
TPULSE DAP Translation pulse RECON (as required)
I,
TRAACC DAP Translation acceleration
m
RLCON (as required)
f
RODISC
f
^ DAP Rotation discrete RECON (as required)
I RPULSE DAP Rotation pulse #RECON (as required.)
ROTACC DAP Rotational acceleration RECON (as required)
RCSERR DAP RCS errors RECON (as required)
PPLANE DAP Phase plane RECON (as required)'
PIFLTR DAP State estimator RECON (as required)
P2FLTR DAP State estimator RECON (as required)	 i
i	
PVJSL DAP Jet select RECON (as required)
DAPSLT I/O DAP load select RECON
	
(as required)'
r	 ATTPRC I/0- Attitude processor -Scheduled at 0.16
sec intervals
UNPTPR I/O Universal pointing processor Scheduled at 1.92
sec intervals
UNPTSP - I/0 Universal	 pointing specialist Scheduled at 1.92
sec interval s
OFC Scheduled FSW dri ver' Scheduled at 0.08
sec intervals
T
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1closely to the definitions in reference 20. An extensive list of these
definitions is given in the appendix.
USER INPUT REQUIREMENTS
The mission-dependent data associated with various flight control modules
f4
	(Iload data) is consistent with STS-1.	 If the user requires changes to any of
this data, the following FSCOM locations will need to be modified:
i	 Item	 FSCOM location	 Jet group
i
Translation pulse, DAP A 139 Primary
i	 Translation pulse, DAP B 140 Primary E
Rotation discrete rate, DAP A 112 Primary	
G
Rotation discrete rate, DAP A 111 Vernier
Rotation discrete rate, DAP B 113- Vernier
Rotation discrete rate, DAP D 114 Primary
p i7
9	 Pulse size, DAP A 13fi PrimaryPulse size, DAP A 135 Vernier
Pulse size, DAP B 137 Vernier
i	 Pulse size, DAP B
138 Primary
Attitude deadband roll, DAP A 101 Primary, Vernier
Attitude deadband roll, DAP B 104 Primary, Vernier
Attitude deadband pitch, DAP A 102 Primary, Vernier
r	 Attitude deadband pitch, DAP B 105- Primary, Vernier
Attitude deadband yaw, DAP A- 103 Primary, Vernier
Attitude deadband yaw, DAP B 106 Primary, Vernier
Deadband rate limit, DAP A 119 Primary
Deadband rate limit, DAP B 122 Primary	 !
Deadband rate limit, DAP A 128 Vernier
Deadband rate limit, DAP B 125 Vernier
Jet options for pitch, DAP A 115 Primary
Jet options for pitch, DAP B 116 Primary
Jet options for yaw, DAP A 117 Primary
Jet options for yaw, DAP B 118 Primary
t
E	 This information corresponds to the DAP configuration specification display as
shown in figure 5-6 and further explained in table 5-III.	 When changing the
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ILOAD data, the user must also set the following discretes if the data changes`
are made during (rather than at the start of) the simulation.
FSCOM(773) - 1 k
This is the DAP load change discrete flag which will cause the new ILOAD data
!# to be incorporated into the appropriate flight control modules.
l The following data are initialization default values for the flight control
i
r
software:
I
Item	 FSCOM location Default value
DAR load A	 775 1
Roll discrete submode 	 905 3
Pitch discrete submode 	 906 3
Yaw discrete submode	 907
a Primary RCS	 890 1
X--pulse submode	 917 2
Y-pulse submode	 918 2
Z-pulse _submode	 919 1
Manual mode
	 757 0 i
i
This data corresponse to the panel "switches" shown in figure 5-7.	 To change
any of these "switches" the following locations must be set:
Item 
	 FSCOM location
	
Value
Translation high Z	 856 1
X normal submode	 917 1
Y normal submode	 918 1	 a
Z normal submode	 919 1
Roll acceleration submode 	 905 1
Pitch acceleration, submode
	
906 1
Yaw acceleration submode	 907 1
Roll pulse submode	 905 2
w
e
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Item	 FSCOM location	 Value
Pitch pulse submode	 906	 2
Yaw pulse submode	 907	 2
Auto mode	 757	 1
Vernier RCS	 890	 0
DAP load S	 775	 2
When switching from either primary to vernier or vernier to primary, the
following discrete must also be set:
FSCOM(774) - 1
I This will cause the ILOAD"data associated with that jet group to be used in
the software.
Figure 54 depicts the OPS-2 orbit display -associated with the Universal
1	 Pointing Processor. 	 Referring to figure 5-8, the following user inputs are
required in order to execute guidance maneuvers:
i
Item	 FSCOM location Value	
l
Required inertial
	
roll	 attitude 1891 deg
r	 Required inertial pitch attitude 1861 deg
Required inertial yaw attitude 1900 deg
Desired pitch body vector 1847 deg
Desired yaw body vector 1849 deg
Omicron 1859 deg
Maneuver task
	 (MMVR) 1857 1
Maneuver task 1858- 1
LVLH task (LVLH) 1857 2
LVLH task 1853 1
LVLH task 1855 1
Rotation task (ROT) 1857 3
Rotation task 1853 1	 1
Stop/attitude hold task 1857 3
r:a
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Item
Total attitude error
Total DAP error
Current roll attitude
Current pitch attitude
Current yaw attitude
Required roll attitude
Required pitch attitude
Required yaw attitude
Total error roll
Tota1 error pitch
Total error yaw
Roll rate
Pitch rate
Yaw rate
FSCOM location
	
Value
1854	 1
1854 0
1892 deg
1:.862 deg
1901 deg
1890 deg
1860 deg
1899 deg
1850 deg
1851 deg
1852 deg
390 deg
$91 deg
392 deg
The rotational hand controller (RHC) and translational	 hand controller (THC)
inputs are required as follows:
Item FSCOM location Value
Roll RHC 394 it for on, 0 for off
Pitch RHC 395 i1 for on, 0 for off
Yaw RHC 396 ±1 for on, 0 for off
i
X THC 413 ±1 for on, 0 for off
Y THC 414 ±1 for on, 0 for off
`	 Z THC 415 ±1 for on, 0 for off
I:
The RHC defaUlts to the discrete rate mode and the translational THC default
to the pulse mode in all	 areas.	 The area must select the primary or vernier
jets (default is primary), however, the verniers are incompatable with the
F	 translation manual modes.	 RCS rotational mode is selected on an axis -by-axis
basis	 (see fig.	 5-7) with mixing of modes allowed. If the RHC exceeds
t
-
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I
„soft stop" and the acceleration mode was not selected, the mode selected
a
;Q((( becomes active (on axis involved) when RHC returned to detent.	 To exceed the
soft stop, the following location must be set:
Item	 Location Value
Roll RHC soft stop 406 1 to exceed, 0 not
Pitch RHC soft stop 407 1 to exceed, 0 not
Yaw RHC soft stop 408 1 to exceed, 0 not
^f
Free drift is in effect after the "soft stop" when returning to decent with j
attitude hold in detent.	 I f the acceleration mode was selected, acceleration
command is effected when the RHC is out of detent with free drift when in
detent.	 If in the automatic mode and a RHC command is effected, then the
manual mode will be automatically selected.
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APPENDIX
Y^	
FSCOM LOCATIONS
k	 t
Program
symbol Location Type Dimen.	 Definition
w.
AUTO 1 L Auto manual switch, true = auto
AXIS 2 1 Counter, set internally on 1, 2, 3
DEGTOR 3 R Degrees to radians
j DYINIT 4 I
FTOM 5 R feet to meters
GTMPSS 6 R Gravity, meters per sect
HOLD 7 1 Attitude hold flag
I IDMAT 8 R 9	 Identity matrix_
INTOM 17 R Inches to meters
LBFTON 18 R Foot pounds to newtons
LBTOKG 19 R Pounds to kilograms
MANUAL. 20 L
MVRTRK 21 I
NMTOFP 22 R Newton meters to ft lb
NUL 23 I
OFF 24 L
1
= FALSE, a mnemonic
ON 25 L = TRUE, a mnemonic	 1
PI 27 R 3.1415
PRIMRY 30 L
RTODEG 34 R Radians to degrees	 -
SLTOLB 35 R Slugs' to pounds
TUAP 36 R Period of flight control minor cycle
TVC 38 I Thrust vector control`
TWOPI- 39 R 6.28...
r.
A-1
Program
symbol Location Type Dimen. Definition
ARCOMP 89 R 12 Array compensation thresholds
ARAB 101 R 6 Attitude deadband limits RPY for
dapload A then B
ARDISR 107 R 4 Attitude discrete mode rates,
nominal	 then vernier, A then B
ARMVR 111 R 4 Maneuver rate
ARNPL 115 1 2 Nominal
	
nose/tail	 jets,, pitch A
then B
ARNYWL 117 I 2 Nominal	 nose/tail	 jets, yaw A then B
ARRLIM 119 R 12 Rotational
	 rate limits, RPY,
	
nominal
then vernier, A then B
ARROHL 131 R 4 Rotational	 rate limits, RPY,	 nominal
then vernier, A then B
ARROPL 135 R 4 Rotat ional
	pulse level, nominal then
vernier, A then B
ARTPLS 139 R 2 Translational	 pulse level x, y,	 z
for dapload A then B
ATERPL	 141	 R	 3
AT16HZ	 144	 R	 3	 Attitude increment, low roll rate,
deg
ATTER 147 R	 3 Attitude error PYR
DVBSEC 150 R	 3 1
ETSEP 153 L External tank separation, not used
HFAIL 154 L	 44 JET FAILURE, TRUE = failed
HFLCHG 198 L Chan9e in jet failure status has
occurred this pass if true	 l
IMUFLG 199 L IMU ATT GOOD FLAG 1 = FALSE
INERTR 200 R	 3 Diagonal components of vehicle
inertial
	
ratio xx, ' yy	 zz
MCACC 243 R	 3 Magnitude of control
	 accelerations
along x,
	 y ,	 z	
-
MTRKOP 246 L Maneuver track option enable,
1 = enabled
NEWJON 247 L Turn-on -jet command present for ithjet
A-2
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Program
symbol Location Type Dimen.
PLEXT 371 I Payload extended flag
- PPACEL 372 R 3 Phase plane accelerator levels,
depends on primary vernier, or the
P/L extended flagt
QBM50 375 R 4 M50 to body quaternion measured
QBM50C 379 R 4 M50 to body quaternion required
QBM50P 383 R 4 M50 to body quaternion display
RCMDPL 387 R 3
REST 390 R 3 IMU derived body rate estimates about
X, Y,	 z
RESTRT 393 L
RHC 394 R 3 Rotational hand controller state
-1, +1,	 roll,	 pitch, yaw,
RHCST 397 1 3 Rotational	 hand controller state
ROTJC 400 R 3 RCS rotation command'
k
SFTSTP 406 L 3
',
Soft stop, status of RHSj each axis
TCMD 412 R GMT of required body quaternion
THC 413 I 3
;s
Translational hand controller
commands x, Y, z, -1, +1
TRCMD 418 R 3 x, y, z components of required body	 r,
r attitude rate
MASS 422 R Vehicle mass	 ='
AGPRI 425 R Acceleration gain, primary
AGVER 427 R Acceleration gain,	 vernier
AGIPRI -428- R Attitude gain 1	 primary
_AMER 430 R Attitude gain 1	 vernier
AG2PRI 431 P Attitude gain 2, primary
AMER 433 R Attitude gain 2,	 vernier
AMM 434 R Approximate/exact algorithm threshold
RGIPRI 468 R Rate gain l primary
'	 - RGIVER 470 R Rate gain 1 vernier
` RG2PRI 471 R Rate gain 2 primary
RG2VER 473 R Rate gain 2 vernierk
A-3
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Program
symbol Location Type Dimen. Definition
RLIM 475 R Phase phase rate limit
TRNINC 480 R 42 Translational	 increments 14 ,jets,r
x y z for each
T1 522 R Threshold for use of second vernier
jet
T2 523 R Threshold for use of third vernier
jet
WFRATE 524 R Scale factor for off-axis vernier
preference
ANGINC 530 R 150 Angle increments 26 jets, ;K, y,	 z
for each 0.08 sec firing
JETMAP 680 R 38 Jet numbers	 a
MCAALT 718 R 15 Magnitude of control acceleration
vernier alternate
PRIMML 133 R Rotational rate change due to
a
minimum impluse burn with primary
jet
	
<<
PTRMIE 734 R
TNBBOD 735 R 9 Transformation to body coordinates
TRANMI 744 R
VERNMI 745 R Largest rotational	 rate change due
I to minimum impulse burn with vernier
jet
AEST1 748 R 3 '	 Attitude estimate 1
AEST2 751 R 3 Attitude estimate 2
AGAIN, 754 R Acceleration gain chosen
ACAINI 755 R Attitude gain 1 chosen
AGAIN2 756 R Attitude gain 2 chosen
r	 ATOMAN 757 L Automatic or manual, AUTO = TRUE
ATT 758 R 3 Attitude degrees
ATTHLD 761 L Att hold flag
BYPASS 766 L 13 Bypass' this axis
CLCNTR 769 I Counter in RECON
A-4
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Program
symbol Location Type Dimen. Definition
DAPCHG 773 L 2 Change in dapload present, first
element true for change, second
element true for primary/vernier
DAPLD 775 1 Dapload index - 1 = dapload A,
2 = dapload 8
DATINC 776 R 3 Desired attitude increment
DATT 779 R 3 Desired attitude
DB 782 R 3 Deadband to phase plane
DBREQ 785 R 3 Deadband requested
DBRT 788 R 3 Desired body rate
DISRT 791 R
DVMIMP 795 R 3 Change in body angle rate due to
minimum impulse
DWRCS 798 R 3 Rate change due to jet firing
FLG6HZ 849 L
FORFIR 850 L 3 Rate damping flags
HILOZ 856 L Manual	 mode translation^, z high
regardless of T or F
IAMTRK 857 1 Initiate auto maneuver track
INITJS 860 L Initiate jet select flag
r IP1FTR 861 L Initiate part 1 filter flag
IRCSER 862 L 3 Initiate RCS errors flag
IRDISC 865 L Initiate rotation discrete flag
IRPLSE 866 L Initiate rotation pulse
ITPLSE 867 L Initiate translation pulse
LOPTN 871 L Tail of nose jet selection for low
pitch rotation
	 level, 1 = tail
0 = nose
LOYWTN 872 L Tail or nose jet selection for low
yaw rotation
LROTOP 873 1 3 Last rotation option
MAGMVR 876 R Magnitude of auto maneuver rate
A-5
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Program
g	
symbol location Type Dimen. Definition
"	 PVINDX 889 1 Primary or vernier jet index,
1 = P, 2 = V, depends on PVSW
PVSW 890 L Primary or vernier jet switch,
true = normal
REST2	 - 895 R 3 Rate estimate 2
I	 RGAINI 898 R Rate gain 1
► 	 RGAIN2 899 R Rate gain 2
►
I I	 RLAMP 900 1 3 Rotation underway lamp
ROHILO 903 L 2 Pitch then yaw acceleration level
selection 1 = nominal
ROTOPT 905 I 3 Manual mode rotation, R, P, Y
1 = accel, 2 = pulse, 3 = discrete
RPLSES 908 R
RTER 909 R 3 Attitude rate error
RTLIM 912 R 3 Attitude rate limit
TOPT 917 1 3 Manual translation mode for x, y, z
1 = normal, 2 = pulsed
TPLSE'S 920 R Translational
	
pulse size, depends on
deadband	 t
TRANJC 921 I 3 Translational
	
jet command
UNDSAC 930 R 3 Undesired acceleration, each axis
AAOPT _ .933 I Auto maneuver option, 1 = hold,
2 = maneuver
FCCNTR 940 I Counter in RECON
OLAAOP 946 I Last pass auto maneuver option
OLBYPS 947 L 3 Last pass bypass phase plane flag
OLDAM; 950 t Last pass auto maneuver change flag
OLOTOP - 955 L 3 Last pass translation HC option
OLMODE 958 I Last pass auto or manual mode
OLROPT 960 I 3 Last pass rotation HC option
OLSSTP 963 L 3 Last pass soft stop flag
AM 976' R Auto maneuver eiyen angle
BIAS 977 R Auto maneuver bias in phase plane
A-6
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Program	
Location Type Dimen.
symbol
di
^.F
BTASV 978 R 3 Auto maneuver bias vector
DELTA 981 R 3 Not used
MTRACK 986 L Auto maneuver flag, T = auto,
F - hol d
	F
GLOM T 987 L Last pass auto maneuver flag
OMGCMD 988 R 3 Commanded auto maneuver rate
GCS 991 R 4 Commanded quaternion
QGMD 995 R 4 Commanded quaternion
VR 999 R 3 Auto maneuver rotation vector
WEST 1002 R Auto maneuver parameter
AZANG 1006 R Compensated azimuth gimbal angle
i COP 1007 R Cosine 1/2 DP	 {
COSP 1008 R Cosine of pitch
COSR 1009
R Cosine of roll
COSY 1010 R Cosine of yaw
CP 1,011 R Cosine of gimbal angle 3
CRMN 1012 R Cosine of gimbal	 angle 2
CRPL 1013 R Cosine of gimbal angle 1
CTR 1014 R Inner loop, outer loop flag
r
CY 1015 R Cosine of gimbal	 angle 4
' DELGA 1,016 R 4 Change in gimbal angles
DP 1020 R IMU roll/pitch nonorthogonality
GA 1021 R 4 Gimbal angles
GAPREV 1025 R 4 Previous gimbal angles
GAREAD ,	 -1029'- R 4 Gimbal angles relative to ADI
GAT08D 1033; R 4 Gimbal angles to body
IATPRC 1045 L Initiate attitude processor flag
IRANG 1047 R Compensated inner roll 	 gimbal angle
MROLLg 1061 R 9 IMU roll to body system transformation
OLDSIN 1070 R Holder for old gimbal angle sines
`	 ; a
b
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Program
symbol Location Type Dimen. Definition'
x
r ORANG 1071 R Compensated outer roll gimbal angle
PANG 1072 R Compensated pitch gimbal angle
` QBPREV 1073 R 4 Previous quaternion body to M50
QBROLL 1077 R 4 Body roll wrt gimbal angle quaternion
QROLSM 1081 R 4 Roll wrt stable member quaternion
QSMM50 1085 R 4 Stable member to M50 quaternion
QUPD- 1089 R 4 Update quaternion
SDP 1093 R Sine 1/2 OP
SINP 1094 R Sine of pitch
SINR 1095 R Sine of roll
SINY 1096 R Sine of yaw
" SP 1097 R Sine of gimbal angle 3
SRMN 1098 R Sine of gimbal angle 2
M. SRPL 1099 R Sine of gimbal angle l
SY 1100 R Sine of gimbal angle 4
i TCLM50 1101 R 9 Transform cluster to M50
TNBROL 1110 R 9 Transformation, roll to body
TNOW 1116 R Time now, sec
r ARES1 1119 R 3 Rate estimate 1
ARES2 1122 R 3 Rate estimate-?.	 1
ATTINC 1125 R 3 Attitude increment
i DTOMGA 1128 R 3 Rate estimate variable (local)
r
MSDATT 1131 R 3 Rate estimate variable (local)
i
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TMEAS 1134 R Time
TMSSQ 1135 R DAP time squared
C 1136 R
DELTHA 1137 R 3
DRSTRT 1138 L
JETCMD 1141 R
OLDDR 1142 L 3 Local variables in phase plane
OLDFF 1145 L 3
SUD 1148 R
S11 1149 R
TEMP 1150 R
XXIS 1151 I
X1 1152 R JX2 1153 R
CHEM 1174 L
CHECK2 1175 L Two jet failures in nose group
,i
aProgram
symbol Location. Type Dimen. Definition
DVRCS 1191 R 3
DYFAIL 1194 L 2 Denotes failure of both y jets
b for ,a forward cluster if true
'E	 DZFAIL 1196 L
DZFL2 1197 L Denotes two failed -z jets on a
side if true
HFLJSL 1204 L 38
HIPIT 1242 L High pitch, true - high rate
HIROLL 1243 L High roll, true - high rate
HIX 1244 L High x rate, true = high rate
HIYAW 1245 L High yaw, true . high rate
HIZ 1246 L High z translation command present
I 1247 R
J 124E R
JETTAB 1249 I 38 Divides jets into 14 bunches
JONJSL 1287 L 38
K 1325 I
L 1326 I Local	 variables jet select logic(J SL
NODUMP 1327 L
r	 NOM 1328 L Nominal
NOSECK 1329 L 6 Nose check z, true = low nose
rotation, false see TAILCK
OLDJON 1330 L 6
OLDRJC 1336 L 3
RA000M 1358 R 3
RCSDMP 1361 L
ROTMI 1362 R 3
F
'	 ROTVAL 1363 -R Local
	 variables in JSL
SUMDV'- 1366 R 3
SZFAIL 1369 L 3
F	 SUL 1372 L
_A-10
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TACCUM
	
1373	 R	 6
TAILCK	 1379	 L	 Tail check z, true - low rotation
tail, else, see FSSR
THRENZ 1380 L
TWOUL 1381 L
VFAIL 1382 L Denotes failure(s) exist(s) in
vernier jets
VRNCMD 1383 R 3
XFEED 1386 L Crossfeed interconnect flag,
true =Crossfeed. open.
XFMINV 13$7 R 3
ZFAIL 1390 L 5
OLDTHC 1398 I 3 Old translation HC command
ORHCST 1404 I 3 Old rotational HC command
FL
t
1643 L 46
€	 JETFLG 1649 I 2 Variables that interface FSW
with RCS model
JPFLG 165`1 I
P5501 1652 R 46
RFLG 1698 I 3 Region flag -In phase plane
r	 SSFSNO 1701 1 44 RCS jet number,.., for RCS model
ANG 1836 R 3 Current inertial angles
ARBBCS 1839 R
ATTERR 1840 R 3 Attitude error
ATTRAT 1843 R 3 Rate error
BODVP 1846 R
BODVPD 1847 R Pitch component of body, desired'
w	 BODVY 1848 R
BODVYD- 1849 R Yaw components
 of body, desired,deg
ERR 1850 R 3 Total `error 'in degrees, R, P
	
Y
E-	 I'BDVD- 1853 R Total attitude error
IERSEL 1854 R Error Select flag
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IOMID 1855 R Task flag 1 w LVLH
IOPACT 1856 R 1 roll oryaw, auto maneuver,
2 = WLH alignment
IOPSEL 1857 R Task flag, I  MNVR p 2 a LVLH r 3	 RPT
MNVD 1858 R Maneuver option discrete
OMICRN 1859 R Omicron
PITCHC 1860 R Required pitch inertial
PITCHI 1861 R` Initial	 input for pitch
	
(ADI)
PITCHN 1862 R Current pitch
PLOS 1863 R 3 Desired rotation vector
QADIM 1866 R 4 Quaternion ADI to inertial
QBADI 1870 R 4 Quaternion body to ADI
QBADIC 1.874 R 4 Quaternion body to ADI commanded
QBBC 1878 R 4 Quaternion body to body commanded
QMADI 1882 R' 4 Inertial to ADI quaternion
QMNVR 1.886 R 4 Commanded quaternion
ROLLC 1890 R Required	 (roll,	 inertial)
ROLLI 1891 R Initial	 input for roll	 (ADI)
ROLLN 1892 R Current roll
r RVMAG 1893 R 3 Attitude error magnitude
TOTERR 1894 R 3 Total error
YAWL 1899 R Required yaw,
	
inertial, deg
YAWI 1900 R Yaw required,	 inertial, deg'
(ADI)
YAWN 1901 R Current yaw
FULER 2055 R 3 Euler angle array
CNTACA 2073 I Control acceleration index
CNTACB 2074 1 Control acceleration index
r
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MCACCP 2075 R 3 Mean acce:l-eration level, primary
MCACCV 2078 R 3 Mean acceleration levels, vernier
MCACPL 2081 R Mean acceleration levels with
payload extended
f CNTLACC 2096 I Control acceleration index
z CNTACA for dapload A
- CNTACB for dapload B
l OLIM 2172: R 10 tolerance factor
DOTT 2173 R Local	 variable (dot- product)
EA 2174 R Angle of rotation
INIOPT 2176 I Task flag 1 = LVLH, 2 = rotation
INPASS 2177 I Initialass flagP
`
IOPPRC 2178 I Task flag 1 = LVLH, 2 = rotation
MTP 2179 R 9 Transformation matrix M50 to
required body
MTT 2188 R 9 focal	 variable matrix
4 ONINTY 2197 R 90
PLOSA 2198 R 3 Desired pointing vector
PTM 2201 R 9 Required body to M50
transformation
QATM50 2210 R 4 Commanded quaternion
r
QBAM50 2214 R 4 -Commanded quaternion
QMNVRA 2218 R 4 Commanded quaternion
f
QRBB 2222 R 4 Local variable
RAVGAB 2226 R Magnitude of position-.vector
ROLL 2227 R 900
RRABOD 2228 R 3 Unit vector on y-axis
` RRATA 2231 R Desired maneuver rate
RRBOD 2232 R 3 Local variable
RRM50 2235 R 3 Local	 variable E
r RXVAVG 2238 R 3 Local variable
SEA- 2241 R Local
	
variable
3
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TLOS 2142 R 3 Unit position vector
TLXVAV 2245 R 3 Local variable
UVMXRM 2248 R 3 Local	 variable
VBXRRB 2251 R 3 Veal variable
VBXYN 2254 R 3 Local	 variable
VECOOD 2257 R 3 Desired pointingvector
VECM5O' 2260 R 3 Unit position vector
VMXRRM_ 2263 R 3 Local	 variable
VMXYT 2266 R 3 Local	 variable
VVMXRM 2269 R 3 Local variable
WBI 2272 R 3 Inertial rotation rate
YN 2275 R 3 Local	 variable i
YT 2218 R 3 Local	 variable
f,	 YVEC 2281 R 3 Unit vector along Y(- 0, 1. 0
ZVEC 2284 R 3 Unit vector along Z(- Q, O, 	 1)
SRAVGG 2287 R 3 Shuttle position M50, 	 inertial
single precision
SVAVGG 2290 R 3 Shuttle velocity, M50,	 inertial
single precision
r	 UVVXRM 2293 R 3 Local variable
CROLL 2296' R Cosine of roll
SROLL 2297 R 3 Sine of roll k
SVAVGN' 2298 R 3 Unit vector of velocity
k
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